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l . INTRODUCTI41^
This Phase IA report of the earth/Lunar Horizon Sensor
program discusses the technical. aspects of the various types of 	 ^,
'	 horizon sensors which may be considered for possible use in tl^e
Apollo Extension System space missions. It attempts to narrow.,_...._ 	 {
down the choice from^a fair variety of sensor types to the one
which is thought to satisfy the design goals which have been
s ecified and whicp h can be mplemented within the scope of the
program, both. from the standpoint of demonstrating the perfor-
mance characteristics-and doing sQ within the specified time and
budget....	 __
In this report we will discuss principally the tech- 	 '
ncal considerations guiding this. choice and will do so .only in
the limited. sense of covering the special aspects of sensor
technology which we consider vital for the present program. We
will not discuss the broad subject and fundamentals of horizon
ens.ors which have been covered adequately elsewhere but only
those characteristics which are pertinent to the choice of an
optimum system.
'	 Thus we will assume. that the reader has a general
:_
familiarity with the ,ba is horizon sensor concep ts and state	 ;'
;;
_	
z>
7
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f
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of the art. We will furthex assume -that certain choices have
already been made in specific components and elements of the
system., The unique advantages of thermal detetors such as the
thermistor and solid-backed thermopile have already been weld
established, as have various elements of the optic -s, -mechanical
design, and elec^:ronic processing.. We have also avoided. any
concepts which. we consider beyond a tainment within the scope.-
of a one..-year program.
This. report discusses three basic horizon sensor
system concepts, with variations of each. These three are:
(1) Conical Scan Sensors.
(2') Electronically :Scanned Sensors
(3) Edge Trackers
.Not all_ of the system concepts wh^^.c^ we have analyzed
.	 '^
were . found to be capable of meeting the requirements far lunar
use, However, as a matter of general interest, we have^in-
_eluded discussions of these concepts in this. report...
Section 2 discusses the spectral and optc^,l._..con-
_..
`sidera± ions applicable to the: earth- lunar horizon sensor
design.
.^^
__._	
,y	
- J
- ---	
_
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Section s.l discusses _general. signal processing
conce is re^at,iv::^ to the roblem of horizon ed ep	 p	 g angular
definition with high precision. This discussion is primarily.
applicable to conical scan sensors
Conical scan tensors suitable for lunar use can
be divided into space scan and normal conical scan types. In
a space scan system, the horizon is always intersected from
space 'to planet.; while in a normal conical scanner, both the
_.
space-to-planet and planet-to-space scans are used. The.
signal processing approaches designed to maximize the angular.
definition of the horizon edge .intersection for both space
scan and:. normal conical scan horizon sensors. are discussed
in Paragraphs 3 01, l through 3.1.4 0
`For. the. normal conical scan type of horizon sensor
1
on the moon, the planet pulse must be differentiatedor the
edge gradient must b ye sensed. The problem . in . this scan _.for
lunar- use is_recogniton of the pulse defining .the leading
:and :trailing lunar horizons. The signal processing concepts ^:
^^ 	 applicable to the_ normal. conical scan sensor whenused -on
the moon are discussed in Paragraph 3.1.5.
f
1.
:.	 1.^
'.
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Section 3.2 discus es the design considerations
applicable try
 electronically scanned horizon sensors for
earth-lunar use..
.Section 3.3 discusses the design c-onsiderations
applicable to various types of edge trackers. At least. one
of these concepts using field switching at the edge of the
planet and which is described in Section 3.3.2.4 appears to
meet all the requirements for the .Earth/Lunar Horizon .Sensor
System. =Some othex approaches are. described which arse not
considered satisfactory.	 - -
Section 4 is a review of the significant charac-
terstics of the various horizon sensor concepts described
in 'Section 3. In it are discussed -various advantages and
disadvantages of the several approaches considered and their
relationship to the mission requirements .
Section 5 discusses the. reliability considerations
.__.
of the various horizon sensor approaches. Ln thus section
we."have tabulated Mean Time Before Failure figures' for tents-
the designs of the three system which are. capable of
meeting the. design goals of ensitivity and accuracy for the
	 ,
present . pr^,gxam
__	 _.	 ,..__.	 _..__..^.__ __._- __._.^	 ^y_.___._
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In Section b we present our conclusions and recom-
mend^tions for Phases IB and II of this program.
{^_..:	 ::^ ^^^^Ni%1"s	 6-i^=ia--i^a_m`^l£^.sw.n'm^^c:.S:'^,c:wW	 ^`.S:b^`. '#:'ii-.r^C...w S«^G%1 Yi	
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2. SPECTRAL AND OPTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
The horizon of the earth as seen from space is not
an abrupt discontinuity; there is a region of gradual transi-
tion from the zero radiance of space to full radiance. This
region is from about 60 km above the earth's surface to the
surface itself. The shape of this plot. of radiance versus alti-
t'ude depends upon the temperature,. pressure, water vapor content,
etc. of the air at that particular point on the earth and also
upon . the band of_wavelengths to which he horizon sensor is
sensitive. Variations in these plots cause uncertainty in the
exact horizon position for a horizon sensor and therefore directly -
affect the sensor accuracy.
_	
__	
__
Three independent groups of investigators have estab-
,^
__	
I
lished their own computer programs for determining these profiles.
,.
The groups - are (1) Hanel, Bandeen, and. Conrath at Goddard Space.
g	 (2) Burn and Oppel at Lockheed MSC, Sunnyvale,Fl ht Center
California, and (3) Wark, Alishouse, and Yamamoto of the U. S.
Weather Bureau. The work of Dr..Wark is particularly useful _in
._
that he has published tables of radiance versus altitude for a
large number of narrow wavelength ntervals (in general,
__	
_ ^
	
__
_	
_	 _	 :^
.___.:_m_. _^	 ._
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intervals of 25 cm -l) for each of eight model atmospheres. By
multiplying the radiance in a given .interval by the trans-
mission of a particular optical system in ^h«t interval and
summing the resulting products, a profile of radiance versus
altitude can be .calculated .for tii^t optical system. Identical
calculations with data for another model atmosphere yield another
profile.
Profiles for Dr-. Wark' s nnodel . atmospheres A, B, C,
and D have been computed. as outlined above . fox a_system sensi-
the only between 20 and 40 microns. These are shown in Figure
2- 1. The interesting features of this plot are the .fallowing:
(l) Radiance variations fox the worst case..conditi^ns
to be encountered in viewing tree earth's atmosphere in the 20
to 40 micron band (in: the. range of elevations around 200 nautical
m es) are only about'. two to one .
(2) At a low level of radiance at the upper layers
of atmosphere, the variations in altitude at which identical
radiance ..levels are encountered are very small.
These observations warrant certain conclusions with
regard to the system accuracy obtainable with a sensox operating
in this spectranterva and sensing the earth:'s atmosphere,
1Y'v-^	 ^-Ndt. mom.
	
^.	 .->
	
. _	
_.
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(1) Tle dynamic range requirements are not excessive
(two-to-one variations in energy are expected)°
(2) Since the total energy available in this broad
spectral region is greater than would be obtained in a narrow
region in the. shorter wavelengths- (°age, 15 micron CO2 band),
we can expect to obtain a reasonab ly high signal- to-noise ratio
(3) At a low threshold level (comfortably above the
system noise level), we caul register a scan crossover point
which is reasonably independent of the climatic and seasonal
conditions of the region scanned ° For example, at a radiance
level of 1/20 of the highest value which could be encountered
according to the model atmosphere -studied, the maximum variation
in altitude for the different. atmo pheric models are of the order
	of 5 kmo For a conical scan sensor which may be considered and
	 ,,
-at the 300 nautical mile alttude^..this corresponds to an a-rror
of about Ool A e This error is, of course, averaged over two
crossover positions for the horizon sensor systemo
(4) Snce the sensor would be _measuring attitude with
reference to positions in the upper atmosphere, there are no
seriou cloud problems in'evidenceo The data plotted is based
_	 .-	 -	 ^-
^` _ ^	 ^ _^	 _i'
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on atmospheric models which include the effects . of normal cloud
conditions. The curves shown in .Figure 2-1 are rathF-r similar
to the radiance profiles of a 15 micron CO2 band centered earth
atmosphere.
	
+
In a recen flight test of an experimental horizon
sensor, radiometric data were gathered for an optical bandpass
very similar to that proposed hereo The spectral band of this
sensor was. 14-16 microns anal 18-35 microns using silicon as the
optical material. The energy in. the 14-16 micron region is
only about 1/7 of the tr^tal so that_thi^ sy tem is very similar
to the 20- 40 micron band. Results of this flight were reported
ire the.. :
 Proceedings of the First. Symposium on Infrared Sensors
fox Spacecraft Guidance and Control in a paper by Lt. Col. Wo ^i'.
"
	
	 Jones and K. `A. Way°d titled "Performance of Horizon Sensor
Systems in .Earth Orbto" Extensive radiometric data were
obtained in polar, temperate, and equatorial regions of the
earth. These. resul ts show no move than 201 contrast ratio
and in general confirm the theoretical predictions.	
a
Since the results of .the investigation of the earth's
radiance in the 20-40 micron spectral region appear to be quite
I
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favorable, we recommend that the optical system of the present
sensor be designed for use of that spectral interval and that
it optimize the efficiency of the various optical and detector
elements to provide ^ high signal-to-noise ratio far all target
conditions expected.
An added and powerful advantage of this choice is that
tie 20-40 micron spectral interval is well suited for the lunar
application of this. sensor. We therefore -feel that the sensor
can be designed with an .identical detector/optical system for
either lunar or earth missions, requiring no interchange of
detectors or filters for a specific mission. A further advan-
Cage of this choice of spectral interval is that the relative.	 '^
__
.energy from the sun and the. planet is more favorable for e
 the
long wavelength sensitive system than would be the case for one
1
which is made to operate in a shorter wavelength region closer
to the peak radiance of the sun.
.,	 0.
. In addition to determining an optimum spectral region
in 'which the Earth/Lunar Horizon Sensors will operate, we must
,_
give some consideration to the characteristics of -the optical r
ir.	 SI
materials to be used and the detector's sensitivity in :the
:^
,^
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spectral band of interest. It will be desirable, wherever
possible, to use reflecting components. Certain conical scan.
sensors, some •versions of edge trackers, and the electronically
sampled horizon sensors al] may be designed. to use reflecting
elements for at least some of the optical components. As a
rule_, it will be faunal. that optically immersed d^:tectors will
be preferable - from the standpoint of sensitivity and detector
size reduction.
The detector to be used, a thermist^r, can. be shown..
to have a reasonably high -and uniform sensitivity in the ^pec-
teal region. of :interest, 20 -40 microns. phis is seen in
.Figure 2-2, in which a thermstor bolometer 4 s spectral: response
is limited only by the detector's long wavelength.: absorptance
and the window used (KRS-5) .
Were we to use agermanium-immersed detector', the
long wavelength absorption characteristics of .the thick ger- 	
--^
uranium element would. severely reduce the .energy received _by
the de tec for and the- sensitivity would be degraded . Typ-ca l
of the sp'ec.tral sensitivity of agermanium-immersed thermst:or
is the curve. shown in-Figure 2-3. -Figure 2-4 shows the spectral
,-
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responsE of a thermistor letectox immersed in a silicon hyper-
hemisphere which is seen to be sensitive to the longer wave-
. length although with some losses. Our calculations in later
sections of this report .take- into account the detector sensi-
tivity .averaged over the spectra'1 region of interest.
While the 20-40 micron spectral region appears to
offer certain advantages -in this application in avoiding the
-need for a change in optics for various mssio.^s and seems to
provide . the desired accuracy., it would be'unfair to overbook.
the value ofthe 15 micron CO2 band for earth missions. A1-
though the desired 0. 1° accuracy seems to be achievable with
'the 20-40 micron spectral band, the horizon profile curves
,for'the various atmospheres axe more uniform in the ]5 micron
'CO2 band than in the 20-40 micron band. This may be seen. by
comparing Figure 2 - 1 in this report with Figure 1 of a -paper
by F. Schwarz., K. Ward,...anal T. Falk, "A-High Accuracy Conical
	 :^
,,
..Scan Infrared Horizon Sensor Operating in the 15 Micron CO2
Band," p'resen el at the Symposium on Infrared Sensors for
Spacecraft Guidance .and Control held at Barnes Engir^cerng
^ompa^y, May 1965. Theeefore, it is ` to be expected that a
f
1..
-..	 ..	
-	
. _ _..	 _	 w_	 _.^....
^+
_^	 _
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somewhat higher :accuracy can be achieved for earth missions
by operating in the 15 micron CO 2
 band with nearly all the.
hoxzon sensor systems we have studied.
In the analysis of var-ions systems in the next
section, we :will occasionally call attention -to .the improve-
ments in accuracy which are made. possible through. use of the
relatively homogeneous earth atmosphere as viewed in the 15
micron. CO2 band and to a slightly lesser .extent in the . 20-
40 micron band, with its reasonably low radiance contrast and
a dynamic .range in radiance of only about two to one.
_ __	
c
__ ,.
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3.0 DISCUSSION OF SYSTEM CONCEPTS
Apart from radiation balance sensors which generally
have a rather limited accuracy and horizon crossover indica-
tors used with spinning type vehicles, both of which are un-
suitable for'the present application, .infrared horizon sensors
may be placed into three basic categoreso conical scan horizon
sensors, electronically sampled no-moving-parts horizon sensors,
and edge tracking horizon sensors..
We believe that ultimately, with sufficient develop-
merit and time, various versions in each of these categories can
be made to meet .the design goals for the earth lunar horizon
sensor required for this program with one limitation: the
pecification of reliability cannot be met by any of these 	 .,
_I
systems without redundancy and scrupulous attention to all
aspects of reliability in the design of the sensors and choice
of componen so	
_	
__
The ystem selected for this program must. meet these
de ign goals but do_so within the specified time limit of
les than one .year and a budget limit, all with a reasonably
^,
i
high confidence factor so that no new: unresolved problems are
^:
--	
,-	 __	
-
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encountered which may interfere with the successful completion
of the program.
It will be instructive, therefore, to set down the
principal differences and the advantages and disadvantages of
each of the horizon sensor concepts and later discuss each in
more detail and thus resolve the possible problem areas in ad-
vance of the execut^.on of the design and construction phase of
this program. In all this _we will assume thaw the reader has
a familiarity with bas^..c infrared horizon concepts .and the
operating principles ^f each. We will therefore not repeat
what we feel has beenadequately covered in the literature in
_	 __
.the form of individual papers on specific horizon sensor systems
__
or in two. presently available works which treat these:.. subjects
in great. detail. 1' 2 	 +^^^
__
3._0.1 Conical Scan Horizon Sensors i
Conical scan horizon sensors are characterized by
the fact that whey contain. a scanning. mechanism... which causes
t'
1Symposium on Infrared. Sensors .for Spacecraft Guidance and
Control, held at Barnes Engineering.
 Company, May 1965,	 a
2John Duncan., William Wolfe, George Oppel, and James Burn. 3
^ ^,Infrared Horizon Sensors. ,"_IRIA State-of-the-Art Report, Instf-
Lute of Science and Technology,-The University of Michigan,	 fi
Apri 1 1965. ::
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the detector to view a finite size elemental field in a con-
tnuously rotating conical pattern. As a rule, the rotational
rates are fairly high motor speeds of 7200 rpm. being common.)
and friction and lubrication may present problems. The elec-
tropics are, as a rule, rather simple, since there is no need
to separate: a search and track function. Use of the conical
scan results in a wide possible acquisition field but wastes. a
considerable portion of ._the scan time in traversing over space
and- planet where no useful information is derived. The only
useful information is the time of planet . crossover at the
leading and trailing. edges of each scan. As a result, zhe
electrical t^andwidth requirements may be higher than desir-
able. and the signal.-to-noise ratio may be degraded.
:Conical . scan sensors can thus provide. both search
and track functions with each scan and, .since the mechanical
motion is constrained in bearings, the system can function
during launch or powered flight in an environment with high
vibration levels. For missions in which the. altitude range
is limited to small . variations, one can adjust the scan cone
angle to a position which minimizes the` amount of tine in
- - - __ . ^' - -1-
..	 ^:
^.
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which the sensor views regions which provide. no useful infor-
mation (e.g., space). Reliability of motors and rotating
components is intimately tied to the parameters of operation
.such as speed of rotation, mission life, number of bearings,-
etc., which will be discussed in later sections.
3.0.2 Electronically Sampled No-Moving-Parts Horizon Sensor
A formidable advantage of the electronically sampled
system is the complete avoidance of any moving parts and a 	 `^
consequent potential for missions requiring a very long operating
life. A no-moving-parts system on the. other hand,..like a d.c.
amplifier, requires a high degree of long-term stability which 	 ^
__
_-
s usually difficult to achieve.. The accuracy of the system
becomes a function of either the field of view subtense (resolu-
tion) of the individual detectors (for a digital type system)
or the degree to which it may bP possible to resolve the posi-
Lion of the target within each detector field of view element
(in the case in which analog target. position interpolation is
__
used) . Both these methods of obtaining a high. degree of resolu-	 `
Lion require rather complex electronic circuitry using many
active and. passive components,
--	 - 
_
_..
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For the present application the advanr^ge gained
through elimination of all mechanical components is weakened
by the need fora large number of detectors and associated
': low-level sampling switches required to achieve the desired
resolution, In time, such amulti-element system can be sim-
p'lified and constructed in an ntegrated circuit form which
may improve the reliability. In considering the sensitivi ty
and signal-to-noise ratio of this system, we must also take
into_ account the long-term drift and the requirement for main-
taining a constant or zero output when all active detectors
view outer . space losing heat to the .background. .This dictates
use of either a detectorarray with exceedingly good. respon-
sivity matching . between elements or the solution we have
a opted--provision of a controlled heat source within the::
_	 _
optical system which insures that. all detectors viewing space
will experience no net heat gain or loss with respect to its 
_	
^
reference junctions.. Thus all detectors, regardless of their
_	
_	 _	
_	
__ _
absolute responsivities, must, produce equal outpu s (or zero
-;	
_	 ^.
4
output) when dewing outer space. Insofar as signal-to-noise
ratio and ^andwid h are'cc^n ►^ erned, this system has the advantage
._
	
_.._.	 ,.
^	
_,.	 ^	 x	 ._.;,.
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that the detectors "stare" at their target area almost con-
tnuously and may have a slow response and the bandwidth
requirement is low.
3.'0.3 Edge Tracking Horizon Sensors
3. 0.3.1 With Small Field Scan
Edge tracking horizon sensors have the advantage
over the conical scan sensor that .they waste little time looking
at regions other than the edge of the planet which they must
track, except for the time during which they search for their
....target . The search time is t1^^us normally longer than for the
.conical scan sensor. However, once. the planet edge is .acquired:,
little tame . is wasted. in scanning. other regions anal the elec-
tropic bandwidth may. be narrow. A complicating factor is the
need for a tracking servo loop and, in some systems, two sep-
crate field scans o wide field . tracking. and a small field fine
oscillation. In some systems (e.g. , the "Positor" of the ATL
:edge tracker), these two mo^rements may be performed by the,
same mechanical component . 	 ,
The searching; :function is usually performed by some
type of servo drive, The fine tracking may be a small field
^j
_',	 {
S
^`. ^....:. _e ,_Ty`M+^.iE^ 	 ....	 _.__:_......,..... _.._^.....^, _«... 	 -. - .,.- Yom.,...;.:	 .......y...„._..e. ^ ^ :_._.—^	 _ .,.^_____ ^ _._..__.....,-._`.—.:. 	 ._..	 .., ...	 ... _,_.	 .,	 ^..._	
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"dithering" movement about a normal planet edge field of view
position or it may be a small cone scanned at the planet edge
and, in some systems, it may be a fie ld switching action in
which a detector is exposed alternately to the edge of the
planet and to outer space which may serve as the reference.
This field switching system, since it does not waste any time
in ..scanning an area on the planet and in space, allows further
restriction. of electrical bandwidth.
To produce the small dithering motion usually re-
quires mechanical components. These may consist of a flexing..
type device or a rotating type device. The former do not
require lubrication and . are usually non-friction devices.
they generally have resonances at low frequenc^.es and may be
unsatisfactory in applications in which they may experience
vibration .forces. The latter rotational or bearingcon.-
strained devices are essent.^lly unaffected by the usual ex-
ternal vibrational forces but do require lubrication. Thus
one must consider the requirements of the mission before:
reaching a cone luson as to the suitability of a specif is
scanner system.
3-8
3.0.3.2 Field Switching Edge Trackers
'Edge trackers in which a field of view at the edge
of the planet is compared with a field in space by optical
chopping may use modulators of three basic typewr choppers
of the Frustrated Internal Reflection Modulators (FIRM) using
imperceptibly small movement to effect modulation, vibration
type choppers, and rotating chopper modulators.
The. FIRM type shows a, negligible. amount of wear,.
can be free from mechanical resonances in the range of fre-
quencies normally encountered in space vehicles, and. if the
design is well executed should have a very high reliability. ^^
The vibration type field chopper e.g., tuning fork
moving vane type modulator) usually has a high reliability for
the small movement requited but usually is subject to di turb-
a n c e through external vibrations o It may be designed to have
-its. mechanical resonance at a very high frequencyo However,
in that case, it would require considerably higher drive power
to cause it to vibrate at .the desired low frequency chop rate.
F
This .type system is. therefore preferably used inmissions
_.
operating in free flight with low. vibration forces. ^.
-	 --	 -	 -	
-
-	 -	
_^	 ^. ^_._
______
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The rotating chopper type field switching modulator
can. be designed to be unaffected by normal vibration forces
in a spacecraft. Its reliability can be reasonably high,
provided that the mechanism is made to operate at low speeds
and the lubrication problem is satisfactorily solved..
All of the fieldwitching edge tracker types have
the common. advantage of requiring the lowest signal bandwidth
of all sensor types, since the noise bandwidth need only be
as .wide as the informationbandwdth required by the system.
The modulation .frequency may be selected conveniently within
the time constant_which is typical of the detector to be used.
hike the o-then. edge track.exs this type also requires the servo
.	 y	 p	 . g	 t	 ^drz.ve s stem to o erate the trackin mirror or lens o It is
to be expected that this c^ethod of sensing provides the best
signal-to-noise ratioe The design for this type sensor must
make provision for possible sun in one of the. primary.. fields
of view, which usually requires an auxiliary guard detector
field of view.
In general, we see from the above that the consid-
erations guiding the :choice of an appropriate earth/lunar
^	 ^ ^;	 ^	 ^	 y
-	 ^ ...	 _	 a... ^, ..
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horizon sensor. system. should include not only the specific
numbers indicating achievable signal-to-noise ratio and accuracy
but also some more poorly defined criteria involving confidence
level, design and fabrication time, cost, and some considers-
bons which are characteristic of specific. missions. The precise.
form of the sensor is further influenced by the location of the
sensor .package in the spacecraft ° Thus, if prime space is avail-
able where the sensor can view regions nearly 180° apart, the
sensor can be designed in such a way that pitch and roll data
may be obtained with one integrated sensor head°
It is for reasons such as these that we counsel a
joint discussion of the mission. requirements and any interface
problems n	
__
_3 0 1 Con^.^^ al Scan Sensors
Of all the various approaches to horizon sensing,
the conical scan type iG^ the one which has been developed to
the highest. degree and used . most widely in the US space program.
More than. 200 conical: scan sensors built by Barnes..^Engineering
Company havQ been flown in various space: vehicles and rockets-- ,^.
more thane. all other types of horizon sensors combined.
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In view of the present requirement for greater
accuracy than is reQuired for other existing missions, capability
of operating with a high accuracy in an orbit around the moon,
and a reliability figure far beyond anything achieved to date,
we have reviewed in some detail the various possibilities for
improvement in these areas insofar as the conical scan concept
is concerned and the relative potential of this technique vis-a-vis
other horizon sensing. methods. Because the conical scan sensor
is a fairly well established. device and has had much space ex-
perience, it will obviously be desirable to explore to the
utmost its value in the present application. The advantage of
using it is the greater ^..f one bears in mind the factor of time
_	 _	
_
and cost .° .Therefore,. if it is found that . relatively small
changes will make the system meet the design goals for the
present sensor, then the factors of experience, cost, and time
may carry much weight in deciding on the choice of the most
desirable system.
	
-
Looking at the basic problem. areas with the various
_types of sensors as discussed in Section 3.0 we find thatthe
main weaknesses of existing conical scan sensors lie in the
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use of high speed rotating parts, an unfavorable ratio of
dwell time on space versus planet, and possible electronic
processing difficulties in obtaining, high accuracy and sans-
factory . signal-to-noise ratios.
If the vehicle dynamics and system requirements are
such that an integration time of 5 seconds is allowed for
attitude error output, as appears to be the case, then a slowing.
down of scan rate to around 1 rps is possible. This leads. to
a number of improvements in reliability and crossover. time de-
termination as discussed in greater detail below. The error
dependence on scan time is summarized in Figure 3-0. We will
.discuss only those aspects of conical scan horizon sen ing not
already .covered adequately in the literature.
A review and stuay of the conical scan horizon sensor
was . conducted to recommend possible changes and improvements to
the present designs. The areas investigated include basis
^^^stem concept and design, choice.. of optics . , ..and. electronic
processing. The study inc udes a; preliminary technical ds- 	 '^
cuss-ion of several basic concepts of the conical _scan horizon
!'
senor .
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Fora general discussion of the conical scan horizon
sensing concept, refer to the following papers:
(1) .John Duncan, William Wolfe, George Oppe 1, and
James Burn. "Infrared Horizon Sensors," IRIA
^	 State-of-the-Art Report, Institute of Science
and._. Technology, The University of Michigan, 	 g
Apr 1 1965 .
(2) Morris H. Arck and M. Monty Merlen. "Horizon
E	 Sensors for Vertical Stabilization of Satellites
and Space Vehicles," Proceedings of the National
!	 Specialists Meeting on Guidance of Aerospace
M	 Vehicles, May ZS - 27, 1960.
{3) Frank Schwarz, Kenneth Ward, and Thomas Falk.
"A High Accuracy Conical Scan Infrared Horizon
'^Sensor Operating in the 15 Micron CO2 Band,"
presen^:ed at the 12th National Infrared Infor-	 .
ma_t.ioi^ Symposium, January_ 12- 14,; - 1965 .,. at
Fort Belvoir, Virginia.
(4)` -'Eric M. Wormser and Morris H. Arck.. "'Infrared
- . Navigation Sensors for Space '^'ehic les, " pre-
sented at American. Rocket Society Conference;:
Stanford Unversity,.•.Stanford, California,
August 7 - 9, 1.961.
3.1.1 C^ualtative Aspects of Edge DeCerminaton
3.1.1.1' Radiation Considerations
To accurately determine the horizon edge using
conical` scan. horizon sensors, the doge, at a particular
_ _	 _	 _	 k
i ^.
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point, of a pulse edge. of a waveform must be maximized.
Figure 3-lb shows the slope of the radiation pulse perceived
by the bolometer of an infrared scanner when its field of
view passes across an object of uniform temperature and
emissivity against a uniform background of different.tempera-
ture (Figure 3- la) .
Radiance (emitted
radiation-per unit
surface)	 w	 Difference in
Back round at Width of Object 	 Radiance
at Temperature.81^Direction	 Temperature A2 ^	 FIGURE
of Scan.	 ^	 ^	 3-1a
I^------- Tw	 -^
Received Radiation	 ^	 i
on the Bolometer	 t ^	 i Radiation	 FIGURE
_: ^	 ^	 Pulse Shape	 3- lb
Time
	
^ ' ^
--^ T 1 i
Tw: time necessary to . scan across object of width w
Tl ; time necessary to move field of view across sharp
edge; of object.
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The ramp-shaped edges of the pulse in Figure 3-lb
are generated by moving an optical field of view of non-zero
width across a step discontinuity in radiance. (T1 is the
time required to move the field of view across the step dis-
continuity.) The straight . ramp of Figure 3-lb is developed by
a rectangular field of view moving with uniform scanning- velocity
across a discontinuity parallel with one. of its sides. In this
case, the fractional .illumination during crossover is a linear
function of time. With other field of view geometries (such as
circular) and/or other field of view orientations with respect
to the radiation edge (for example the diagonal of a rectangular
field of view-parallel with the radiation discontinuity) the
fractional illumination is not a linear function of time.
The generated pulse edge is, of course, still . monotonic, but
not a straight ramp.
3.1.1.2 Electronic Processing Considerations^^..
Further deterioration (deviation from..a.rectangle)
occurs when__the received radiation pulse is converted into an
electrical pulse -and amplified as such.. .There are -two fund^-
mental contributions to this latter distortion:
_ _	 .^.
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(a) A low pass in the transfer function between the
'...received radiation pulse and the electrical output of the
radiation detector: In the case of a thermistor bolometer,
^^
the received radiation will raise the temperature of the
b;olometer flake (unbalancing. the resistance bridge into which
i^,t is connected and thereby producing an electrical signal).
.However, the bolometer temperature changes only at a rate less
i
t^^an or equal to that permitted by the heat capacity, Cb, of
the bolometer flake. and the thermal resistance, Rb, from the
flake through its backing to the heat sink. (T2 is the time
', constant determined by Rb and Cb.) The designer has some
freedom in determining Rb for a given Cb (Cb is a function
of the bolometer material and flake size.) by varying the.
thickness of the backing. Reduced .backing thickness permits
faster response, but it also reduces the sensitivity of the
bolometer.
(b) A low.pass in the amplifier to which. the output
of the.. bo^.o^neter bridge is applied: The introduction of thi
low-pass is ini'tentonal; the high frequency cut-off is set at
a convenient frequency, as low as comps ible with pu se-shaping
^.
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requirements, in order to reduce the noise bandwidth. The time
constant that corresponds to the amplifier high frequency cut-
_.__
off is denoted by Tb.
Figure 3-2 shows a typical pulse shape at the ampli-
f ier output .
__
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3.1.1.3 Noise Cons iderations
Since , in practical instruments , the amplifier output
contains additive gaussian noise, the entire preceding dis-
cussion on pulse edge distortion must be considered in this
light. Infrared scanners are used to determine the position
of objects that. emit radiation different from that of their
backgrounds. If it were not for the noise, it would be possible
to accurately determine the position of the radiation discon-
tinuity in spite of the distortion of the pulse shape.. This
could bE dons by determining the instant at which the. amplifier
output passes above level L (Figure 3-2) and discounting the
known delays introduced by finite field of view, detector
time constant, and amplifier high frequency cut-off . 	 ^^
I
inlith noise:,. the instant at which level Lis crossed
is no longer precisely determined. Rather, there are flue-
tuations in the crossover instant, ^a^ith_ a gaussian distribu-
ton around a mean determined by level L and the noiseless
amplifier output. of Figure 3-2. In fact, multiple crossings
of wel L are possible if the noise correlation time (largely
determined by the amplifier h gh frequency cut-off) is mach
_	 _	 -	 --
-	 -	 --	
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shorter than the field of view crossover time or 'che detector
time constant ° (The. word "largely" is used because one pore-
ton of the additive noise may have a (1/f) n spectral
distribution°)
The mean dEViation of these f luctuations in cross-
.over time is directly proportional to the rms value of the
additive gaussian noise and inversely proportional to the
slope of the .amplifier output of Figure 3-2 at the reference
lever L.3 If Tl (field of view crossover time) anal Tb (de.-
tecto^^ .time constant) are fixed (that is, as in given optical
head.), the slope.. of -the pulse at level L is a function o_f
only Tb (the high frequency roll-off of the ,amplifier) . The
siope is a monotonically decreasing ...function of T b . Since the
`rms value of the additive gaussian noise is also.....a decreasing
function of T^, the ratio of_the two (proportional to the
mean de^riation of the crossover ,time fluctuations) is a
minimum for some value of Tb. This value. determines the
optimum simple roll-.off amplifier for a given, optical system.
3Haro ld S o Black, Modulation Third. VanNos trend, 195.3.
x
..
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3.1.2 Mathematical Approach to edge Definition Problem
Keeping the aforementioned statement of the edge
definition problem in mind, it is possible to derive expres-
sions which permit optimizing the time response and .bandwidth
of a system to_aehieve the best results in terms of edge def-
inition, thus obtaining the highest accuracy in local vertical
determination' .for a specific system. Several approaches are
considered. One. assumes the use of high frequency boost and
ramp forcing function; the second is worked out fora second-
' order system with no boost, again using a ramp input with
sufficient latitude for the placement of a slice level... .Later
sections .introduce time domain. equalization techniques.
`1
	
3.103 Analysis of Conical Scan Horizon Sensor Systems with	 '
and without High Frequency Boost 	 __
3, l 0 3 a 1 Analysis of System- using Detector. High Frequency
Boost	
_
Considering 
a 
system scanning always from spacE to
planet, we are faced with a number of choices p using a slaw
_or a fast- detector, boosting t'^ze high frequency or not, > es ab-
lishng a cut-off frequency for the amplifier, etc. Bear . in
mind .that in this system. we are interested _ only in the leading
edge of a pulse and not the trailing edge°
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Insofar as. :. the sensor is concerned, the time def-^
inition of this crossover point can occur with a minimum error
if the rise time o► f the detector and amplifier is extremely
fast (there is no pulse rise delay time) and at the same time
the detector and..systemnoise is so low as to preclude the
possib -^ lity of -noise peaks being mistaken for planet signals.
These two requirements are obviously in conflict since-fast
response requires a wide bandwidth which, in turn, results in
increased noise ° Indeed 9 the matter may be complicated by the
need for a detector which is inherently slow and may require
electronic compensation (high frequency boosting) in order
to make its rise time rapid enough ° Such boosting. also in-
creases noise°
In a system whose input 's.ignal -.(planet radiation
intensity)'s uniform,.. a time delay introduced by the sluggish
response of the detector or amplifier could be offset. Howes
ev.e^c if the input varies greatly (due to temF ►erature non.-
7.
uniformities on the planet), a threshold or_slicng level
must be established above the mwxmutn ex;pee.t^d noise peak and
the time at which this threshold is exceeded must be determined. ,.
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Thus time, ox the pulseedge-position which represents that
time, is used in deriving the attitude readout.
It should be emphasze^^ that the bandwidth optimiza-^
tion discussed here is not applicable . to a system in which
both the. leading and trailing .edges of a highly- non-uniform
planet are to be determined ° This is so because we will bye
forced to seta a threshold (or slicing level) at a very iow
value just slightly above the noise level, essentially con-
verting the system to aspace-scanning type ° For a planet
profile which may yield radiation valuES varying . by orders of
magnitude, it would. be impossible.. to accurately establish the
position of the trailing edge ° The detecfor decay time to the
low. threshold value would be strongly dependent on the radi-
at.ion from the trailing edge of the p Janet o (^ later section
on equalization: techniques tackles this difficulty o) Lt is
f^^r this reason that. . the counter-rotating. scanner system is
cc►nsidered as one. possible method of improving the edge defini-
tion capabiltyo
It is the interaction between noise bandwidth and
threshold level setting-which we wish r.o optimize. For a
.,
_ __	 ..	 _,
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given detector response time, if we could set the threshold
level infinitely low, there would be negligible time error
in defining the crossover point. To allow operation at such
a low threshold would require an infinitely small noise band-
width which is -also improbable.
.The optimum frequency response . :can be determined by
minimizing the following quantity:
Vn	 .
dvs
at
where
V^ ,= rms noise fluctuations; (the peak value. of which
must be restricted to fall below the threshold
GJ
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In block form, the networks arQ assumed as sketched
below, and the frequency response in Bode diagram form iden-
tifies the break-point frequencies.
-,
.^
Vs N	 1 1	 w l^'b^3
d ^ T ^ + Tb + T3	 ^	 1	 +	 1	 „^,	 l	 s cubcu3 -{I- sulcu3 + wluub
.
^1	 c^'b 	_ u^3
;^
CTl is the detector field of view crossover timeo)
*The + use of the sums of .the v^^rious time constants in the
expression for the signal. leading. edge slpe is, of courser
am approximation . For a sys tem in.	 :htch t^^e slice level is	 -
placed fairly high in a range vi uniform and maximum slope 	 for'
ex^^-^ple, a C^02 band system with. appropriate. pararneters^, the
approximation wi 11 lead to s,^ia 11 errors . 	 For	 a	 ys t e m
havztg a vc^xy low slice level, :the approximation i ^: nit as
dependable.
_.	
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The network transfer function is o
T2s + 1
	 1	 1 + j^uT2
Tbs+ 1 x (T1+ Tb) 5 + 1= l +jwTb x.1	 T^ ^- Thy
(:Let T1 + Tb T3,)
V 2
n aG	
1 + w2T22	
dcu	 1
_ ___.^
0 1 +_cu2Tb2 _x 1 + cu2T32 T32Tb2
dw
(1/Tb2 + w2^ C1/T32 ^ ^2^
;'
-	 \	
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^o
	Vn2 ^ cu32wb2	 1	 duu	 ,}	 1	 dw
	
w3 2 -cub 2	 cub 2 + cu2	wb 2 - uu3 2	 cu3 2 + uu2
	
0	 0
__
cu 2_ 2	 2	 ^ '°°	 w 2	 ^
	
3 cub	 wb	 _ duu	 3	 dw
+	 ^2 2 .. w 2	 2 + ^2 + w3 2 _ ^ 2
	
^ 2 + w?
	
2	 3	 ^'b	 ^b	 3o	 0
^ dv _ 1 arc tan _v + G ^ as .obtained .from tables of Laplace
. v2 + a2 a	 a	 ransforms)
	
°°	
_
n2dcu 2 _ ^ tan' 1 =	 - 1 tan-1 ^	 ^ 1 x 2
o ^ + ^	
b	
^ w'^ ^	 ^ w•4 ^
	
(tan" 1 00 _ n)	 (tan" 1 0 ^ 0)
2
	
V 2 OC cu 2wb 2	 1	 1 n+	 1n	 3	
^3 2 _ ^ 2 u^ 2
	 ^ 2 _ ^3 2 _ 2^u3b
^.
	
w32u^2	 ^'b2	 ^	 cu32	 nT 
_2 _ ^ 2 2u^ + w 2 .. ^2 32	 cub:..	 3	 3
___
	
2' _ n	 cu3 2cub	 u'3^ 2	 uu3 2u^b 3	 u^3 3uyb 2
	Vn ^ 2
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Leaving out n/2:
_ 2	 w3u^	 w3wb2 w32wb
Vn 0^ w 2 ^ 2 (w3 - wb - --- 2 + -- 2 )
3 - b	 2	 2
^3u'b (w3 - gib)	 ^ ^, _ a w3u'b	 w ^
w 2 -cub 2	 1+ w 2	 w3 ± ^b 1+ w 23	 2_ _	 2
The..rms noise is proportional too.
V oC	 .3n w3 + wb .:.^^)
^2
To- _get . the optimum S/N .as a .function of the bandwidth,
boost,. etc., minimize-the. .following:..
Vn _ _c^u3cub	 w32u^2	 wbw3 + u^3 + wlu^
dVs dt,	 ^2 + ^ (l + ---^--) x	 wl^bw3	 _	 (l)2-
	
Using the criterion derived above, it is possibYe y 	^	 1-
	
although difficult, to .find a minimum value . for tl^e quantity	 ^	 r
Vn dVs/dt.- The diff3.culty arises from .
 the. fact. that the ex-
pression contains a number of parameters (uch as detector
,. _	 .:
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t
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time constant,_amount of high frequency boosting, and final......
high frequency cat-off) which may be chosen by the designer.
Therefore, it was decided to evaluate this figure of merit
for a number of possible combinations. These combinations
inc Jude some which appear desirable f`br use with a CO2 band
system . which may use a relatively fast detector : .and a modest
amount of high frequency boost .
The figures of merit arrived at and listed in Table
3-1 show that it is desirable to use the fastest. detector.
obtainable and minimize boosting.
3.1.3.2 Analysis of System without High Frequency Boost
To .facilitate the' optimization of the detector time. 	
7
constant and the amplifier bandwidth of a system having a	 ,^
ramp input but using no high frequency boosting, the technique.
used in Paragraph 3.1.3..1 can .again be used. The technique
consists of differentiating the transfer function with respect
to time. (to obtain dVs/ dt) anal then dividing this function 	 t
by the system noise.. This procedure yields the system figure
of merit, the optimum value of which.. may then be found.
wN
.o
1
De tec_to_r_ Time Figure of Merit T	 e- -S stem-Usinyp	 y	 g
Constant Used f1^_ f 2 f b f 3 V/ dV / d t	 E_ 1n	 s	 ^ q	 ^ These Parameters
1 msec 1b0 160 320 400 2$0	 _ _ CO2 Band . .System*'^(boosted_ to 0.5 -
--- --	
___ msec equivalent
response)
0.5 cosec 160 320 _320 480 155 ---
-	 1 cosec 160 1b0 2 .40 320 150 Alternate -Choice
for CO2 Band System
4 m ec	 160 _ __40	 320	 480	 16b0
2..25 cosec	 1b0	 ^0 ___
	
8OQ	 1800	 12.20 ___
-^ ^Iri^ this ^ table we have used _frequency as _ a parameter. In equation {1) cul
refers ^ to the ramp input, anal a crossover time. of 1 cosec has been. assumed;
_ 1/Twl -	 1 = 2rrf 1 = 1000 .
^^In this system, which uses a modest amount of boosting, the_ preamplifier
cut-off occurs just above the frequency to which it is desired to compensate the.
_	 __ _
j__	 _,.
^_..
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........The time response of a ramp applied to a detector
_of time constant 1/y and a preamp with a high frequency cut-
off of a radian/second is:
2 ytv^t_^=+^-ae
ay	 aY ty - a)
(As may be obtained from tablesfor second:-order
systems . 4)
dv 1-._.^_e-acts.=e-y t
dt	 y- a 	 y - a
°^
The noise V is ro ortional to —`n^	 P P	 ^a , since it 3.
a function of the square root of frequency.
^'E. M. Grabbe, S. Racrio, and D. E. Wooldridge, Handbook
f A►u^:omation, .Computation, : . , and Control, Vo 1 1, p . 20- 35
Sohn W ey &_ Sons , Inc . , 1958
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Maximizing this function with respect to a:
a ^a^ ate
a	 y	 -	 t e_at ^ e_ t- ^---eat + = +	 y
da	 Cy _ a) 2	 y - a	 _ y - a
a
_e-yt 1 .. 1 -= 1 _ —^— a- at + -=— e-yt	 p
Cy ^- a) 2	 ^ 2 ^^	 y ' a	 y " °LV ""
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e-at -day + 2ay2 t + y - 2aayt - ay
C y - a) 2
e-yt ! za2 +_ ya - a2 - 1 ^ pCy - a) 2
- at ^ y + 2ay2 t + y2 - 2a^yt	 - t .a2= + ya -
e-at ^ C2art - 3a + y - 2a2 t) + e"yt aca + y) - Cy - a) 2 _• ^
Expanding the e^ponentials9 taking only..the first
...two terms
e' at	 1 - at
e-yt a i - yt
y(1	 at) CZayt 3a + y	 2a t) + aCl _ y t) Ca + y) _C y	a)	 D
2ay2t _• Say + y2 - 2a2yt - ^a2y2 t2 + 3a2y - ayZ t + `2 a3yt2 + a2
+ ya- a2yt -ay2t- y2 +2ay- ^2p
-2a2y2t2 + Za3yt2 ^ p
^-
-- ^ -	 ^ __ ., _ ^ _	
_,	
_^ L	 _ _ _.mac	 ^ _ ^:._ _. - ---
	 _'____ ^
	 .^
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Dividing. by 2ac2t2:
ay- y20
a = y
It can now-be seen that the optimum condition re-
quires a preamplifier bandwidth approximately equal to the
equivalent bandwidth of the .detector,:
For an unequalzed system of this type:,. he trailing
edge error would be severe. However, fora leading edge tracker,
the. edge defini ion for an uncompensated system will lead to
acceptably small errors. The optics of a system of this type
is shown in Figure 3-2a. A block diagram.. of t-he electronics for 	 ^^
i
such a system is shown. in Figure 3-2b.	 ^^
3.1.4 Detector "f'ime Response Equalization
With conical scan horizon sensors it is possible to
,,	 achieve the desirable effects of electronic detector speed
'`	 boost^,ng without increasing system noise as it is ire the casa
with the RC lead netwgrk presently in use.
Consider theplanet radiance distribution of Figure
,.
3-3. Assume a field of view crossover time small compared_to the
detector time cons ant. Then the bolometer output voltage will `	 ,`
be _shown by the dotted trace on the same fig^xre. If low level
-slicing is desired (to be _able to handle the smallest expected
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,;
^	 signal), a large ' error, poS ibly several; detector time con-
stants, will result at the falling edge of the planet pulse.
To avoid such error electronic hi h fre uenc boostg	 q	 Y
is applied. This reduces the effective time constant so that.,.
although it still takesthe. same x^^umber of time constants for
a large signal to decay to the slicing level,.th will result
in a smaller absolute error.
Such boost of speed of response increases system noise
by a rather strong factor, as will be evident from Figure 3-4.
Yet it is not really necessary to boost up the response.
It would serve equally well to straighten out___the detector re- -
__.__
sponse characteristics, starting out with: about the same slope
---^ _	 '^
but continuing on a straight line instead of on an exponential
deca curve..
	 F ure 3-5.	 Then.. it isy	 ( g	 )	 guaranteed that trailing
.edge .error cannot exceed one detector time constant regardless
	 ^'
;r
of signal int-ens,ty. <^
Such correction is possible withan equalizer network
	 ^.
_-
and it doe not result in an-incxease in noise.
In the e : usual termino,lo^;y of the' Laplace transforms- 	 ',
ton, the response of a detector ^f time constant to a step r
change in radiation is
',
:.
SLICING LEVEL..
^.....
^ i iME RESPONSE
..,
^	 ^
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s 1 + sT
reps°esenting an exponential rise and decay characteristic in
the time domain. The desired response (having the same initial
slope and thus implying about the same bandwidth) is the broken
ramp of Figure 3- 5.
Ed sired (s) _ -- (1 - e- sT)e
s 2T
We want to insert an equalizer transfer function
which is the ratio of:
Edesred (s) ^ 1^ 1 _ e-sT = T sE(s)	 sT	 C	 )	 C )
A network with such .response will transform the ex-
ponential detector response into a broken ramp. Such networks
had been synthesized by Corrington of RCA using tapped delay
lnes5 , but . it is possible to approximate such response by
using rather simple lumped networks. -Break up T(s).into two
.factors::	 .
T (S) _ (1 + sT) 1 _ e — ST
ST
e
5^. So Corrington, et al. "Equalization in the Time Domain,"
IRE Convention Record, 1954.
	
__	 --
-	 -- ---
T_
'	
e,_ __
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The second factor is the Laplace transform of a
rectangular pulse of height 1/T ar^d duration T. Consequently,
the second. .factor would be realized by a network that responds
to a delta function with a rectangular pulse of wdt'h T. The
^^pproximate synthe is of such networks has been described in
the literature. 6
 We have built one such network containing
three inductors
The. first factor can be appro^amated by a simple RC
network....
The first factor is a lead. network and thus enhances
noise, but the second is a low pass and the net result is
actually a slight reduction in noise, as shown in a later Para-
graph (3..1.4..1) .
Figure 3- 6 shows the equalizer network that approxi-
maa^:es in its response T(s) fora l msec detector. Figure 3-7
is an oscllogr^m of the response of the laboratory breadboard
network built for a hgherfrequency range (80 microsecond
detector) upon application of a typical detector response
6H. J. Langer. Stetige Mitt^lwertbildung mit Hilfe von
passiven Netzwerken. Frequent, Bd. 16f.:1962,.. No. 1.
^'r"_^	 -3
Time Scale: 40 msec/cm
Detector Decay and Equalized Detector Decay. For a f20% variation
in detector time constant there is a 3% undershoot or overshoot. The slight
time lag of the equalized response should be observed .
z
FIGURE 3-7
_^__
,^	
_
`—E_'^^".—.".^_^:z^-_^^,-^^^^..,...:. ^',d'k.^u', ,. te--^+: -n+r ^..._w^.^:,=:z':.-^-•acrz. ,x=c u::^.r w sns.-•^ect::^a'	 -	
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v^oltag^ curve at its-input.. The response is a rather straight.
ramp with very little_ overshoot_ -or ripp le.
With field of view crossover times that are not
negligible compared to the detector tune constant, similar
improvements are obtainedo
Figure 3-8 is the measured frequency respox^s^ of the
network equalizing a 1 cosec detector compared to the frequency
response of an RC high frequency boost network that achieves
"detector speed-up'' by a factor of three. Of course, the
latter respon a would be rolled off beginning at 1.5-2.0 KC,
but additional roll-off cowld be introduced at the same fre-
quency with the equalizer network as well. The signal-to-noise
improvement is about three.
3.1.4x1 Noise Power of the Equalizer Network
The frequency. response of anetwork is equal`to'.the
-Fourier transform of its impulse response. The impulse re-
spouse of the low pass portion is ' a square pulse. of duration
2to`(if matched to a detector of time constant..2to). Thy
corresponding frequency response with
fo _ -=.2nto
,.
so
_	 --
--	 .^^	 ..
s.^
z. ^
2
z.
2,
O
f'
I	
,
^	 1C
i°
`;
__	
-
.	 .,
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sin f/fo
f Jfo
The. power sp€^^^um is:
sing flfo
Cf /fo} 2
In the equalizer, this is followed by an RC lead
network, with the lead starting at
=nfo
2to
and ending at
n f o.
a
:where a is the d o c o :attenuation of the lead _network. The power..
spectrum of thin is:
	
-
1 + 4 f2/fo2
1 .^ ^ a2 f2^ fog
To make the treatment . more: general, introduce an
additional high` frequency roll-off (as in fact it is pract-
cal) at a frequency fh o The power. spectrum of this- is:
f 2h
f 2 + fh2
_	 ..:	 __...	 _ .^- _	
_	
_:_	
_:...i
	
. _^ ^^._ • _fir
...
 _-__L
L
The total noise output for white noise input is:
°° sing
 f/ f	 1 + 4 (f/f ) 2	 fh2
N = a f	 °	 °	 dfout
	
o'	 (f/f°)2 1 + 4 a2 (f/fo ) 2 f2 + fhb
Set f/fo = x and fh/ f° _ ^, and the noise . is: ,
N	 _ a^ f	 ^s_,inx 1+4x2 	1	 dxout	 o ,f	 2	 2 2 ,2	 2
	
o	 x 1+ 4 a x^+ x
-- With some manipulation and use of integral tables,
this yields the rather awkward expression:
N_ _ f n ? ac2 ^,. 1 - 2a^ - -2a3 ^ + 2a2s + +. - 1out	 o 2
	 2 21 - 4 a ^	 _	 4^2	 ^^
e_ 1/a (2a^ - 2ac3s) - e-2S (1 + =)
4^2
To approximate the factor (1 + sT) with so,^e fidelity,
-the lead network has to introduce insertion loss: a « 1.
(In the: ..case of the circui built at Barnes., a = O.lo) Also,
the gain cannot be rolled off at too low frequencies: ^ » 1.
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To compare with present systems using high .frequency detector
boost ^ would be about 10. Under these conditions and the
restriction a^ ^ 0.5, the. above expression can be approximated
by:
Nout = fo n	 `a _	 ^2^ - 4a^ 2 - 1)21-4a2g2
The signal is also attenuated by the insertion loss..
factor a. Thus for unity signal output, the normalized noise
output so
Nout	 fo ^n/2	 C2^ _ 4a^2 _ l)
1-4a252
If this is compared with the noise output. of a simple
roll- .off at fh _ ^fo:
_.__	
_	
J	 :..r.	 _._	 w
^,. w	
_
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For a ^ 0.1, this can be brought to the form.:
Nout	 '_
(N	
)	 ^	 1	 2 _	 1
out fh	 1 + 02^	 ^ (1 - 0, 2^)
,.
This has been plotted for the range 7 < ^ < 15 in
Figure 3^^ ^ . Lt is seen . that for practical values of high fre-
quency roll..-off there is a reduction rather than increase in
noise due to the equalizer network. This is true for perfect
.approximation to the square pulse impulse response. Such net-
`cork would have an infinite number of transmission zero's on
the frequency axis. Still, even. with the 3 zero network, the
response of which is shown in Figure 3 -8, the conclu^^on that
there is no increase in noise is quite. valid.
.3 . :1.5 In_
 oduc Lion to Gradient Edge Determination
A method of determining the horizon crossover time
at the leadingand trailing .edges of a scanuses various systems
of differentiation including .
 single different ation (gradient
sensing) and double differentiation (inflection point sensing).
3.1. 5. 1 Crossover Edge Definition through Double Differentiation
One method capable of moxe adcurately defining the
edge crossover time uses a technique cif accentuating the signal-	 ^'
r
T_
_	 _	 ,-.w f ..	
_ ^---
___	 ___	 __
	
'	 ^
^ ^.^^	
y	
__	 ..._..
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waveform slope variations and selecting only the first and
last slope changes which occur during each scan across the
earth. To accomplish this, it doubly differentiates the in-
coming signa^ and defines the crossover time as the first
and last zero crossing position of a set of positive and nega-
five going pulses which represent the inflection points of the
pulse at the leading anal trailing edges of the earth scan.
....This. scheme is best. understood by sketching an assumed
'	 complex radiance _pattern and showing .
 the expected signal wave-
forms for the horizon scanner after linear amplification,
^ _g	 iafter a first and then a second differentiator netE^ork Fi ure.
3-10.) In this system we . would, in all likelihood, choose a
__	 _	
_ _
slow detector to obtain more . clearly defined inflection points
and zero crossover definition which results from.^he double
differentiation of these signals..
The logic circuitry required to reject all but the 	 ^ '
__	 :_frst'and last zero crossover points during any one earth
scan is not discussed in thin' - report, although the circuit
functions have been worked out in detail. If further interest
is expressed in this system, the details of the necessary
EARTH
PROFILE
DETECTOR
WITH xEN4
T'^E :CONSTANT
v
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circuitry can be supplied. The block diagram shown in Figure
3-11 sho^,as the basic approach.' Of course, this system like the
others discussed in this report are all adaptable and, indeed, _.
simplified for the case in which the horizon scanner operates
in the 15 micron CO2 band.
3.1.5.2 Pulse Edge Correction using-Single Slice- Level and
_._
.Single Differentiator
In this system, in order to restore an accurate horizon
crossover time for leading and trailing edges of a scan, the
complete processing circuitry of the standard conical scan
horizon sensor is used with the addition of a factor which
correcs f^^ the error introduced by an inadequate detector
time constant.
The system, in its most elementary form, c.an be
understood readily from an examination of the group of typical
wa`veforms shown in Figure 3-12 and the block diagram shown in
Figure 3-13. For the. rad ance profile assumed and the resulting
normalized pulse as produced by the standard processing (in
s`
which the single slice level crossover determines .the e pulse
duration of Schmitt trigger loo. 1) , the output pulse of Schmitt
No. 1 is foreshortened by-t l at the leading edge and prolonged
SCHMITT	 NORMALIZED
--	 TRIGGERCIRCUIT	 EARTH PULSE
FIRST ANO
LAST 2ER0
CROSSOVER
'GATE
CESSING-FOR DOUBLE DIFFERENTATION
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LIMB
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by t2 at the trailir *.g edge. Time t l
 and t2 represent errors
in the desired pu ;^ .s^^ duration and vary depending on the var-
ations ^.n radiance levels. encountered at the leading and
trailing edges of the scan.
A network, composed of a lead component and some lag.
components, on detecting a slope change activates Schmitt
..
.trigger No. 2, which is turned off when Schmitt No. 1 is ac-
tuated. This second Schmitt trigger thus produces correction
pulses which may be combined with the output of .Schmitt No. l
__
and demodulated to produce the desired corrected error output
s nal. The corrected error out utg	 p	 (with time duxatiok^ t l - t2)	 j
has a reater accurac than that of the standg	 _y	 and processing....
The standard processing may now use a slow, uncompensated
detector /preamplifier combination.
i
..Circuits are also provided to gate out any correcting
pulses `which might arise from inflection points .generated by
coo p . clouds ^r other variations in radiance. The detailed cir-
cuitry for accomplishing this with ®ut excessive sensitivity to
correction pulse time jitter is not shown in this study. These
details .:have been worked out and a patent on the processing will
.:
	
_	 - -_ ..^ - _ ;. _r
_—	
_ __	
e
.._,
t
;per.	
yy
^'	 ^	 ,`
"3,. _.-^ .+ :.-.., .e
	
._._.
	 ivisxi^zs+^ac =^x*-+i^'",^y`=`^` 1^."",^;aT^	 _.	 7^C^	 Y':f^^gi ^ e': . 	 _	 .^-Y+f+w^p^_..^r.:.a'^"z.r• .._.,_... ^._ ._ . = a'f^^ -.. _...... _ 	 ...	 }
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be ..issued
request.
discussed
difficult
sys tem op
shortly.
Like all
earlier,
and more
erasing i
The detailed circuitry can. be supplied on
the other configurations which have been
this technique too is aided and made less
accurate for a conical scan horizon sensor
n the 15 micron CO2 band.
3.1..5.3 Predictor Delay Horizon Scanner
A scheme using predictors and delay lines makes it
practical to handle. irregularly shaped (clouds, terminator,
etc.) planet pulses by gradient sensing but without some of
the disadvantages of a differentiator, such as long decay time
and overshoots which may interfere with subsequentpulses. Use
of such techniques results in adequate signal-to-noise ratios
to,pexmitoperation in applications in which the energy. level
detected is low (e. g. , _lunar sensing) .
We will deal next with._: the nature of predictors.
Wiener s and Doob8 developed the theory of predicting future
values of a random process (for example,- electrical noise)
, from: (1) a knowledge of its statistics (that is, first
,,
:'
^No Wiener. The Extrapolation, Interpolation, and Smoothing
of Stationary Time 'Series, Wiley,. N.Y., 1950. 	 '^^
^,	 $J_. L. Dobb	 Stochastic Processes, Wiley, N.Y., 1953.
___,	 .._.
^	 _ .	 ..:	 ^	 2	 ._ ,_..^.u..^. rn,_____._ __.^^__._,^.__	 _.,.___a	 _.. .^_.
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and higher order autocorrelation functions) and (2) knowledge
of its past values. Cartwright 9
 treats the problem of "pr-e-
dieting.
 future values of a function given. its value and the
values of certain of .its derivatives at the instant t = 0.''
He shows that "the whole probability, distribution of the func-
tion at some future time t > 0 can be deduced. The mean value
of the distribution may be taken as the best predictable value
and. the variance of the distribution may be-taken as a measure
of the inaccuracy of the_ prediction."
It is not necessary to go into .. analytical details.
Circu,i is have been bui 11 10 that sum terms .consisting of an	 ',
. input . voltage function and some of its derivatives in the
right proportion. At any given instant, t, a Taylor series
of the voltage time function is foamed with the aid'of the
derivatives measured at that instant and we may "predict" the
value of the function at time t + ot. Tl^e circuits are simple
__
RC networks. The one we have built is given in Figure 3 -14.
The effectiveness and accuracy of the circuit in-anticipating
9 Do E. Cartwright. ".The. Prediction of a Random Function,
Given.. Simultaneous Values of its First Few Derivatives," J.
Math.. Ph s o Vol. 37	 229-245, 1958.y ^	 PP
10A. Schief Vorausbestmm^ng von Signalers -mz.t -Hi fe
eines einfachen RC= Netzwerkes. Archv 'E1. UbertY^agung,
15, PP • ` 91- 93 , 1961.,
INPUT
OUTPUT
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	 ;^..^	 "^.
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by 1 millisecond the course of a 2-80 cps bandwidth random
noise signal is shown in the oscillograms of Figure 3-15.
Considering the fidelity of the anticipation of the
noise sample of Figure 3-15, it is reasonable to assume that,
if the l millisecond predictor is followed by a l millisecond
delay line and. (1) the original nr^i se and (2) the output of
the delay line are applied . t_o the ^:^ao .inputs of a difference
amplifier (Figure 3-16) , the amplifier output should be very
small due to the close-identity of its two -inputs. Thus the
predictor delay system will cancel low frequency noise.
Only -stationary noise can be predicted. Stationary
means .that at any-instant of time the signal statistics are
the same,... Thermal resistor noise and, ' in general,_ amplifier
noise behave this way. (An exception would be ''spk^ingT' of a	 i
transistor.) At the beginning of a received planet pulse,
fire amplifier ou put is non-stationary. A predictor antici-
pacing say lmillsecond has, in the interval of 1 millisecond
prPCeding the p anet pulse, no means . of "knowing" of the. im-
pending signal. On the other hand, if the spectrum of the.:
rest o f the signal following its edge - s within the bandwidth
---- _ _	
.^.^...m,._,,.^,^^.,,t.-^	
__
^7
^/lei	 d	 Noise voltage and anticipated
noise voltage .
10 cosec/cm
Noise voltage and anticipated
noise voltage .
5 cosec/cm
Bandwidth: 2-80 cps (Kron-Hite filter)
Prediction Time: 1 cosec
FIGURE 3 -15
21753
Predictor -Delay System
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that can be handled by a particular predictor, this, .after
a 1 millisecond embarrassment, will return to predict the
signal, this time noise plus planet pulse until a new thermal
gradient on the .planet producing a new temporary (1 milli.-
second) non-stationary condition again upsets the predictor.
At all these times of non-statonarity there will be an output
from the difference amplifier of Figure 3 -16, wheri,; fo.r.^the interval
of one msec, the two inputs do not cancel. In fact, for 1
millisecond, there is a growing difference between the. two
inputs and it takes about ano her millisecond fc^r the predictor
to completely recover anticipation and thus for the output of
the following delay line. to cancel the primary signal. This
effect is shown in the oscllograms of Figure. 3- 17.- The
difference , also shown in Figure 3-17,is our useful signal.
In this case,: as in the. case: of a differentator,
useful signal is generated when there is an abrupt ..change in
gradient of the planet signal. (In the case- of the predictor
delay, there is also - response to an abrupt change in some
higher order derivative.) Notice, however a ., ^^^:n^^'Fgure 3^,1$^
the speed with which the output of the differentia or-recovers
I , i
Earlier Trace: Preamp. output
Later Trace:
	
Predictor-delav output
2.5 msec/cm
Difference amplifier output
Preamp Input: 50 cps square wave after 2 low-passes, 1 msec each.
Preamp . rise time: 1 msec .
FIGURE 3 -17
a) Preamp . output of Figure 5
b) Trace a) passed through a 200 µsec
RC differentiator
c) Difference amplifier output
2 . S msec/cm
Observe the short decay time in trace c) as compared with trace b) .
FIGURE 3-18
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after a gradient. change. when compared with the recovery of the
output of a diffE^rentiator of comparable peak-signal-to-noise
ratio. The same information is amplified and expanded. in
Figure 3-19. There is very little or no overshoot in the case
of the predictor delay, while there is considerable overshoot
in the case of the differentiator. This feature will make
the pied-ctor delay system a preferred. choice if rapidly
fallowing thermal gradients of wide dynamic range . have. to be
resolved in the output..
.Figure. 3-20 is ,an- oscillogram of noise samples.--
the first from an ordinary. differentiator, the second .from
the predictor delay- system. This latter exhibits the char
acteristics of relatively naxrow band noise., centered.... around
500 cps. The spectral characteristics have bean measured as
curve (b) of Figure 3-21e In the same figure, curve'	 ^ shows,	 ^
.the Fourier spectrum of .the signal output . of this system. It
can be appreciated that the system . lends .itself to spectral
discrimination. In fact, a-simple tuned-circuit achieved the
signal enhancement of Figure 3-22. It follows that with some
acrif ice i n the.. sharpness of -the pulse shape, it should be
/.
Traces b) and c) of Figure 3-20
amplified and expanded
Time Scale:
Approx . 1 msec/cm
Noise output of 200 µsec
R-C differentiator
Noise output of difference amplifier .
Observe amplitude modulated narrow
band character .
FIGURE 3 -19
Preamplifier Bandwidth: 160 cps , simple roll-off
FIGURE 3-20
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possible to tailor an optimum filter for curves (A) and (B)
of Figure 3- 21 to obtain asignal- to -noise. enhancement of
about a factor of two .
The electronic circuitry. necessary to mpaement^,
the system represented in Figure 3 -16 consists of the pre-
dctor circuit of Figure 3-14, atwo-transistor amplifier to
make up-..for the attenuation of about 200 of the predictor,
and a .delay line, the only circuit of any complexity in ^this.^
system. The experimental work was performed with a delay..
circuit containing five inductors {Figure 3- 23) taken from.
a paper published by L. Storch. -11 Simpler circuits .should be
investigated as to applicability.
Taking advantage of the fast decay characteristics
of the predictor delay system output pulses, the . following
grad^:nt sensing horizon scanner processing becomes practical;
__
(a) Horizon position is obtained in germs.. of the
voltage reached by a ramp' (or- staircase) generator at' an
i,
i instant to be specified below under (d).
11 L, Storch. "An Application of Modern-Network Synthesis
to the Design of Constant_Time Delay Networks..with Low-Q Ele-
m^-ants '' 1954 IRS Convention Record Part 2	 105-117 .^	 ^ Pp
_	 .,	 _ _-
n) Noisy signnl at difference
amplifier output
b) As in a) with 1000 cps series
L-C sh,lnting difference amplifier
input
Signal Enhancement with a Simple Filter
FIGURE 3-22 Effect of Filtering on S/N of Difference Amplifier
Storch 1 .25 Millisec Uelay Lire
We built it with 10°^ tolerance resistors and capacitors cnd it worked well.
FIGtTRE ^ -2 3 Delay Line Network
a._.______^._...^___._T
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(b) Every negative-going signal pulse resets the
raaap generator to zero-and starts a new rising ramp.
{c)- A reference pulse (connected, with the horizon
scanner frame and appearing: in the center of .the space scan
when the scanner is at "null',.') reverses the slope of the ramp.
(d) The first positive pulse after the . reference
pulse stops the ramp generator. At this instant, its output. is
read out. ^ block diagram of this system is shown in Figure 3-23ao
It is seen that time is counted during the space
scan. Item (b) insures-tha th true planet edge, leaving
the planet being the last negative-going. pulse, starts a fresh
rising count. The first positive pulse ., the. one that stops
the falling count, is^the planet edge-enterng_the planet. At
null the reference pulse `bisects the space scan, thus forcing.
1
equal lengths of rising and falling ramps, resulting in a net
1
count of zero. See Appendix C-fora detailed explanation,
	
__	 i
--	 Dine to the 'rapid response of the predic tor delay.
system,. the` scanner output will not be- in error for: thermal
gradients separated'by at least two detector fields of view
from the horizon.
^;^-
DIFFERENCE
	 REFERENCE PULSES
P^tEAIMFt!FIEIR	 AMPLIFIER
READ
OUT
y^r r Lr^L1^\+L.
AMPLIFIER
21TS5
Fiqur• 3-23a PREDICTOR— DELAY SCANNER ELECTRONICS
.:	 .. ,...
	 ,.	 _	 _. ..	 ... ++t^++wsnn	 ,..	 aw+Hmeaxt?uwa?+w;t'za^aHM^t7^144e1
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Further work is requixed to establish the possibility
of detecting an initial small fraction of afield of view
crossover for horizon scanners of high angular resolution and
accuracy. For such applications, the prediction should contain
more terms with higher derivatives. The accuracy of the system.
just described with a 1 ° field of view and thresho?dng at one-
quarter height of the minimum signal pulse is ±0.125°.
3.1.6 Sensitivity and Si^na1 - to-Noise Ratio Considerations
for Conical Scan - Sensor
,..
In order to arrive at a meaningful measure of the
performance of a conical scan sensor withprocessing as des-
cxibed in the preceding paragraphs, we will base our calcula-
bons on parameters of a conical scan sensor . which has recently
been designed for an ° Air Force application and which is known
as the Model 13 - 155 horizon sensor a ~ The scan rate, pxocessin
electronics, and a number of other characteristics will, of
course, require changes for the present application.
Parameters of the 0`tical Head
__
	
^' 'Optical. System ........ . ....... 	 Cassegran reflecting system
	
Effective Collector Area..... 	 A0 = 22 cm2 , 2.1 incheffective dame't^ar
- -- --
- --	 -	 -	 --	
_ _ `. _^ _ y___
i. 6.3 x 10 -10 X0.12/ l
Field of View ...... . ........	 1° x 2° (u^ = 6.1 x 10 `4 ster)
0.2 mm x 0.6 mm hyperimmersed
Optical Efficiency with 20
to 40 Micron Filter ..........	 6	 0.6
Detector NEP, assuming. one
msec time constant ,...,..,,,	 NEP = 6 ,3 x 10-1Q-^A/T
Detector Dimensions........,
, n
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thermistor resistance). Degradation will be assumed as
follows
Bridge F^c for	 =	 1.4
Bias Reduction for -Safe High,
Temperature Operation
	 _ 1.4
Noise Factor.	 =	 1.5
Total _
	 3
Assume a 200 cps bandwidth. Noise increase over that
of a 1 cps bandwidth system is X200 = 14 times..
The ef^ective NEP is
NEP = 2.2 x 10 -10 watts x 3 x 14
NEP='9x10-9
_and the signal-to-noise ratio is:
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With the assumed noise factor, we can expect to
measure about__0.5 microvolt rms noise in the 200 cps band-
width . The signal. will be 35 x 0.5 _ 17.5 microvolts rms ,
or about 35 microvolts peak.
If we set our slice level at a level. 10 times below
this signal amplitude (and still above peak values of noise),
we can assess the crossover time error.. which. would..resuli for
increases in rad'	 fiance by a factor of 50 or more:..... Inspection of
^^^-figure 3-0 .shows that, at 10 /`o slice . level with a 0.5 rps scan.
rate, the maximum attitude error is 0. 2° or ±0. 1° variation
:from the portion indicated for a nominal average radiance.
A similar approach may be applied. for tY^e case of
the earth application. For the 20-40 micron spectral range,
the lowest equivalent temperatures. as seen from Figure 2-1
(radiance for various atmospheres in the 2Q -40 micron region)
are about 200"Ke The radiance in this spectral interval is
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signal developed at the detector will be about l millivolt,
The error at a low slice level will be extremely small and is
'^	 limited by phenomenological conditions rather than by the
system errors to less than 0.05°.
3.2 Electronic Scan Horizon Sensor
3.2.1 General. Gonsiderat_ions
One-of the horizon sensor systems considered as a
possibility-for the earth/lunar horizon sensor application is
themulti-. element thermopile system using all-electronic
sampling of individual detectors in order to define the. pos-
tion of the planet.
In view of the detailed-descriptions which have
already been. prepared. for this system,_we will dispense with
a discussion of the basic principles and performance of this.
horizon sensor system and instead append apaper.which covers
the necessary background ma eria1. 12 In addition, to show
the most recen developments and improvements achieved, a
12M. Monty Merlen, JPromP Mo Pasternak, and Den ton. Pearsall.
"Electronic Scan Horizon ^ensur," presented at the Symposium on
Infrared Sensors for Spacecraft Guidance and Control, Barnes
Engineering ` Company, May' 1965.
__	 -	 j
___._____ ^__^^__._^ 	 _._
	 ______ _^^^v .... __._ _..._ ^^._._e_. _=
	
_^
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discussion is presented in Appendix A of results of recent
work on detector switching and. sampling using MOS field effect
transistors.
In this section of our study, we will confine our-
selves to a discussion of the variations and modifications
which would have to be undertaken in order to adapt the existing
design to the application t^ be considered.
The primary differences in requirements of these two
systems can be seen .from a comparison of the performance fea-
tures of the present system and . the design goals. given in Para-
graph 3.1.2.1 of the work statement . for this program.	 ^
Parameter	 _Design Goal
	
Present LPHS System
1. Weight	 8 lbs.	 25 lbs./system
2. Size	 6" dia. x„10'' long	 275 cubic inches
Vol. = 2$3 cubic in.
3. Power	 15 -20 watts .	4-optical heads -
15 watts 'can be
reduced
4. Reliability 0.997 for 90-day	 MTBF'^.is about -two -orders
operation	 of rn^gntude.less than
desired w ho.ut redundancy - 	 ;;
5. Accuracy	 0. 1°	 ±0.5°
..	 ^	 :_ _ _	 _,^ ^^.
llb . 5 o Error
Signal up to 10°
10 my/deg. min....
i	 ^„t^-
-^ _—^^.____=-^..v	 s. __.
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Parameter	 Design Goal
6. Repeatability ±0.1°
7. Signal-to-
Noise Ratio
	 10-12
8, Spectral
Region of
Operation	 20-40µ
Present LPHS System
±0.5°
threshold set at
S/Nrms for 100°K moon
14-50µ
9. Altitudes
of Operation
.1.00.-300 n..m.	 22° to 170°
for earth = 137°
	 planet 10° x 81° FOV
to 155° subtense
with 50-150 n.m.
for lunar orbit
137° -155.° sub tense
10. Attitude
Error for 2°
of Vehicle
Motion
lla. DC Error
Signal
10 my/deg. min.
+0.5°
300 msec/scan can be
reduced--to 0.1 sec.
digital output with
:positive indication
over entire transfer
function
^j
^,llc. Noise not	 10 my/deg. min.	 ±0.1° (for earth)_
	 ^;
to `Exceed Errol:
of 0001°	 3 ;
,^	 ,
.	 ^
In reviewing the individual specifications, we find
`certain disc-repances which should be elaborated. Insofar as
^:i
_._ ..^.__ ^	 ^---___ .^___.__ __ ____.._, .^^_._.w
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the weight is concerned, the present system is seen to exceed.
the specified design goal.. This is not considered to be a
fundamental limitation since no major effort has been made , to
m^.nimize the waight of the. existing sensor. The single com-
plete head which has been .constructed uses an aluminum .casting
.and employs ndividua 1 photoconductor/neon sampling switch a le-
merits._ An eventual flight system would be built with a mag-
nesium casting and would use field effect transistor switches.
^^^.
made in the form of an integrated circuit array which would
	 ^`
result in a significant reduction in weght. - -
Likewise, unless major .changes in the opt ics are
undertaken to improve resolution or--signal - to-noise ratio,
the volume of the sensor can. be kept within the design goals m
The power requirements listed can be, and would be,
further reduced through. use of field effect transistor sampling
switches in_ place of. the photomodulator/neon combination of
the..:present unit.
Lt may be though that the, re ablity of the all-	 e.
electronic horizon sensor will be far e greater than that of a
system using moving par s, even if .the mechansacal system. has
,,
i__^.	 ,,	 ;.	
,^	 ._.	 i
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very slowly-moving elements. This is somewhat deceiving be-
cause the multi.-element, no-moving-parts system requires many
more components (principally, the sampling switch elements
and counters) . Only _if we can assume that high reliability
.integrated .circuits are used .for these components anal that
multiple redundancy is incorporated can we expect comparable
reliability figures for this type sensor. The reliability
comparison is carried out=in greater detail in Section 5 of
this report.f
Another consideration is .the nature of the output
signals Since the- design requires that, if the output is
digital, an analog signal . should. also be provided, additional
circuitry must' be used which further degrades the reliability
of this system.
r
3e2.2 Accuracy Considers ions of All-Electronic Horizon Sensor- 	 ,^^
.^The cor^pari,^on chart in the : preceding. section shows ;^
i
t'nat` .the accuracy of the present a11-electronic horizon sensor
is ±0.5°. This is established by the resolution o'f the sensor
coupled with the mode of operation. In a digital system, as
represented by the exs^ng sensor, we obtain only one piece-of
-	 _.	 .,
^	
_	 _	
-._^
	
.T_^_.	 _...	 ._	 ..	 __
^^	 R,
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information; the sampling position-a which we have crossed
a threshold level, indicating wehther signal is present or
.absent. Therefore, vs^^rh an elemental. detector resolution of
approximately 1°,.the digital systemc_an`be made to respond
in such a way that, if sufficient energy. is_ received by one
detector's plai^^t presence is established for the one detector
count. Thus the system is capable of detecting, in each co-^
ordinate (for . each axis), two crossover positions within its
detectorresolution capability, resulting in an accuracy of
+0.5°. In order to improve the accuracy to .the desredfigure
of 0.1°, it will be necessary to either increase the detector
resolution by a factor of five without. degradation in signal-
to-noise ratio or to improve the existing signal-to-noise ratio
by a factor of at least five a..r^ then.. resort to analog inter-
polation to define the position of the horizon 'more precisely
,^
with. the. existing detector subtense. Both of -these approaches 	 '^^
are difficult to ^arry out, as_ will ^b'e shown belowa
3.2.3 :Increase in Optical Resolution
The present all-electronic h©rizon sensor system
uses a 5 cm focal length concentric optical system and has 	 =	 ,'
i
___	 -
^	 ,_	 z _.
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detectors which subtend 0.9° by 10° fields of v:.ew. The de-
Lector size becomes f . 1 x 8	 5 cm x 0..0157 = 0.079 cm (A =
0.0157 radian for the 0.9° dimension). The length will be
11 times. greater fora 10° subtense.
One way in which the resolution may be improved. is
through ari increase in the focal length by a factor of five
with a corresponding increase in aperture dimensonsa How-	 r
'
	
	
ever, 'a 25 cm focal. length becomes rather unwieldy for this
space application, particularly if we keep in mind the need
.for. .four optical heads . We have just 'examined the: weight. -and
volume design goals and have concluded than the present design
comes close to the desired dimensions ar^d leaves no reserve
for the possible increase in the size of optics which could
^,
be considered,
An alternative possibility is to reduce the dimen-
signs of the detector. In considering such a step. we must
remember that it is es ential that the exstng'sigr►al-to-noise
i
ratio be maintained=or'exceeded' in order to makethe approach:
^	 I
feasible._ The construction of the present 21-element thermo-
__
i pile block is seen in the sl^^e;tch following. along: .  with some of	 ^
the performance characteristics o
,,
-^
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.012" ^--
1
.023"	 __
.008"
.004"
. 0 3'' = 0.9
The ,minimum size elemental active area and separation 	 '`
between. elements with existing technir^ues is considered to be
0.003 to 0.004. Since. the existing detectors are larger than.
the minimum value, one would conclude that an area reduction. can:
be used to .increase the number of detectors and, consequently,
the responsivity.
--	 -	 ^;
i
_	 ,.	 _
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However, a closer examination reveals that this may
not be accomplished so simply. The. present design shown in
the sketch above., while it does not use the smallest element
size and separation, does provide an efficient thermal sep-
aration between adjacent fields of view through use of channels
or grooves between rows of detector elements.. Also, this form.
of construction permits some thermal isolation between the
junctions and the aluminum blocks leading to a slower response,
but also a higher responsivity.
A more standard ser'pent'ine arrangement of minimum
size elements .. would afford neither of the seadvantagesm We
estimate tha the latter geometry with an aluminum base 1/4 mil
mylar substrate and. minimum size elements would result in a
responsvity approximately equal to that of the present system. i
However, theca would be about 30% cross-talk. between adjacent
f ie`lds of view,. i , e . if one elemental field of view alone
were illuminated to produce an output of 1 microvolt change,
' the channel next•. to this. would e:xp^erience a 0.3 microvolt
change, and so on.
This -is considered to be -an intolerable amount of
' cross-talk, ;since it would not be possible to obtain a Ool°
___^
^	 _	
_	
-	 ^-
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resolur•ion with such a system. Other compromises in terms of
greater separation of elements to permit use of isolation
channels or barriers would relieve this problem but would re-
cult in a reduction in responsivity which would make the S/N
ratio too small for lunar .horizon sensing..
Summarizing the foregoing considerations of the
all-electronic horizon sensor, we find that the present system
has a sensitivity just slightly below .that required for satis-
factory operation in a lunar horizon sensor °
 A factor of at
least two improvement in S/N is required to insure operation
fora target temperature. of 90°K. Such a factor of .two, it is
''I
believed, can be achieved through some improvement. in therm°-
	 ^^
pile efficiency - presently being investigated, coupled with ._.	 1
i
some reduction. in noise and. drift at thein^ut which is also
believed to be ossble. However these im rowements ma not
	 '^P	 ^	 p	 Y
be forthcoming ^n the time allowed for completion of an en-
,,
gneering model earth/lunar high. accuracy horizon sensor.
It-must also be remembered that the increased resolu-
	 ''
Lion requirement for such a ystem do ates an incxease in the
;I
primarq optics dimension with the consequent increase in volume
and weight.
^,
{
;a
-	 -	 -	 -	 --	 --
#}#
-	 I
kk
4
^5.^+h• _.	 _ _,:,.	 .-	 *.
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As a resu-lt of these considerations, we cannot pies-
' ently recommend use. of t^iisapproach in a system whose en-
gneering model: is to be built in a period of about 8 months.
Considerat-ions of cost,. _not covered- in this study, may also
dictate against the choice of this system.
Ina latex section we will explore the possibility
of combining the advantageous features of the electronically
sampled thermopile technique with an edge tracker through use
of only . three thexmop^.les. This would.. be a hybrid arrange-
ment usnga small number of electronically sampled thermopiles
in combination with. a servoed search movement as used in t'he
edbe tracker.
33 'Edge Tracking Horizon Sensorsr
We canplace edge tracking horizon sensors, as de-
veloped to date, in two basic categories; one in which we
oscillate:.over a small angle- in the vicinity of the horizon.
edge and a second type .: in which we switch fields and compare-
' radiation from one field in outer space with that from-another.
'^ field at the edge. of the horizon. The first of hese is char-
acterzed' by the fact that a _null pos-tion or correct :attitude
^ ^
	
_	 _^ S _	 ^ __ L •IY^ _	 ^ _	 __ J	 _^ __J._	 -	 _- --	 -	 _	 -	 _	 -_
___
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is established as the absence of second harmonic in the signal!
waveform. The angle of oscillation is normally small (of the
order of 2°) in order not to stress unduly the mechanical com-
portents producing the oscillation and also to utilize a minimum
of scanning time and electrical bandwidth.
The second type.. in which fields are switched. uses
the normally generated signal waveform for a servo drive and
has an electronic bandwidth established by the chosen filter
characteristics in a demodulator circuit. This bandwidth and
the field switching. rate are independent of the displacement of
the fie ds of view being.. sampled.
Both systems include a search mechanism driven by a
motor, usually in a closed loop system. The motion of this
system - is slow and, once the planet is acquired, only small
,^
and slow movements are required to main ain "lock" onto the
planet edge. Frictional forces and wear are therefore not
severe in either system. Both approaches are also adaptable
	 ^'
to what has become known as "azimuth scan,'' a sweeping back
and -forth of the fields of view along - the planet periphery
which tend to average out the inhomogeneities in the radiance
-^
-	 -
I,	 ._	 _..
	
:_' ^^_m-M^_.^--r:.c ^^:^ .__.-„ _-^-^— ^^-:^ r_	 .mss:: ^,
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emanating from different portions of the planet .  Inevitably,
such an "azimuth scan" requires amore complex mechanism with
attendant decrease in reliability and increase in mechanical
and electronic parts.
3.3.1 Scanning Edge _Tracker
3.3.1.1 Second Harmonic.: Type Edge Tracker
Insofar as the potential performance is concerned,
the second harmonic type edge tracking horizon sensor .has some
intriguing features. 13
 The Advanced Technology Laboratories'
edge tracker, using the "Positor" scan mechanism, is capable
o^ the accuracy and other design requixements for .the present.
system if we limit ourselves to operation in earth orbits o If
one operates in the i5 micron CO2 band of the spectrum with the
second harmonic type processing, then it can be shown thatac-
ceptable accuracy is achievable when locking on to the earth's
reasonably uniform CQ2 layer in the upper atmosphere.
	
Let us e^camine the case `for operation..- in a lunar	
1
orbit, Regardless of the spectral band selected, the second
g	 g-	 g13 Sheldon Kni ht, ''Infrared Horizon Trackin for Hi h
Precision Attitude Measurement," presented at the _ lOth Nationale:
- Infrared Information - Symposium, October 1 - 3, 19.63,. at Fort
Monmouth., . :New Jersey.
_	 r	 ^ ^	 _	 _	 __ r. _	 ^ _^_ _ ^ it _ ^ _ - _	 __	 J . _^
_.
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harmonic type processing would cause the system to search for
a null output from the second harmonic filter. Such a null.
would be as readily .obtained at a crater edge somewhere within
the. confines of the lunar disc as at the edge. In fact, it
would be difficult to obtain such a null at the edge in a re-
gion where the radiance level is very high and the dynamic..
range requirements are staggering. (50:1 variations in signal
when viewing target temperatures of 350°K and 90°K.)
3.3.1.2 Edge Tracker with Azimuth Scan
It _s felt that. for lunar operation a wideangle
"azim.ut^ . scan" would. be
 indispensible in conjunction with the
second harmonic type systems. A scan mechanism of this type,
as developed by ATL, is not considered to be comps ble .with
the high reliability goal of the present system. It .has been
estimated by ATL officials that the life of thin system is
-	 about 500 hours and falls very far short of the goals set for e	'
this program_.
Another possible drawback of -the' system as presently
executed is the susceptibility of the flexural motion drive
mechanism to vibratona'1 forced . If used in powered -flight
a
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under heavy vibration, severe: errors would result in the output
signals, if not. possible damage to the mechanism. Reliable
operation is thus confined to earth missions in free flight
and is sevexely limited for use in lunar orbits and in powered
flight y
 or during booste-r operation.
3.3.2 Field Switching Edge Tracker
The limitations ascribed to the system above do not
apply to the field switching edge. trucker,. -since it does not
f	 rely on a null in second harmonic .and. normally switches- be-
tween two fields which are sufficiently separated-(at least
5^ to 6°) to insure that one field views outer space as a ref-
erence. While thereare a number of possible ways in which the
field switching edge: tracker can be designed to operate, a
simple form gill be used by way of example to illustrate how
the errs^r `in attitude determination may be kept. within the
desired limits. In the. case_of an earth'orbting mssion;-
we will choose to operate'in the`15 micron CO2 band, in order
to avoid possible errors due to clouds at the edge of the
	 ^
horizon we wish to track. In the case of lunar o eraton
	 ^^p	 ^	 z i
we will make the system. capable ®f tracking on an edge of the
^:
__	 ^
..
^.	
_	
__
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lowest conceivable temperature. The sketch below shows the
errors which may be expected under the. most extreme conditions..
Horizon
^	 Temperature
'	 (^X)1	 {
^	 Eiot Horizon
	
350°K'
,.,, ,
"^	 90 °K
Thres o
^. C^^> 2	 of
Cool Hor izon
	
Operatio	 ^	 .,-
^..^
	
(ex)1 « 0.1° ^	 (ox) 2	 0.1"	 error
	
---^	 0x
degrees
In-this system, the tracking serva is- made to lack
on when a given _ threshold level is exceeded. for a ^.^inch
,aperture system and a 1 cps bandwidth.,: we have Computed a S jN,	 .w
of 100 fora 90 °K target, which fully illuminates the detec-
'tor . {S e^ Table 4-1 for further parameters of this sus tea . )
If we set our- threshold level: at l0 times rcns noise (about 'two ;::
ar
._
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times peak-to-peak not e), we will exceed the threshold when
1/10 of the detector is illuminated. The error committed
under this condition is thus 0. 1° on one side of the planet.
In practice, ithis error would' be reduced as a result of the
fact that it is averaged between the readings on both sides
o f the planet . If instead of a temperature of 90 °K the plane t
edge fio be tracked had a temperature of 350°K, then. about 50
times more energy would be received fora totally illuminated
__
detector field of view. The threshold level would then be ex-
deeded at a point 1/500 of the vertical subtense o^ l/500 of
a degree, which. is essentially fit the very edge of the planet
disc--a negligible error.
for a system operating in the 15-micron centered
CO2 Uand and viewing the earth's upper atmosphere, the maximum
radiance variations w^.ich may bE ancountered are approximately
twd to one. The signal-to-noise ratio expected is about ten.'
times larger than-in the case of a 90°K lunar region. It is
therefore possible to exceed the threshold with asignal
1/ 100 of thee. total, car covering only 0.01 ° of the l° vertical	 '
subte^^se . For he two to one .dynamic range - of radiance levels , 	 {
,.^^
-_	 _	 --
__	 . _:	 _	 ,
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the error is thus seen to be only 0.005° which i less than
the expected phenomenological errors.
3.3.2.1 Description of- Switched Field Edge Tracking
..Horizon Sensor
We examine, next,. methods of implementing a field
switching edge tracker. One system has been described in some
pdetail in a aper by G. Falbel =4 which outlines the concept of
the "FIRM" horizon scanner. About l-1/2 years ago, .Barnes.
Engineering Company began work on a piezoelectrically actuated
frustrated .internal reflection modulator (FIRM) intended for a
variety of applications, including radiometry and horizon sensing,
in which it would be possible to chop radiation without the need
for moving parts (i.e., with motion of only a few microns re-
qured to produce fullmodulaton^ and with a minimum of power.
More recently, supported by the Company's independent
R&D program, a complete horizon sensor was built usingthe
rrFIRM" principle. Upon completion...of the engineering model,
a thorough evaluation was. made of this system, which revealed r,
-both encouraging and some very c3^coura^ging features .
_._._
	 ^	
..
^erald Falbel. "High Accuracy Horizon Sensor using FLRM,"
presented a the' Symposium on Infrared Sensor y for Spacecraf
Guidance and Control, held at Barnes Engineering Company May 1965.
^.5
i
r ^ _	 ^ ^
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,,
On the encouraging si^^ie is the fact that the edge
tracking function, the search system,. ....servo design, circuitry,
readout, etc., function quite well. Furthermore,. provided
that the modulator works with an efficiency of at least 250,
'.good sensitivity is obtained with all indications that the
figures referred to in Paragraph 3.3.2 above can be achieved.
On .the discouraging side of the picture we have ds-
covered some difficulties with the c^per9c.ion, in its present
...form., of the... piezoelectrically modulated frustrated internal
'r^flert^^on modulator. In its present construction, we have
observed a change in the separation of the optical elements
due to dimensional changes iii the__barium titanate transducer
.This resulted in a reduction in the gap separation for a given....
excitation field, with consequent decrease in modulation..:.:.ef-
^fciency. The result of such decreased efficiency was the
appearance of multiple ghost space fields and. the possibility
of aperture chop in the event that the optical elements do not
have a homogeneous ambient temperature. Details of these
problems with the modu latox built for the engineering model
horzon..sensor are given. in Appendix.B of this report, since
x J	
^	 _	 ^...^
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these observations are only peripherally of interest in this
study and other methods of edge tracking are available.
As part of its independent R&D effort, Barnes is
continuing its work on the FIRM modulator. Various individual
elements of this problem can be solved, e.g.. , the multiplE^
field problem can be avoided ^ hrough use of a different optical
geometry in which the twa prisms of the FIRM are identical and
an exact symmetry exists in the path of rays reaching the de-
tector in the open and closed.. positions of the gap. Because
of the observed positional variations'^ . (creep) of the. barium
titanate transducer, we are also investigating a magnetic
actuator for the FIRM prisms as a substitute for the piezo-
electric elements. If a definite and complete solution to this
..i
problem is found within 'the next two or three months., the
possible benefits of this accomplishment will be available to
us for the .system being; contemplated.
3.3.2.2 FIRM using Magnetic Drive
Irrespective of the outcome of present design work
	
	 3`
-;r
on the piezoelectrically actuated FIRM field switching horizon
sensor program., evaluation of the-basic sensor concept has
f ^
^:
,	 ^,
-^
-	
1
__
-	
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demonstrated to us . its potential for meeting the fundamental
goals o'f the present program.. Since .other methods of field
switching are available, we will next. discuss several alter-
natives.. One such. system. which uses components that have had
wide use already and .can be demonstrated to yield a very high
reliability figure replaces the piezoelectric modulator with
one which employs a magnetic drive to open. and close the gap
of two. prisms which transmit or frustrate transmission of the
incident energy. A. new design with bu ting dove prisms avoids
the "ghost" field problem. In other characteristics, this
modulator is similar to the existing FIRM cell.
3.3.2.3 Field_Switchng Edge Tracker with Vibrating Reed
__Actuator
A detector's field of view may be switched back and...
forth between widely separated positions by means of a vbra^t-
in g reed mechanism such as a tuning fork drive system. - Such
a tuning fork vibrator, apart from its wide use in precision
oscillators and time standards, has had some considerable use
as a light or radiat-ion chopper in infrared systems. Among 	 d
other systems, Barnes Engineering Company. has. been . us ng such...
a .modulator in 'ts radiometric-microscope...
t
iiF
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A number of versions o `f field switching using. a
tuning fork vane actuator are described below.
3.3.2.3.1 Simple. Field Switching ^Ed a Sensing Device
This system has the simplest configuration and is
applicable fox earth or lunar missions. For , earth app^ica-
tions, the accuracy can be somewhat improved by working in a
narrow. spectral band in the 15 micron CO2 region, avoiding
cloud lock-on. In -the case of lunar missions,.. the. accuracy
is dependent on the S/N achievable for cold edges of the moono;
Various optical system^smay be chosen fox this system,
only one. version being' shown by way of- example. -This uses the
Cassegrain ^system already designed and built for the 13-15:5
horizon sensor system. The e arrangement is shown in the sketch,
Figure 3-24,
A dual mask in the focal plane. defines two fields
1
I
separated by some convenient angle, say 5°. These masks may	 ''
define a field of view of 2° x 4° .and must be precisely made
and positioned. A vane actuated by a tuning fork tine does
not require ^ recisel defined am laude of oscillation. ItP	 Y	 P
simply opens one or the other of the mask to allow radiation
N F KG OH
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f
(^
^`f 	 to be interrupted and _reach the detector. An :optical filter ,
may be placed over the. openings of the mask. Travel of the
k^a
fs	vane must be at least 2° or about 1 mm, wh-ch_ is quite: simple
	
g _	 C	 P	 yby tunin fork standards 100 .,c s ma be a convenient chop
frequency). A condensing cone ma.y be used _ to concentrate-the
t
energy on the detector and .improve the system f/number. For
the long wavelengths at which the cold side of the moon has
,,	 .
its peak radiance, the condensing .
 cone detector combination
	 '
ma be su error to a silicon-immersy	 p	 ed detector. If a signal-
to-noise ratio in -excess of 20 is achieved for the 100'°K_ por
tion of the moon (for the 2 ' x 4 field of ;view) , _ then we	 ^'°	 °	 .
should be able to "lock on" at a point within 0.`1° of the planetK
edge. Higher -planet temperatures would heri"cause slight. errors
as the horizon is acquired with the planet subtending a somewhat
:i
smaller portion at the bottom of the detector ' s field of view..
^. "Y.f^4.
errors for low planet temperatures and errors due to he sun
may present problems.
:,3.3.2.3. 2 Dual Detector:..: Field_ Switching Sys^;em
A somewhat more sophisticated versiotz ofthis system
_uses a second detec or along with atme-sha_^ed vibrating vane
chopper system. As shown in Figure ^^-24, -`t^^e second field of
.,
^7
_ _ _	 5
r
ll
i
i^^	 -.	 ...	
..	 x	 'X.l W^.'1lt"^.	 G
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view is displaced both in azimuth and elevation from the first _,
field. This naturally multiplies the detector and associated
electronics by two. However, it results in very significant
advantages which may make it worthwhile in some applications:
(a) In the event that tl^e sun appears in either
field (it cannot appear in both as a result of the choice of
greater than 1/2° displacement) the system can be made to
ignore the. output associated with the. sun.
(b) The upper field output signal is normally in
control of the torquer drive. The lower field output becomes.
a _radiometric vernier correction signal which adjusts the pre-
cise level at which the upper detector is stationed with
respect to, the horizon. This will work properly only for a
homogeneous radiance condition in the vicinity of the two fields. 	 ^
(c) In the event of failure of either of the two
sgna channels,. the. electronics .can be made to operate on the
	
_1
remaining one. If it switches. over the lower field (as are-
suit of a failure in the upper one), then an offset s^.gnal
will automatically set the readout to a position 2° higher.
-We^'thus have. complete redundancy in detector and electronics.
r ^	 _	 _	 _^ a _	 x_ __ 'L ^r _ a _ _ _ __ __ _--	 y	 _ ^ J	 __
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3.3.2.3.3 Single Detector Chopped Radiometric Balance System
A tec^znique which is applicable for operation over
a region of homogeneous radiance (for example, 15 micron
CO2 band) has some ad^^antage in S/N over the methods above
because of tree fact that the target area illuminates one-half
of the field of view when the system is correctly oriented.
The chopper mask arrangement is shown. in the sketch below.
Fork Vane
Signal for Planet
Mask	 Centered on B
Openings
Signal for Planet
- - - - - - - Covering Small
Part of B
'^^ P lane t
r
vane
Motion
Signal for P"^anet
Covering Large
Part of B
We can see that, in the position of the vane as
shown, the lower half o^ window B is i1lun;inated . When the
vane is in the lower p^sitiun, window C is fully illtuninated,
presumably from a target area of the same temperature.
—	
_	 _
'^	 _^	 ,.,_	 _	 s	 r_	 ^
3-^^1
Window C is exactly one-half of window B. The detector, which
sees the doned rectangle, gets the same amount of energy and
a null output is created after dem^^dulaton. ether waveforms
show the output under conditions off null .for which the torquer
is made to move in the appropriate direction. An output. must
be provided for this system in order to show when the planet
has been acquired. A simply rectified output (not passing
through the synchronous demodulator) will indicate acquisition,
provided we always start our search from one extreme space..
In the case of lunar applications, possible local
variations in radiance (craters) would make this system in-
accurate. For lunar application, the other techniques des-
crbed in this section are therefore more appropriate.
3.3.2.3.4 Local Radiance disturbance Cancellation Schemes
The .systems described in the previous section can
	 {^
achieve good accuracy if the region over which the sensor 1
__
i
operates has..a homogeneous radiance patterno In the..presence
of such disturbances, e.g., craters _ on ..the . moon or clouds on
earth when viewing the radiance pattern in a broad spectral
region, these _systems become inaccurate. In view of the
_	 ^	 _	 ^ ^	 .__	 ._	 _^ a _	 _ ^ _^_ _ • 1It -	 ^ _ _ _	 - __^ _	 __
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availability of a moving vane (tuning fork. or other vibrator),.
it is possible to average out to a large extent Such local
variations simply by exposing the detector to the small local...
radiance variations while the vibrator produces an azimuth
averaging operation.. This lateral motion may bE performed by
one tuning fork which..,  in addition, does the field switching
discussed earlier. In this case, the lateral motion may take
place at higher frequency so that the detector need not respond
to the local radiance variations but .instead puts out a signal
representing the average^'radiance in a given region.
3.3.2.4 F-field Switching Ldge Tracker with Slow Spin Rotating
Chopper
This system combines the advantages of the narrow
bandwidth anal consequent high signal-to-noise ratio of the field
switching edge tracker (.using reflecting optics) Frith the vi-
__	 i
:bratiQn immunity of a system in which the moving parts are
constrained in bearings, in terms of the tracking function,..
the system i^ similar to other edge trackers, employing a
closed Loop servo system with a .torquer drive. Insofar as
the field switching function is concerned, the optical system
is very similar to that which was used successfully on the
-,
^,
xx
5
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Mariner II Venus fly-by mission two-channel infrared radiometer
which was made by Barnes Engineering Company. This radiometer
employed a slow reflecting chopper which allowed a thermistor
detector to view, alternately, two fields separated by a-fairly..
,laxge angle and permitted comparison.. of radiancr^4 on the planet
''with a field located in space at some fixed angle from the
,planet. Z'he chopper rotation may be slow and selected as any.
convenient value within the time constant capabl..ity of the de-
tector. The output . may 1^^ synchronously demodulated and filtered
to pro^ride a very narrow bandwidth. anal a high signal-to-noise
rati,c^ x^or tracking on a planet . edge having low radiance, such
^s the dark side of the moon, fihe basic scheme is seen_in the
sketch be owe
L'^tec tor	 ^ ^	
__
\	
_ Torque;i
^^ Mirror
A
_^^	 .^
^	 j
^^'Rotating Mirror
Chopper
,f	
_ '
'I_
.
0 .._.	 ^.' r	 _	 ^:: ?^.'y^lF.i.wn^^,:r-._^^ °^_``^^"?^ SKk'F."r*° x`h ,,,^.^ny,sz•Yx: 	 ^a,cs.:^^vyf^._^.
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:The. principal difference between the Mariner radiom-
eter optical system and t^eedge tracker being _considered is
the fact that mirror B, which in the radiometer application was
kept in a permanently fixed position, will be the pivoting arm
to perform the search and track :function in the edge tracker
and wi11 be positioned by the torquer as cc^^^t.rolled by the
servo. loop . If pr ime space is available on the spacecraft and
a window can be used through which a wide field may be covered
(as much as 180°), then a further refinement may be employed..
wherebytwo sensing positions may be tracked within one head
using a single chopper. A sketch of this configuration is
seen in Figure 3-25. Figure '^3-26 is a block diagram of the
processing.
A sample calculation of sensitivi ty
 for this sys tem'
is shcawn in Section 3.3.2.5. ;^
3.3.2.4.1 Problem .Areas with Edge Trackers .
We wish to examine next any conditions which mad
lead to difficulties with this approach to horizon sensing as
with any other technique we have considered. The principal
condition we wish to exam^.ne are the following:
_	 ,^
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(a) The possibility of the sun appearing in one.
of the fields of view__of the sensor.
(b) Possibilities of aperture-chop producing errors.
(c) Readout systems and-their accuracy.
3.3.2..4..2 Sun Problem Elimination
The simple syst e m sketched in Figure- 3 25 may be
upset by the possible presence of the sun-in one of its fields
of view. One solution to this problem. is to install a second
detector which is displaced. from. the first by an angle large
enough so that the sun. cannot be o^ both detectors simultaneously.'
Such an edge tracker is shown in Figure 3 -27,	 It will be noted..
that two detectors separated by more than : 2° in azmu h are:
used, each having a separate signal processing Loop. This
arrangement is used for a dual purpose:
(a) To prevent a false loc^C-on on the 1/2° sun or
2° earth (in'lunar orbit use).
(b) To provide complete electronic redundancy of 	 i
i
the signal-amplification circuitry and thus Brea ly improve
tie reliability of the system.
	
^^
The signal processing involves a servo loop into
which a fixed downward bias is applied. Thus bias is bucked
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out by the signal generated when the bottom field position of
both detectors intersects the planet. In order to prevent a
false lock-on on the sun (or a 2° subtense earth when this
sensor is used in a lunar orbit), a logic circuit does not
disable the search made; until ^. signal is seen in both detectors.
Dui to the 40 to 1 ^^ .:tic range o f the lunar surface
9
IR radiance, a "bang-bang'' .. servo loop is__ used. This type of
'servo loop has the same stability characteristic independent
of-the. 40 to 1 signal variation -fo g the sameangular-indentation
_	 _.
of the lunar riorizon by the detector field of view.
'	 i
a
This edge tracker configuration uses the . same. servo
..
components that have been used in^the . _:FIRM hoxizon sensor. Due 	 _^
to the aforementioned developmental tatus of-.:the FLRM cell, 	 ^^
,,
the field switching mechanism in this sensor would be a motor-
driven mirror chopper, 3s shown in Figures'3 -25 and 3-27;..,
3.3. 2,4.3 Aperture Chop Considerations
^:Iri any ,s;ensitive radiometric .system it is important
_,.
to insure that the detector develop only signals representing
-t
variations in target area radiance and that it be insensitive ^'
to temperature differences in the optics, which may give rise
i	
_	 z ,
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to a chopped _Signal just like thaw of .the target . In the
system sketched in Figure 3-25 'we must make sure that the
detector develops measu_r.able chopped signals only from the
target .area radiance variations and not .from internal sources.
If the chopper blade and the tracking mirror had high. emissivity;
and varied . greatly in temperature, then the. detector woulu be
exposed alternately to the self-. emission of the chopper blade
and the tracker mirror and would develop a signal at the chopper
frequency...
C3ur des ign calls _ for a highly reflective gold-coated.
_.
chopper blade and tracking mirror ( 0.. 99.: refleetivity is obtain-
ab?e) and for an efficient.. thermal design which..will..insure..a
homogeneous temperature environment for the critical •elements .
By way of illustration, let us suppose that the re-
flectivity has become degraded to a level where the emissivity
of the surfaces is 1.5% and than a 1°C temperature differential
exists between the two surfaces at a 25°,C ambient temperature.
The radiant emittance is:
,_
W = 6pT4
and OW = QpT3
OT	 ^	 ';
,^
388
Which,.., at 25°C is
p x 2 x 10-4 watts	 pe-r °C
cm2-ster
Since p, the emissivity, is 1.5%, the differential radiance
ON = 3 x 10-6
 watts/cm2-seer°C	
_
Only about 20% of this energy is in the 20- 40 micron..
region which a filter in front of the detector passes.: The
effective differential radiance becomes 0.2 x 3 x 10' 6 _
6 x 10"^ watts/cm2-ster.
As we have computed .earlier, acool sector of the
moon will have a radiance ofabout 10' 4 watts/cm2-ster in the
20-40 micron region.. When one-tenth of this energy falls on
the de e^tor, an error of 0.1°ensues. Thus a radiance of
r.
-.	
., _.	 1
10' 5 watt for the cold side of the moon will correspond to a
^0.1° attitude error. The 1° temperature difference'we have
hypothesized..will produce an error of (6 x 10 - 0 ./(10-5) _.1/16
of ,this 0.1° value, or 0'.006" which-is negligible.
3.3.2.4.4 Readout System
The search mirror system shown in Figure`3-25 has
the advantage of multiplying the optical field cif view `-
,.
^ ^	 .^	 .-_ ^_:--n _tom__	
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disp lac^ement angle by two . Thus a 10° movement. of this mirror
produces a 20° sweep in space.. The advantage in requiring
small mechanical displacement is somewhat offset by the need
fear a more precise readout of the position. of the tracking
mirror.. Since we require a 0.1° system accuracy,, we must in-
sure a superior readout resolution so that its . error does not
seriously degrade the system accuracy. Devices are available
^_
for obtaining the desired acGUracy in either digital or analog
form. -Analog readout may be c^'btaned to an accuracy of +0.02°
by means of an angular readout induction potentiometer made
by Kearfott Division of--General Pxe.cision. ' Optical encoders
aLe also _ available to produce the desired r-eadout accuracy
in digital form from the Baldwin. Piano .Company..
3..3.2.5 Sitivity Co^isider:3tions For Field Switching Edge
Tracker
As has been pointed out earlier, the field swi. tch^ng
edge tracker requires the smallest electronic bandwdt'n of all
.the:. systems considered. This is so because no time is wasted
in scanning over regions of planet or space in which there
,s no useful info-rma^ton to be obtained, The chopper frequency
,^
-^.-	 - 	 ^.
J	
_	
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may b^. ae-lected pretty much. at will and- will probably : be chosen
in the vicinity below roll - off of the detector response. With
the: exception of the modulation efficiency and possible trans-
mission factor, the various field switching systems would have
the same sensitivity, bandwidth being chosen as small as-possible
within the constraints of system response requirements. In
general, the available optical clear aperture _will be somewhat
more limited than in the case of the conical scan system be-
cause of the need for a search mirror motion whose dimensions
must be kept within reasonable l mits.
Yn our example of a sensitivity calculation, we will
assume an all.-reflecting system..{using.. the chopper field
witching approach) with a clear aperture o= 5 cm2 and an.elec-
trcal bandw^3th of 1 cps. Other parameters of the system are
°1
assumed as follows°
	 'I
Field, of View ...............	 1° x 5°
;. _	 cu_ = 1.52 _ x 10" 3 steradians•
Detector Size ............... 	 0.2 mm x 1 mm
Chop Frequency.: .............	 20 cps
Switched Field of View
Separation ..................
	 6°
k	 ^;
1
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Optical Efficiency...........	 0.5
Detector Size. ^ .............. 	 O.l x 0.5 mm immersed
Detector Time Constant....... 	 2 milliseconds
Detector NEP = 6.3 x 10 -10 ^0—OS /-2 = 10' 10 watts/cycle
Degradation Factors:
Noise Figure _ 6 db	 = 2
Bias .Reduction	 = . 1.4
Rectification Loss
	 = 1.4
Thermstor Bridge Factor = 1 4
.Total _ 5.b
..
Effective NEP = 5.6 x 10 -10 watts
-Fora 90°K lunar temperature, ^ N2^-4Oµ = 4 x 10' 5 w=.^:.
cm2yc^u
P = ^N 6	 cu	 4 ^ 10' S x . 5 x 5 ;x " 1.52 x_ 10- 3	 ^'D	 AO
PD = :.:1.52 x I0-7
-The signal - to-noise ratio will be
S	 P D 	 1.52 x 10'7
--- _	 _	 2 70
N	 D1EP	 5.6 x' 10' 10	 _	 r
On the basis of ^ peak- to-peak noise, ` -this becomes 270/5 = 54/ ^.
cycle. Fir a 5 second integration time, noise : is reduced
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3
1-^ ^ sby -
	 - 5.^, and the signal-to-noise ratio becomes
-1/2n 5 sec
S4 x 5.5 = 300.
Since the field of view is 1° vertically and we re-
';	 quire a 0. 1° accuracy, we must set our threshold level at a
paint where the system will track at l /10 the detector subtense
at the very edge o f the detector . With 1/ 10 the de tec for ^ i llum-
nested, we obtain a S/N.p_^	 300/10 - 3O, which is quite con.-
servative and more than adequate.
3.3.2.6 Electronically Sampled Thermopile Edge Tracker
The all-electronic horizon sensor with its inheient
';
	
	 advantage in eliminating all moving _part has been. shown to re-
quire_rather far reaching,_ . time..consumng, and costly changes in
order to be ca^^ble of the accuracy desixed for the present pro-
.gram. The FIRM sensor is likewise seen to xequre more develop-
meat, resulting in a reliable modulator or, alternatively, a
field switching method such as may be effected with a tuning
fork vibrating ..::vane
 .	 ,'
In this. section we will. discuss an approach which 	 '
utilizes cer -fain elements and techniques of both systems which
have been worked out and are considered to be reasonably
successful. Such a system .would use the torquer . search and
positioning system along, with the readout method designed fox
,r
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the field twitching edge tracker and with electronically
scanned th^exmopiles replacing the optically modulated
thermisfor detecfor.
By insuring a sufficiently large signal-to-noise
ratio in such a system, one could attempt to track the edge...-
of the. planet at a position where the planet illuminates
only a tiny extremity of the detector which may generate suf-
fcent signal to exceed a threshold level determining the
point at which the tracker stabilizes .__ It will be we 11 to
compute and examine the signal-to -noise ratio for a system
with the required parameters. Assume the system to have a
form such as is shown in Figure 3-28.. The optics would con-
sst of a '1-inch. diameter collector with a speed of f/1.
The, thermopile detector would have to hive the highest de-
tectivty which we can obtain. Bismuth tellurium thermopiles
which we have been .evaluated for approximately one year have
charac eristics as follows:
Type... .....e.:.....-o..o
	
	
radial thermopile with 20 active-
and reference junctions
Specific Responsivity ^'	 0.35 volt/watt/cm2
S I G NAI.
INOICATING'
FALSE
POS ITIVf	 ACOUIS ITION
HRESHOL
__	 ..
YNCH	 'POSITIVE	 ^ ^SERVO}
EMOD	 HRESHOL
	
.AMP,.
^.
FOR THRESHOLD PRESENCE
SERVO DRIVES OUTWARD
FOR THRESHOLD ABSENCE
SERVO DRIVES INWARD IN
"HANG- BANG" SERVO FASHION
I.EGEND^ ^_ EXISTING CIRCUITS FOR ►i^RO-
METEORITE SATELLITE SEiiSi► s.
_.__ ._..
SLIGHT MODIF. REQ'D
---- EXISTING COMPONENTS PROVIDED
8Y MSFC
Fiq'ure 3-2'B--THERMOPILE EDGE TRACKfNG'HORIZON SENSOR BLOCK DIAGRAM	 ''
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Resistance ..............
	 ^ 15,000 ohms
Time Constant. , .........	 150 milliseconds
Size of Aetive Element..	 2.5 mm diameter
Detectivity............	 4 x_ 10 7 (cm'-cps l/2) /watt.;
The_ voltage developed for a detector fully illuminated
f rom a 2,00 ° K earth i s:
rr ^N ^1- ^2 ^^ ^	 n ^.8 x 10-3 x 0.6.:.:x:.0, 35 x 0.6	 _VD 4	 Z	 -4	 1	 .2.7x104f
270 µV
Optical efficiency, £, is assumed to be 0.6.
__	 Since we require. an
 accuracy. of 0.1° or better and
the detector subtends 2° in elevation, we .must exceed a threshold
	 ^,
level when only 1/20 of the detector is .illuminated. This .would
result in a 13.5 microvolt signal. Peak-to-peak noise and drift
i	 :I
will be of the order of 2 microvolts.. We are 'thus left with a
remaining S/N of about seven., .which is considered satisfactory ►
for__operat^,on_aganst earth. targets. .Indeed, we could do even
,.
bet er by operating in the CO2 band which would permit use of
	 ^;
{
a radiation balance system ^.n which half the detector may be
	 ;;
illuminated-rather thane only one-tenth, as shown :..following:
	 p^
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at the correct attitude
--	 A - C
G	 2
Next, we wish to examine possible use of'thin system
for lunar use. For a possible 90°K temperature:
^N ^_	 1.90 K	 25 x 10 -4 x 0.5
14-40µ
= 6.25 x 10 -5 watts/cm2 -ster
The radiance in this spectral interval fora 2.00°K 	 .
earth was 1.67 x 10- 3 , We thus get only 3.79'0 of the energy we
had available ,n the. previous . case and ti ^ new S/N would be re-
duced to 0.0.37. x 2.70 = 10_for a 2° fully illuminated detector.
`To obtain a 0.1° accuracy, the S/N is 0.5'which is clearly in-
adequate.. The .system . accuracy for lunar^applicat on is ar
best of the order of 0.2° without allowing any safety margin.
Improvements may be considered in several. areas,.ncluding
a faster optical system (,f/0.5), detectors with mare junctions
and thus providing higher responsivty, and amore favorab e
detector .geometry, perhaps with the detector subtending; l° x 10° .
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4. REVIEW 0^ CHARL^CTERISTICS 0^ THE HORIZON SENSOR SXSTIIriS
DISCUSSED IN THIS STUDY REPORT
.Table 4-1 summarizes. the important performance
parameters of some systems which have been discussed in the
preceding sec tion^ . Some of the figures used are, of nec-
essity, provisional. More exact figures could only be given
after design, cons ruc-tion, and' evalua ion of the system._ .: The
table doe , however, pxesent an over-all view of the re?^y^tive
merits and potential of the various systems discussed, at
least from .the standpoint of technical . performance factors.
To .this should be .added such factors as development time, budge-
tart' considerations, confidence level in the proposed system,
_	 ._	 __
and degree of experience with the technical and components re-
__ .
quired tc^ translate. the design to working hardware.
It is evident. from. Table 4-1 that we can expect to
meet the design goals for accuracy with at least one version 	 ^ ^
of the field switching edge tracker and with two versions of
conical scan. sensors.
Table 4-1 shows asubstantial superiority of the
:,
field . switching edge tracker in terms of S/N for the long
ntegration time of 5 seconds. This signal-to-noi a ratio 	 'j
;^
_	 ;
,_„_ .
q
TABLE !+-1 Comoarisor^ c Characteristics or ^^arious
_._ _	 Earth/Lunar Horizon Sensors
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
EARTH APPhICATION LUNAR APPLICATION FOR ONE HEAD
S/Np-
'^for 200°K S/N _	 forp p Clear Spectral MTBF
Tv^►e Sensor
^^
Earth Error 90°K Moon	 Error Aperture Response Size:. Weight. Power (hours)
i	 Field Switching 6600 for +0.05-° 300:1 for e full +<0.1° 5 cm2 20 - ^+Oµ b"D 12 lbs. +watts. X2,000
^ 	 Edge Tracker Dotal earth limited by ilium. with 1° x 5° x 8"L each
with. Thermistor b60 at anomalies ^0°K .moon	 - FOV head
Detector slice level in radiance 30:1 for
^ ilium of 1/10
"^
,; ___ of detector
i
^ j
	Conical . Scan 750 for ±0.05° 33	 r0.1° 22 cm2 20-SOµ ^" dia 12 lbs ^ watts 42,.50E
(leading . edge total earth limited by 2:T S/N at 1° x 3° x 6"L tw^^ heads .each
type) signal anomalies slice level FOV plus head
rj 10 at slice . in radiance mixer box
leve 1
__
:,
Conical Scan 90 ±0.05° 4	 -±-0, l° 22 cm2 20- +Oµ ^+ - 1/ 2" 10 lbs -'+ watts 42,00.0
with Slope l° x 3° diax two heads each
Recognition FOV 5-1/2"L pYus head
{noise,pred.) mixer box
i
! ^	 Field Switching 7:1 for_ 0.1° 05 for	 0.2° 5 cm2 20-40µ 500 12 lbs 3 c .^atts 60,000
^^	 Edge.. Tracker ,illum.__of ilium of 1/10 cu. in. for 4 20 watts est.
F^	 with Thermopile 1/10 of- of detector heads oeak at
^; detector not maximum
^j satisfactory torque
^,
I
^j	 2nd Harmonic estimated 0,05° not suitable est. 14-l6µ. 5.5'' 13 lbs. 8.5 watts 20,000Type, Edge 10:1 for due to craters 3 cm2 for earth x 5.6" est.
^	 Tracker 200°,K earth
All-Electronic 12: 1 ±0.5° 0.5	 not 13 cm2 14-SO.µ 6'"	 dia. 8 lbs 15- 20
`	 Sampled suit- x 10''L ner• watts
,'^	 Thermopile able sector
j System
'I'I
i
y,	 ^	 i . _..
^^
N
_.
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is comfortably above what is necessary even for the l^.^nar
application to permit either an increase in response time
should that be necessary or a possible reduction in the seize
of the collecting optics, or even both.
The two versions of conical scan seesors.,.whose prime
characteristics have been tabulated, show an adequate sgnal-
to-noise ratio for earth or lunar missions, though without as
much flexibility in the scaling down' of dimensions of the optics
or increase. in scan rate.. A possible compensating .feature _-of
the: conical scan sensor is a greater f lexib'ili y insearch
.function, which may not be of '.great value in she present appli-
ca^:on. The sensor can be placed in a position to scan. almost
any angle that may be^re^ured and. is relatively independent of
altitude.
The field switching edge tracker . is shown in Figure 3-2a
and. scans over an angle which is twice the angle displacement of
the search mirror (due.. to angle multiplication of the mirror)..
The requirement of the present..sy tem fora 10° range. of error
signalsplus the altitude variations which add'approxima ely
another. l0° is easily met by the system as sketched in Figure 3-25
li
.^
4 -
This range can be extended for a greater altitude range,.....
though not quite as readily as with the conical scan sensor..
If much greater search range is required, the size of the
search mirror and chopper must be increased.
Physical characteristics of these systems, such as
power consumption and volume:, are likewise not too dissimilar
and fall in _the range of the design goals.. The exact figures
for these characteristics can on y be established at a later
date. when the design is well under way,
The reliability of the three systems, following the
criteria of .reliability handbooks and discussed in more detail
__
in Section 5, is so similar that it would require . precise assign-
merit of dissipation and stress levels.. and. component._selection
before one could reach any conclusion as to which system has a
higher Mean Time Before Failure . (MTBF}. Only through use of an
auxiliary system with paralle l redundancy can we expect. to meet
_	
_	 i
the 0.997 reliability for a 90-day mission which. was cited as a
design goal... No high accuracy-infrared horizon sensor .system
which has as yet been built or which we can conceive at the
present time alters the conclusion that independent parallel
-,
__
-	 ^ _	 ,^
4-
redundancy must be provided to .meet the 0.997 reliability
figure .
We have attempted to show some of the differences,
advantages, and-disadvantages of the various horizon Sensor
sys ems which may be considered for the present application.
The comparison was_xestricted to certain characteristics which
are of concern in the Earth/Lunar_Hori^on .Sensor application.
For example, the mission is described as having a rather limited
range of .altitudes an al. attitude error. It therefore does. not
require very .wide acquisition range .. and permits use of a limited
.range of search angle for the edge tracker and a rather narrow
angle cone for the conical scan .
 sensor (e,g., 37°). The optical
design of_the field switching edge tracker is eased by these
	 '
considerations. Similarly, 'the response requirements are
understood to be fora 5 second integration time which permits
-1
slow scan speedAsin the case of the conical scan sensors and
a narrow 'bandwidttz for the. edge tracker.
We have not emphasized such factors as the possibility '.
of the sun appearing in the-field of view of one. of the sensors,
possible physical location on the spacecraft of the sensor, and-
.	 1
i
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the ...:many other interface questions. We also did °not go- into
details o^ the readout method and particular characteristics of
'the desired output. signal.
Except for the possibility of the sun. appearing at
the. very edge -of the earth anal gxazng; the detector field. of
view (for which Rio system provides adequate means for .insuring
absence of any sun error), means are at hand for deactivating
or voiding data which is useless due to the effect of the .sun...
Thi applies . to any of the systems to which we have given
serious consideration. In the case of the conical scan sensors.,.
a sweep across the field of the sun results in a blanked or
'voided output when the high amplitude narrow pulse produced by
the sun is perceived by protection circuits :which have been
designedo
For the field switching-edge tracker, a double flake
:detector is recommended for each optical system which provides
both a means for avoiding the sun prob em and a redundant output.
furthermore, for a system with four heads, only three will be
required for attitude readout and . the fourth one may. be switched
out. This was discussed in more detail in Section 3.3,2.4.
J; ._ _	 __. ,:::-
_._	 ___	
-_.	
_ __ _ %L-^_ _._
^ <	
_t .,_ ^_ _.	 _ _	 ..	
_ _	
_.
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We have not- questioned the use of thermistor detectors
as the best. cho^lc^^ for infrared horizon sensor systems--adequate
justification for such a selection having been given in much of
the literature on the subject.
Insofar as the motor is concerned, whether for the
conical scam sensor or the field switching edge tracker, we
feel that th.e low speed's contemplated wil avoid the._ problems
of excessive friction and wear. It will be necessary.,_.however,
to provide a lubricant reservoir such as was used in connection
with the TIROS .radiometers. It will be recalled that these
motors .functioned well over a period of more than a year in
space with greater speeds and loads .than are contemplated. for
this application.
--	 Our experience in a number of these problem areas
4
is well known, so that we can-assign.cextan values to a
,.
_;	 confiderYCe factor ^ It `is known, for example, that over 15d
,;Barnes cor^atcal scan horizon sensors have .been flown in various
space m^.ssions. the reliability recor^^ in these flights has
;,	 been shown:.
 to be quite good. l.5- The TIROS 5-channel radomeaer,
—^^Lt. Colo William T. Jones ..and. Kenneth A. Wand. ''Perfor.-
`:	 ,mance of Horzcri Sensor Systems in earth Orbit," presented at
'^ the ..Symposium. on Infrared Sensor y for Spacecraft Guidance^^and
Control, Barnes Engineering .Company,.. May 19:65.
^c	 -	 -	
-	 -	 ___	 -	 --	 --	 _^.
,i
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w.th its motor designed for long life` in .space,. and the Venus_
radiometer with its field swi Ching system (comparing radiation„
.from two separated regians of space and planet) likewise have
had an excellent reliability record, though: on a smaller .scale
in terms of number of units built. This latter experience with
space motors indicates that it is possible to use certain
special motors in a space environment without. the requremer:t
for vacuum sealing the sensor housing. This, in turn, eases the
sensor mechancal^and optical design__and makes it unnecessary
to provide a , thick window with its inherent sealing problems.
--	 --	
--- ---	
--	
—	 J
__
__
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5 . RELIABILITY
5.1 General Reliability Considerationsw	 ^^^^^	 ^^^^^r
Of all the specified design goals for the earth/lunar
horizon sensor, the reliability figure sought is the most
difficult to obtain. As has already been seen in the fore-
going discussions the performance figores can be achieved in
several sensorconfigurations . If we examine the reliability
figures fog all existing sensors-we find .them to fall very far
short . of r_he desired figure of a -reliability. of .997 for a
90 day mission.. We wish._ to state at the ^ outset that such a
figure is not colYSi^ ,^red within the realm . of the present state w
of the art.. without complete redundancy as ^^pplied to a _sensor in
which the most stringent care his been taken in alb, phases of a
design which eiaphasizes utmost simplicity. Prelim^.^^;ry figure
for a single system and one. with parallel redundancy will be
discussed in: the paragraphs which follow.
Since the. reliability or probability of successful
mission completion R	 is to be .997 .and. R	 ^ e ^t where
Ct)	 Ct
T = mission time and ^ ^ .Failure rate . The M^:an--Time Before
.:
Failure (`MTBF) being the reciprocal _ of ^ is to be approximately
-;
__ _.._	 -.
^.
[f
1
x
Yi.	
'-dN"'tw".av+^^ q^i ^T^.^^ER^:k":F:.i'?e+tzt .^:ice", .'.^?Z:T.d'^T M	 4.m^w".^' "#.r',°"AC'::'. :a°^A. 3`.':'":r,:i 	 'X	 ..
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700 , 000 hours , obti► ious ly a mos t difficult requirement . By
way of example we can compare the MTBF for some. of the existing
s ens ors . The, S to t:us Report on. Horizon' S ens ing^-^ is helpful in
this area and cites figures. wherever they are available . The
highest figure it quotes for any horizon sensor, other than
static radiation balance types, is 25,000 hours which is an
estimated and not computed figure, The Barnes Type 13-142A
conical scan harz^^n sensor is shown. in this report to have
an MTBF of 2'0 , 000 ^iours . Recen improvements made on a
standard type hor-i^^on sensor to be^ used for .the RIGS satellite
vehicle has ^ssent^^ally doubled' this value. Such efforts still
fall far short : - o f the: MTBF by a factor of about 50 which. is
desired for the present; program, Disregarding any mechanical
componen.ts_, it would be difficult to meet this desigr, goal even
with a simple two-transistor preamplifier without same redundancy,
Yet considerably mo^^e circuitry will obvious ly be required and
active electronic ce ►mponents axe unavoidable.
1 6Duncar^, Wolfe, 0 ^ el and Burn, o
	 cit .
,,
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5.2 Mechanical Components
_ ^..
A primary consideration in the case of horizon sensors
is the question of what elements of the system represent the.
greatest reliability risks. Insofar as mechanical components
are concerned it can be shown that _flexing members have certain
advantages .since they avoid frictional forces and attendant
wear but that the 1-after can be red^,^^roed significantly-by oper-
ation at low'speeds.
A moto-r operating at high speed may generate _con-
^i
siderable friction which, in time, wi^l be a., ,source of failure.
By reducing the 'speed of rotation we reduce the ,frictional
forces -and .rapidly. 'improve the reliability which improves
logarithmically with speed reduction . This is seen- in. Figure
5- 1 which is a reliability plot taken. from RADC-TR- .58-111 0
.,
Reliability . 'Notebook, Dec . 1961, MIL,-HDBK-217.
For low rotational speeds we see that the failure
rate due to friction becomes negligible and, in the limit, the
_j
mo or ,xeliabilty becomes equivalent to that of a transformer.
n
J
^^^	 In our case, if we consider the prospects for-a conical
scan sensor a low rotational s eed	 -	 ^.p	 (e,g. 180' RPM as would be :,
. ^	 .	 ,.
v
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desirable for_ other reasons in. this application.) would result
in a_ reliability figure for the motor which is essentially the
same as that of a torquer. in an edge tracking. sensor or a
vibrating -reed driver, etc. In such a design one would
naturally keep the number and. diameter of bearings smal o
An additional problem would be that of providing the
necessary lubrication. fo,^, the moving parts . In the above
reliability figures: it is assumed that proper lubrication is
available . For a very long mission, provision of adequate
,^
^'^...,	 lubrication would be a serious problem. For a mission lasting
90 days. the techniques presently . available are considered to be
	
1
quite adequate. Space motors in which a wick stores . lubricant
for an extended erod of time have resulted in successfp	 '	 ul ong
'	 p	 p	 OS satelliteslife s ace: missions. As an exam le the various TIR
a
carrying five channel infrared radiometers have opera ^ed, at
.times for a year aid one hale with loads greater than. con-
templated for: : the present horizon sensor. _ The motor in the
:^
TIROS radome±-ers is geared _
 to and drives five separate choppers
1
each with its independent bearing. Motor speed for this radio-
	 ^^
meter is 2500 RPM, Therefore, for a relatively short mission -
	 '^
^^
^	
_
(^
Y	 _	 _	 - _ m._^ .	 ,._.,v	 ._: _ ^ .^ _._	 ^ ._...,, ^^^.^..^. ^	 Mme___ _^-^__ ^ _^	 ^___ _
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such as 90 days, the. motor bearing lubrication. problem should
not be difficult to ha^ .dle in the present application both.
operating life and motor speed being lower than in the case
of TIROS application.
In the terms. discussed above there. appears to be
n.o material difference in the reliability figures for the
presently considered field switching edge. tracker . anal the slow
speed :conical scan sensor.
5.3 Reliability of Electronics
We can consider, next, the reliability figures .for
the electronics which. would be required for the various sen-
sors considered, The figures compared are.-of :course only
provisional. They are necessarily based on very preliminary
circuits anal their assumed component requirements. In the
next phase of this .study, after more careful review of spe-
cific circuits, it will be possible to present more exact
figures_, Tie tentative figures given below are again based
on 'Rome Air -Development Center data .* The _figures, are based
on the. straightforward circuitry with an analog output . If
^ RADC-TR- 58- 111 Reliability Notebook, Dec:. 19b1 - MIL- HDBK^- 217
_.	 -	
_	
--
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it is required to add digital outputs, adda . ti.onal circuitry
would be required . which would somewhat degrade the reliability
figures. The reliability figures are based on circuitry as .
shown _ inry the black diagrams , Figures 3- 2b, 3- 23a, 3- 26 . See
tahles on the fol^.owing pages for the reliability figures.
S.4 Redundanc,Y
.w+win
Redundancy has been. treated.:in a number of texts
discussing reliat^ility problems . The mathematical treatment.......:,
will. not be . repeated. he y°e. It should suffice to fake the
results from a s tandard text . 17
Lt is shown. that. for a parallel and independent re-
dundant system in which two systems have - the same-reliability
R1(t^ _ RZ (t)
^1(.t^,,
operating
ei.^;^.,....:. ^?s(=„-, .:a-s^:.--.a:.'s^ 9^.^'.^:...,p	 r. rse..__.,:..^#`^^ux^__..,.. _ .. .v.- _ _ .,..-.._:.:., 	..»«;^.W'._+^.e=r.,- 	 ra..5,r^r:; Y: ^,.«y^:^:`^? .. _ .uY.t 	 ^vr.-_,.9g^• -.^,__x.,^,'cd^:3; s xmxsaz..-sr -roc_: '^`'-=^	 ..^ae.,^,.. ,.. _	 ._. _._	 _	 __ ^
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Then if one uses the exponential expansion:
- 
^T = 1 - ^T + ^￿` - ^3`=e	
2	 3
One can see: that for values of TT < .1, which is the
case with our system, the series converges rapidly and can be
simplified to an approximate form: of Ra t) = 1 - aT
'	 Rsp^t) = 1	 T 2 T2_
or, in the , original .equation R^ ) = e — ^T , we may replace the
failure .rate ^ by a new v^.lue of ^ (t) N ^ 2T for the com-P
pletely anal independently redundant systems,.
We may .now examine the new reliability obtained through
such redundancy . .. Assuming. that we have picked a_.system and ob- 	 '
twined a final design leading to an MTBF = 40, 000 hours, we
then have T _' 1/40,000 _ 25 failures per million hourso
Fora 90-day mission, we require about 2..000 . hours of
operation.
T}-^e probability of failure for the redundant sys ern
',with a`2000-hour operating time, ^P(t)T, then becomes:
^ 2 T2 = (2.5°x 10^ 5 } 2 x` 20002
i	 __
;;
^,
—.	 .. ^ —	 - .	 _:	 :.
	
-._-. L
	
_ _
_	 ^^	
_	
__	 _	
_
_	
-. .,-:-.	 .„..;	 :.^	 x - ...:,	 ..:3,	 , • -r ;:.^s	+...+r`:M^^-	 ^:.::,k$ca^s+eetr j....:-^earmr, .
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This is equivale.^t to a reliability of 0.997 ^ which
is slightly better than the required value.. Additional com-
ponents will be required for the decision circuitry to switch
over from a possible inoperative system to the auxiliary unit.
r}
^^	 Alternatively, the decision to switch. over from one system to
Y	 -
' 	 ^{	 '.
another may be performed . by an astronaut or even through.. ground
^-
^ _^	 command .
f	 Since the method of instrumenting the desired relia-
,,n
blity goes beyond the scope of the Phase IA study, we will
,^
r
^	 defer further. discussion and design of such .redundancy to a
7	 later time..	 ^	 ^^
ij
;^
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CONICAL SCAN SYSTEM (LEADING EDGE TYPE
RELIABILITY ESTIMATE
(see Figure 3-2b fore block diagram'/
^^	 Failure Rate	 ^	 x Fr
Components	 (x 10" 6 f /hr)	 (x 10" 6 f /hr)
Bias Supply
2; transistors
8^ resistors
6 capacitors
2 zener diodes
0.2^
0.01
0.20
0.15
0'. S 0
0.08
1 !. 20
0:30
-^•_•-
2.08.	 • 2.08
Preamp lifiers (2)
6 transistors each
12 resistors	 "
3 capacitors
1 diode
0.25
0.01
0.20
0 .15
1.50
0.12
0 . b0-
0
2...37x2	 ^ 4.74
Schmitt Tri^^ers (4)
----
2 transistors each. 0.25 0 50
resistors	 " 0.01 0
.^:.
0.55 x 4	 ^	 2.20
Monostable Multivibrators ^2)
2 -transistors each 0,.25 0.50
6 resistors	 " 0'.O1 0.06
2 :capacitors	 „ 0.20 0,,,	 4(^
0,96 x 2	 s	 1.92
Gates	 (2)
.__._._
^!^ diodes each 0.15 0.60
4 resistors each 0.01 ' 0,^. 0^4
0.64 x 2	 _	 1.28
_._	
.,_._	
_	
a ter..	^i._=
_:	
---	 --
_.	
^:«
. , :^.	 _.^.a..,x
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k
` Failure Rate x Fr
^	 Components
i
(x 10"6 f j^hr) (x 10" 6 f/hr)
Flip-Flops (2)
2 trans is t ors each. 0.25 0.50
7 res is tors	 " 0.01 0.07
^	 2 capacitors
	 " 0.?0 0.4.0
^	 2 diodes	 ^^ 0.15 0
^ 1.27 x 2 2.54
Reference end Integrator
4 res stors	 ^ 0.01 0,04
1 capacitor 0.20 0.20
2 zener diodes 0 .15 0._30
.^
.
0.54 ^	 0 e54
0 tput Sampler
1 transistor 0.25 ^ 0.25
1 transformer 0.25 0.25
3 resistors 0 O1 0	 03	 ',. ^
1 capacitor 0.20 0,^ 20 ,^ k
0.73
^^
^	 0.73	 ''I1
M°tOr 3,;OQ' 3,00 ^	 3.00	 ^,.
Thermistor golom^ters (2) 0..375 0..75 ^	 0.7^
Sux^ Correction Circuit
4 transistors
_,
0.....25. 1.0'0
?. capacitors O e 20 0-.40 „^,
1 diode 0.15 0,15
10 res.s hors 0 , 01 0.10
1.65 ^	 1.65
__	 ___	 r
__.
^(
Component3
Power S upp l^
2 . transistors
2 zener diodes
2^capacitors
4 ;rectifiers
1 transformer
6 resistors
5 - 11
Failure Rate
(x 10' 6 f /hr)
0.25
0.15
0.20
0.15
0.25
0.01
x Fr
(x 10" 6 f /hr)
0.50
0.30
0.40
0.60
0.25
0.06
2.11	 • 2.11
^'
-	 --	 -
0.50
0.08
0.40
0.30
1.28 1.28
_--
._._.	 ^__._	 m_....r	 __._	 ..	 _ __
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PREDICTOR-DELAY SYSTEM
RELIABILITY ESTIMATE
(see Fig. 3-23a for block diagram)
Failure Rate
Comuonents	 (x 10-6 f/hr)
Bias Supply_
2 .transistors 0:25
8 resistors 0:01
2 capacitors 0.20
2 zenex diodes 0.15
.Preamp lifier (1)
6 trans istors 0.25
12 resistors 0 01
3 capacitors 0.20
1 diode 0.15
x Fr
{x 10"6 f/hr)
1.50
0.12
0,60
0.15
2,37
	 ^ _	 2.37
	 `^
Predictor -Delay
^.
__
5 inductors 0.25 ^-0 25
5 capacitors 0.:.20 1..00
12 resistors 0.01	 _ 0.12
._
.2.37 ^	 2.37
Differential post-Amplifier
4 transistors 0.25	 - 1.00 ^.
l0 resistors 0:01 0
_'	 ^
t
..	 {
1.:10. _	 1.10	 ,,
^ D.C,_ Reference
ii
^ ^ ;, 9
2 zener diodes 0e15 0030
,-
;^
2 res ^.s tors 0.01 0 0 02 :.^
_, 0.32
,^
_	 O e32
^,
-,
r
Failure Rate
(x 10 -6 f/hr)
x Fr
(x 10- 6
 f/hr)
5 - 13
Components
-^^
Gam. (3 )
4 diodes each
6 resistors each
Integrators (2)
1 capacitor each
1.resistor.
Difference Amplifier^._.._.___,__._ .r__-.__._
4 transistors
10 resistors
Monostable Multivibrators {2)
	
0.15	 0.60
	
0.01	 0
0.66 x 3	 1.98
	
0,20	 0.20
	
0.01	 Or
0.21 x 2	 ^ 0.42
	
0.25	 1... 00
	
0,01	 0
1.10	 ^ 1.10
2 transistors each 0' . 25 0.50	 ^^
6 __resistors	 " 0.01 0.06
2 capacitors	 ^^ 0.20 0_..40.
0.96 x 2	 ^	 1.92
listable Gate
2 trans is tors Oa. 25	 ^ 4.50
13 resistors_ Oi.01 0.13
4 diodes Q .15 _0.60
2 capacitors 0.20 0_, ,44
I	
- 1.63	 - ^	 1 e63
Read-Out Capacitor^ ---
r
i
0.25 0.25
	
^	 0.25
,_^._	
_
_:
_.	 _	 _	
_.._
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Failure Rate
	 _x Fr
Components	 (x 10' 6 f /hr)	 (x 10' 6 f /hr)
Reference Pulse Generator
1 lamp 0..70	 ^ 0.70
1 ^ photo diode 0!.25 0.25
2 trans istors 0'.25 0.50
8 resistors 0.01 0.08
2 capacitors 0.20 0 40
1.93	 ^	 1.93
Motor
..___-
3.0'0 3, 00
	 ^	 '3.00
!Thermistor Bolometer (1) b..375 0:3;75	 ^	 ^^, 375
;Sun Correction Circuit
4 trans is tors 0^ . 25 ^	 1.00
2 capacitors 0.20 O e40	 ^`
1 diode 0.15 0.15
10 resistors 0.01 0..1.0
1 .65	 1.65
Power Sup ly
2 trans is tors 0.25 i 	 0.50
2 zener diodes 0.15
.
^	 0.30
2 capacitors O. 20 0 e40
4 -rectifiers 0.15 ^	 0.60
1 transformer 0,25 0.25
6 resistors 0.01 0^ 06	 ^	 ,
-
^.
2.11	 ^	 2.11
Total Failure Ra a /106 hours ;2:3.8:05
Mean•. Time Before Failure: 4.2.000 hours
z
7
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SWITCHING MIRROR ELECTRONICS
RELIABILITY ESTIMATE
(see bloc. diagram,. figure 3=26);•
Components
Bias Suuply
2 transistors
8 resistors
2 capacitors
2 zener diode
Failure Rate
(x 10' 6 f/hr)
0.25
0,.01
0.20
0.15
x Fr
(x 10' 6 f/hr)
0.50
0.08
0.40
0.30
1.28	 ^ 1.28
Preamplifiers (2)
5 transistors each
10 resistors
	 ''
3 capacitors "
1 diode
	
0.25	 1.25
	
0.01	 0..10
	
0.20	 0.60
	
0.15	 0.15
	
2.10 x 2	 ^ 4.20
Operational Amplifier
_._._, .
4 transistors	 0' . 25	 .00
2 capacitors	 0 s 20	 0 .:40
10 resistors
	
o.o
	 0.10
1.SD	 ^ 1.50
Synchronous Demodulators (2)
__
1 'transistor each
	 0.25
	
0.25
	 ?^
-1 capacitor	 ^^	 0.20	 0.20
	
'^^
3 res is tors
	
s^	 0 ,..01	 0.03
0.48 x 2	 ^ 0.96
	 i
'^
-	 _	
_
.	 ^,, .
	
..
^- _	 --
%^	 .^
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Failure Rate x Fr
N	 Com onents (x 10 6 f/hr) (x 10 6 f/hr)
Schmitt Tri^^er
^^ 	 2 transistors 0.25 0.50
`	 5 resistors
I,
0.O l 0_, OS
0.55 ^.	 0.55
D.C. Amplifier
^:
4 tram is tors 0.25	 ^ 1 !. 00
10 res is t ors ^ 0.O l 0_ 10
1.10 ^	 1.10
a
Ga- (2)
4 diodes each 0.15 0.60 I
4 resistors each 0.01 0_
0. fi4 x 2 ^	 1,28
Power Switches (2)
l transistor 0.25 0.25
1 transformer 0.25 0.25
2 resistors 0.01 0.02
0.52x2 1.04- 4
Variable Pulse Width _ F
Monostable Multvibrator `'
3 txans is tors 0-. -25 Os 75
2 capacitors 0.20 0!.40	 ,
1 diode 0 ,15 ` 0 x.15
^^	 10 resistors 0_.01 0 x^ .10	 ,
1.40
_
^	 1.40
r
^i
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Failure Rate	 x Fr
Components	 (x 10- 6 f /hr)	 (x 10- 6 f /hr)
Tachometer Chouner
1 trans is f or Ol. 25 0.25
2 capacitors 0.20 4.40
5 resistors 0,01 0
0.70 +^	 0.70
Rest f ier anal Filter
+.w^.^.^ ^^a	 ^^.^^^nw
I
1 trans former OI.25
^.
^	 0.25
2 diodes 0 x.15 0.30
3 resistors 0.01 0.03
2 capacitors 0.20 0 40
- 0..98 0.98
Mirror Dr^.ve Oscillator
__
4_ ransistors 0.25 ^.00 ^
1 transformer 0.25 0.25
2 capacitors 0.20 0.406 resistors 0.01 0 06
1.71 ` ^	 1.71
Torque Motor (assume use._of 3.00 3.0(^ ^	 3.00
anotor as a tachomete-r readc;ut
through time sharing)
Thermistor Bolometer 0.50 0.50 _	 0.'50.
-3 f lakes Z
.	 _^_.^_
Read-Out Potentiometer 0.25 0.25 ^	 0.25
S,^n Coro t.^^,c.^.
i
4 transistors 0.25 1.00
2 capacitors	 ^ 4.20 ^	 0;..40
1 diode 0.15 0;..15.
10 resistors 0.01 0',^ 10
1.65 ^	 1.65
-.- ^	
.s
_ _
	
. 	 ter:	 ^
--	
- 1.]c^_	 _ _	 _	
-	
- -^
_	
__^^
_......	
_	
_	 _	
. ..
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Failure Rate	 x_ Fr
Components	 (x 10"6 f /hr)
	 (x 10' 6 f /hr)
`Power Sunvly
2I transistors 0.25
2 zen.er diodes ^ .15
2% capacitors 0.20
4' rectifiers 0.15
1 transformer 0.25
6 resistors 0.01
0.50
0 30
0 ^. 40
0.25
0 ^e 25
0
2.11
	
2.11
Total Failure Rate/10 6 hors:
	
= 24 ,
	
-- --	 -	 -
	
_	 ^.
	
y -	 __.
__..____
--
.-.	
s ,.	 a
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIaNS
The foregoing analyses and discussion have convinced
us that the system best suited. for the Earth/Lunar Horizon
Sensor and which most readily meets the desired performance
characteristics for this program is the edge tr-acker with-field
switching, as outlined in Section 303.2040 We therefore r--ec-
ommend that Phase 1B o^ this program concentrate on the detail
design of a _horizon sensor based on this. principle and that t^^s
design be carr :^ .ed on to the hardware stage a^^^ an engineering
model.. of it be built in Phase II of this program..
This conclusion is based on a number of features and
factors, the details of which. have been discussed in earlier
sections of this report o
^1) The signal-to- noise ratio is superior to that
of any other.system considered (with the exception of several
variations in the mechanisation of the same horizon sensing
_principle)
{2) 'The comfortable signal-to-noise ratio provides
some flexibility in decreasing size and weight of the optics,
speed-up of response times, and other parameters.
--	 -	 _	
_
	
-	 -	 -	
-	 -
i_ ....	
_	 _
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(3) Readout of the attitude error. is simple and
can be provided with equal ease either as a digital or analog.
output signal.
(4) The reliability figures for a single sensor
are shown to be of the same order as those of certain conical
	 `
can sensors which could meet the sensitivity and accuracy
goals. The -reliability goals can only be met through redundancy,
(5) We suggest a dual detector configuration (as
described in Section...3.3.2..4) with separate processing to
both. provide a means of avoiding errors due to the sun appearing
in the fie d of one detector and.. also to improva the reliability.
{6) We also recommend..eage tracking at four points,
onlythree of which are needed to establish pitch and roll
errors° The-fourth edge. tracking point provides redundant. data
and increased reliability,
(7) If it is possible to mount the sensor in a pos-
tion to view fields separated by nearly 1^0°, then a single.
optical head may be used . for tracking two edges of the planet
and; possibly-fouro This would represent a substantial axing
in _power, vo-lame , and weight .`
x
_ _	 __-^_
_^	 . ^ _
.:
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These conclusions and recommendations are based on
the analyses and study which -have been conducted. for the past
2 months of this program and which are summarized in the data
presented in earlier sections of this study report..
In Section 2 of this report we'pointed out that the
20-40 micron spectral. interval appears to be bath a satisfactory
and desrablerange to use for both earth and Lunar operation
of the horizon sensor being considered. It will therefore. be
unnecessary to modify the. optics or detector package ;when.
changa:ng from an earth to a lunar missiono The only change
which is foreseen is anew signal threshold setting; for the
two conditions. This may be accomplished by a simple switch
^;
.which changes a^resistattce and effects a scald factor change.
In Section 3 we have discussed a large variety of
horizon sensor concepts and systems, including the one we have
recommended. Details of the optical. and electronic system
are: presented along with acalculation--of the energy expected
for the.. earth and lunar missions- and the resulting signal-to-
not a ratios and accuracies
Section ^ summarizes the important features of the
various systems and paints out th^^ principal difference and
-	 --	
-	 —	 -	 -	
-	 --	 J	
_	
_	 _	
_ _
	
_
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their significance for the intended application. Table 4-1
shows the important features of some of the systems which
have been discussed.
Section 5 is concerned with the reliability of the
various systems which, we feel, .could meet the design goal of
accuraoy and ^^ensitivty .for e phis . program°
^	 We have also shown that two modified viers'	 .ions o f a
conical scan sensor a-re capable of meeting the basic require-
menus. of accuracy and sensitivity for both earth and lunar
missions and, with the same redundancy recommended for the
edge tracker, can also be shown to attain the desired reliability.
figure. However, we feel that ,the sensitivity of these. systems
is inferior to that of the edge tracker and that. the latter has
more flexibility and. growth potential. We also feel confident
that we can execute the remaining phases of this. program within.
the timetable which was set up in our proposal .and which is
part of the work statement of our, cdntract.
One Further recommendation which we make is-that a
meting be he^l.d between the cognizant NASA, MSC authorities
and Barnes Engineering Company technical personnel to discuss
^_	
^
h	 .,	
__ _..._
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the results of our study, obtain unanimity on the course chosen
for the balance of the program, and resolve any interface prob-
lems concerning the sensors, spacecraft, and its mission in ad-
vance of commencement of the design and construction phases of
this program.
--
,,^"
1	
^[°
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Experimental. Low Level Commutator for use
' with Electronic Scan Horizon Sensor
Asingle-pole, five-throw MOS FET switch was con-
structed with the necessary associated electronics to demon-
strate the. feasibility of asolid-state, microvolt - le^.^el
' commutator. _ Incorporated .therein were the necessary tech-
piques to eliminate the dual . problems relating to spurious
thermal potentials .: and to amplifier saturation from commutation
transition spikes .
The commutator was tested at -50°C, +25°C, and +90°C
ambient temperatures. Spurious potentials generated within
the commutator were less than ±1 microvolt over the .test range
of ambient temperature conditions, By refining the techniques
utilized, these spurious potentials can be further reduced.
The basic commutator utilized five FET's. They were.
mounted on an isothermal test future designed to minimize
temperature differences between each transistor and its
a located leads. The five transistors were interconnected
to function as afive.-input, single-output commutator switch..
'	 Low- level. d. c. input signals were prov^.ded thereto by .five.
._	
" -
	
^ fir ..	^1.^^.
^,_
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associated logarithmic p®tensiometers and five subsequent
1000:1 attenuator networks. The output impedance of each
attenuator network was 1000 ohms, which simulated the output.
imgedances of the thermopile detecfors that are eventually
to be commutated°
A five-stage ring .counter was used to sequentially
provide -20 volt pulses to the gates of the . FET commutator
transistors. These pulses caused the transistors to be sequer^-
tiall ated ony g	 permtt ng their associated inputs to be -
sampled: one. a t a time.
The transition spikes at the commutator output 	 .
(caused 'by the -capaci^t`ive coupling of leading and trailing
edges of the gating drives through the F'^ET gate to source and
drain capacitances) were reduced. in amplitude by means of a
0.0047 mcrofarad bypass capacitor. The resultant spikes
were sufficiently small in amplitude so saturation did not
occur in the . : subsequent low- leve 1 {approximate ly 1 microvolt
input noise) 2800 .gain signal amplifier. The e amplifier's
bandwidth (high..and low frequency cut-offs of 3 and 3000 cps,
.:respectively). wa adequately wide to permit commutator
_ _ ,
_	
fl
.,	 ^	
..	
..	 _
t^`
a.::.:::,,;-;}rte,
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sampling times of 2 milliseconds duration to be accommodated
__
without causing .excessive "overshoots," signal "droops,''
or "stretching" of .the transient commutator spike into the
sampling period .
The sampling. time of 2 milliseconds was 'obtained
from an externs 1 "clock" square wave oscillator . This drove
a 500 microsecond monostable multi-vibrator, and the leading
edge of the resultant pulses there:from were used to trigger
tl^e five-count ring counter.
The 500 microsecond pulse was also applied to a
high level. transistor switch which was connected, in series,
_	 _ _	
-	 :^
between the. signal amplifier's output and a subsequent low
"pass final output filer which set the system' upper ire-
quency response limit to 800 cps . The pulse from .the monos tab le
__
multi-vibrator "opened" the series output switch simultaneously
with the arrival of the input commutator transient "spike" and
held it opeh for a per od of 500 microseconds . This effec-
lively prevented the amplified spurious. gating pulse (which,.
referred to the input, decayed. to under a microvolt in less
than 150 microseconds.) from being fed into the 800 cps low pass
--	 -
--
/`	
_	
_
i	 _	 ^ - , .. .,.
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output filter. The output switch . was permitted to close for
the 1 . 5 millisecond remainder . _af each 2 millisecond sample
period, al" lowing the output filter to be driven to the ampli-
fled level of the input . signal being sampled..
The system. block diagram is shown..in Figure A-1..
f	 Figure A-2 shows oscilloscope photographs of gating drive
signals, transient "spike" waveshapes, and commutated signals
taken..at indicated points on the block diagram.
In the tests described, the Z millsecondsampling
time should not be regarded as a limit to the sampling rate
which may be used.. This rate. ^^as selected for convenience
in the tests which. we. conducted . It may be rea,di ly changed
to a 10 kc rate for the present application. However,. it is
s ti 11 felt that switching at a megacyc le rate, such as would
be required if each detector element were sump led once every
frame., is not present ly feasible with the MOS FET switch.
Instead, sae recommend using this switching system to sample
each element of one .line at the frame rate and combining the
line. outputs at the final : . outputs to obtain. the.. desired video
signal. This technique is described in more detail in the
;abody of the propo-sal.
n
_	 _ _^
--	 ^-	 -
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An example of our successful use of ^..ow- level
switching using .the proposed "gatinQ^off" technique with.
field effect devices is il^.ustrated in the oscllographs of
Figure A-2'. A signal only 1/1000 the amplitude of the
transient pulse is shown first in relation to the transient
pulse and then with the transient pulse gated off. The dif-
ference is quite dramatic.
Scale factors are. listed in the lower right..hand
corner of thefigure.
Photograph A presents the voltage and time scales.
Trade 1 is- the preamplifier output pulse which is brought
about by gating "off" FET1 and, 30 microseconds later, gating
"on'' F^T2. Trace 5 is the "off" gating : pulse . on FET1.
Trace 6 is the "on".gating :pulse-,on FET2. The . voltage transient...
in Trace 1 is about 3 millivolts refurred to the input of the
wide band preampa It would be quite hopeless to try to read
a few-microvolt signal through this transient without the sd
of the.. gating technique described.
	 ,'
Photograph B shows that: there is randomness as to
the exact•.form, duration, and ampl ude of the transient pulses
,^',	
_
..	
..
1
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encountered. Trace 1 is the preamplifier output. with a
different time base. Note that. the second pulse has a dif-
ferent appearance due to a different gate/source, gate/drain
capacitance of the second FET. Trace.2 is the output of a
post-amplifier with a gain of 6 and a phase inversion. The
constant departure from the zero line, dwarfed by the large
switching . transient, represents a 150-microvolt signal which,.
by thermal imaging standards , is in itself quite large.
Photograph C, Trace 2 is the post-amplifier output
with a 150-microvolt signal in one FAT channel. Trace 7 shows
synchr,^^^^► us pulses_ generated by a one-shot multi-vibrator
which will be used .for blanking the leading' and trailing edge
transientsa The pulse duration i sufficiently long to ®utlast.
the longest transient .pulses.. expected.
Photograph ^, Trace 2 is preamp lifier output showing
a 20 microvolt signal with.. wide band noise. The transient
pulse .extends well beyond the upper and: lower edges of,the
photograph. Trace 3 shows a 20 microvolt signal as seen at
the output of the .transient blanking circuit ° The transient
pulse, having been gated off, has d sappeared.
i^
fl
...	 .	 .......
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Photograph ^., Trace. 3 is the same as above--20
microvolt signal with wide band noise after blanitng. Again,
the transient pulse, having been gated off., has disappeared.
Trace. 4 shows a 20 microvolt signal after an 800 cps low-pass
f i 1 to r rye twork .
Note that we can easily distinguish one-microvolt.
levels . with no diatrarhance from the switching transient which.
has speak-to-peak amplitude of about ±2 millivolts referred
^'	 to the input. -This performance has been established over a
range of ambient temperatures from -50°C to +90°C.
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Description of Difficulties with the Present
Fiezoelectrical_1,^A_ctuated FIRM Component
We discussed certain difficulties with the FIRM
piezoelectric modulator in Section 3.1.3 while explaining
	 -
the nature of the. problems which we observed a^^d possible
solutions to them.
In this section. we wish to outline the nature: of
these problems and the steps being taken to correct them.
___	 Two sources of difficulty .were. uncovered.:. a re-
__
duc^:ian in modulation efficiency, and a group of auxiliary::.
fields spaced at discrete intervals from. the primary field.
(a) The.. gap problem identified with. creep in the
Baxium Ttanate transducer which resulted in a
change in the gap between the FIRM optcal_elements.-
A change of about . 5 microns in the open. gap _ di-
recton was observed over a period of about. one
month.
b Multi le fields in the FIRM cells A^)	 ^p	 ^	 ^	 s is in-
dicated in Figure 1, due to the double pass through
the gap of the optical rays, multiple fields can
exist in the FIRM, each .field .being.. of lower in-
_.
^	 tensity. These mf^^lti^^lP _fields become a problem
_,
_	
.. ^_.	 ^ .
__	 ,...	 .__.^._n^ . _ ...___ -....n.
	 _
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.only for the case where full chopping efficiency
of the FIRM is not reached, However, it should
be mentioned that, if all of the rays from the
multiple fields do not get out of the FIRM cell
aperture but are trapped within the cell, tn^n the
po sibility of an ambien chop exists which would
produce an erroneous signal when the FIRM horizon
sensor was scanning cold space. As many as five
separate fields of view have been detected in. one
of the FIRM cells-- each field being. less intense by
approximately a factor of two. Further quantitative
.measurements
_
 of these auxiliary fields are being con-.
ducted_... The effect of these auxiliary fields on
system performance would be to make the ystem more
susceptible to sun, interference, since more than. ..two
fields are scanned in space. phis multiple field
problem can, of .course., be cured if the FIRM can be
made to modulate _between total. tra p mission and oral.
extinction. Therefore, the a imnaton. of this problem
is tied in with the. solution. to obtain an adequate
drive force to assure greater modulation efficiency.
y
_^______
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Solutions are being investigated for both of the
,problems discussed above. The gap change is believed to be
associated with dimensional changes in. the Barium Titanate.
A different drive mechanism using magnetic actuation. is p re-
'sently under consideration.
By making the FrRM Gell with two butting prisms. of
identical geometry, we can avoid the multiple field problem,
'One configuration. is shown below in . which we have .insured
complete symmetry with no more than one reflection for each
ray at the gap interface, In this design. the FIRM cell. is
in a convergent beam and will employ smaller optical _ elements
than would be needed at the aperture.
^	 I ,_^
^.	 _ ,
F I^.^'I ^^
Prism,S
..^ ^,,
Detector-
^..	 _ ^
	 ^
,,.,^	
-
^^	 .^
Another interesting configuration. uses.. optical ele-
^nents with convex ..surfaces to converge the incoming radiation
to a focal point at the gaps . It, therefore, requires contact
.:	 ,^
-_ ..
	
_	
__
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and modulation only in a small region of the optical elements
thus easing the problem of obtaining a high .
 modulation eff-
ciency with negligibly small drive power.
If work presently being performed on these systems
i
on the Company i s R & D program yields satisfactory results in
the next month or two, it may still be possible to incorporate.
a^newly designed modulator into Earth/Lunar Horizon Sensor
systems.
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Explanation of Logic Circuit Operation for_
_.^.
•Sensor using Noise Prediction Processing
A few words of explanation may be in order to show
how the processing electronics identifies the first and last
horizon crossovers and thus measures the attitude with re-
spect to a fixed optical reference point. The sketch below
showstypical waveforms expected for an assumed horizon profile.
_^	 S' ^^c Referencey
__	
' Pul s.e^..^.^_.
I..^!	 ;;
Planet	 ^,	 _
',
	
	
Kadiance
Profile
Uutput of	 _ __
^'L ^d is t:o r
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Roll error is the difference between the roll signals
of two channels viewing opposite sides of the planet.
As is seen in the sketch, a ramp generator is started
by each signal pulse exceeding a prescribed value. The next in- !,
coming.. pulse discharges the ramp output-and starts a new one at
zero. The value of the ramp output voltage is a measure of the
time from the start of the ramp at zero volts. The last pulse
when the. detector field of view leaves the . planet in its trans-
ition to space starts a ramp which continues uninterrupted
except on command from. a readout and hold gate.
A reference signal generated optically when the ca^^1
motor .reaches the midpoint in the outer space scan perfa^rns
two functions: It arms a gating circuit to- ready it for actua-
ton when the next pulse arrives (the crossover cif the field
of view from space to planet edge) ; ..and - it also inverts the
direction of one ramp in order to measure the ^^ferenc^ in
time between the trailing planet edge ar^d the reference ^i^me
and the leading planet edge and reference time (pitch) ^ The
closing of the gate by the first pulse (Leading planed edge
:crossover) after the space. reference pulse holds `and Isola es
^;
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the net difference in the rising and falling ramp. voltage to
prowide the pitch readout.
Roll readout is obtained in a similar fashion ex-
cep t that no ramp direction reversal. is required. The first
planet crossover pulse turns. on the gate (armed earlier by
the reference pulse) and holds the charge representing the
maximum ramp w^.lue. A difference amplifier compares this
maximum ramp voltage emanating from two op^ositel^_directed
sensor heads and registers the difference as the toll error
and provides both direction and magnitude att^.tude da:^a.
a
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Introduction
The Local. Vertical has long been used as
a reference for navigation on the surface of the
earth.. With the launching of missiles and satellit-
es, it has also come into importance. as a reference
fir space navigation and for control of the attitude
or orientation of space vehicles . The. local vertical
at any point near the surface of a celestial object
is a . straight line between the point and the center
of the celestial object. If the body is a homogen-
eous sphere, the local vertical lies along a radius
of the body. Under these conditions the local ver-
tical. has two properties by which it can be deter-
mined; it is perpendicular to the plane of the hors-
zon as seen from the point of observation;. and it •
coincfde8• with the gravity vector. through the point..
At a point in space the local vertical is thus a dir-
their design...
Basic .Principle s
The Thermal Horizon
The infrared radiation received from the
earth at a point in space is contributed by two
sources: diffusely reflected radiation from the sun
and thermal self-emission from the earth. and its
atmosphere. Essentially zero infrared radiation is
received from the space background; the contribuE^on
from stars and distant planets is, negligible compared
with the earth's radiation . There is thus a sharp
radiation discontinuity at the :horizon, between the
earth an:d space background:which can be used both
• day and night for vertical position sensing..
,^ThEri^ially-Emi^t^:r^^ Radiation	 -	 ^	 '
ection relative to a nearby celestial body. and it 1s As the horizon sensor scans across the
not an absolute direction .
^
earth s surface, it will receive thermally-emitted ^
radiation and reflected. solar radiation .The ther^o-
Gravity sensing systems determine the ally-emitted radiation will come partly from the
local vertical by detecting the.. direction of the earth. and partly from the atmosphere .The earths
gravity vector.	 Such systems are of limited use contribution. will be in spectral regions where the
where. in addition ^to the gmvity vector the system atmosphere is transparent; the a mosphere^ itself
experiences other forces due to accelerations .For.. 'where.Will radiate in the spectral regions	 it is
an object. in free- • fall or for. an orbiting body where opaque.. When. one looks close to the horizon, the
' weightlessness occurs-and the net force'is zero, thickness of the air layer becomes very great, and
the gravity .detector is useless. theoretically the atmosphere defines the emission.The primary source of infrared emission in the
Inertial guidance systems establish an atmosphere is the water vapor concentrated in the `;	 ^
absolute reference in space . 	 With the proper data.., troposphere.	 The radiance seen at the horizon
the local vertical can be computed..	 The use of would be expected to be of a black body at the
these systems is limited by their relative size and ''temperature of the top of the troposphere,. or the
complexity:	 The required information is derived by tropopause.	 This temperature has been reported to
•computation., and the system is subject to :drift. vary between 220°K at the poles to. 200°K cst the
equator. As We scan across the earth s surface to-
The visible horizon is a convenient refer- ward the nadir,. the ..effective blackbody temperature
• ence for establishing the local vertical.	 Its use. is should increase since we see through less atmos-
precluded at night or under obscuring weather con- phere and hence see more of the earth's surface,
ditions when the horizon is not clearly visible . which is generally much warmer than. the tropapause.Theoretically, .thee .horizon.. discontinuity which must
It will be sfiown that the 'infrared radiation. - be detected is between black. bodies at 0°K and.
received from - the earth at cz point in space clearly 200°K.	 This represents a radiance difference. of0.003 watts-cm2 - steradian- l .	 The location ofdelineates the earth against its space background.
-under all. weather conditions and: by day or night. the horizon. gradient . should be well-defined and
e	 a vetBy det sting this thermal horizon, _the loc 1 	 r ical would be much .steeper than any others to be ex-
can be erected for objects in space flight.. Attitude pected, such as gradients across geographical
control of the .pitch and roll axes . of satellites or features of the earth s surface. 'The . steepness
space vehicles may.then be accomplished by refer- should not be deteriorated appreciably by the. finite '
ence to this vertica	 For this purpose, horizon _ height of the atmosphere.	 One reason is that the
ensors have been developed with. high sensitivity gradient should occur. primarily at_the tropopause;
irY the far-infrared spectrum:..	 These sensors are another	 is that. at operational altitudes the
'compact units, completely automatic and passive horizon is so distant	 that. the vertical thickness
in operation . of the atmosphere subtends only a fraction of a degree.....:.
This paper describes several sensor syst^ Reflected Solar Radiation
ems, reviews the history of therdevelopmentat Theaccuracy with which the earth s infrar^
Barnes Engineering Company .
 and discusses the in- ed horizon canoe determined is affectedadversely by j
fra yed and electro-oF^tical techniques employed in the presence of reflected solar radiation which
__
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could produce other discontinuities from cloud
edges, topographical features or the terminator
(night-day division) . Fortunately, spectral filter-
ing can be used to separate - reflected solar radiat-
ion from the earth's self-emission. Solar radiation
has a color temperature of about 6000 °K and appears
almost entirely in the spectral region from 0.2 to
2.0 microns; the earth, at a much lower temperature,
radiates in the long wavelength region beyond. 5
microns . By using a filter which eliminates the '
short wavelengths and a thermal detector which has
high sensitivity at long wavelengths, a system can
be made almost completely independent of solar
radiation. A suitable combination is ^^ germanium
filter and a thermistor detector. Germanium is
completely opaque below 1.8 microns and trans-
mits well between l.$ and 20 microns. Figure 1
illustrates the_ pectral distribution of radiation
..received at a point in space from the earth aid the
transmission characteristics of germanium. The
thermistor detector, itself, has a flat response
over the entire region shown . About 9296 of the
reflected solar energy is removed by optical filter-
ing; residuax reflection effects are eliminated by
signal-clipping techniques in electronic systems.
I^istorioal Development of Horizon Sensors at
Barnes Engineering Company
Barnes Engineering Company undertook
development of horizon sensor systems in mid-1958
with the design and fabrication of Narrow Scan
Angle Sensors for General Electric, MSVD, Philade^
phia . Two different systems were developed in
limited quantities . Each system consisted of three
scanner heads and a central electronic mixer box
which resolved the information from each head to
yield •botin pitch and roll error signals. Each
scanner head, in both system versions, employed.
a thermistor detector to sense the horizon . The
earlier version employed. a chopper wheel through
which an 18 ° vertical by^ 1° horizontal field of
view was examined. The horizon location was
determined from the. total radiation received, and
stabilization was accomplished by comparing
outputs from head-pairs . The three heads were
mounted in the configuration shown in Figure 2.
Thus, heads land 2 yielded roll information while
heads 2 and 3 yielded pitch information . after the
signals were processed in the mixer box. The later
version utilized pulse-width information obtained
•• from each scanning head. by means of a Nipkow
scanning wheel 'upon which a series of holes was
arranged in a spiral path. The mounting of heads
and_ combination of head-pairs were identical with
the .earlier version. Both versions were test-flown
in THOR missiles with the sensor outputs monitored
but not controlling. These tests extabilshed the'
existence of a reasonably sharp infrared horizon,
but. several deficiencies were disclosed,.. among
them limited altitude capability and excessive bias
pa^;^er and lowered ensitivity resulting from the
extremely large detectors equired.
Thesuccessor. to these earlier systems
was designed under contract to General. Electric.,
3
MSVD. Under this concept, two sensor- -heads com-
,prised a system. Each sensor scanned space !n a
'conical pattern with an apex angle of 78^° to detect
radiation discontinuities existing at the horizon.
The operating principles .of the conical scan sensor-
'are discussed in a .later section.
Subsequent development. of horizon sensor
models led to use of conical scan angles of 90 to
1.10°. These wider angles improved acquisition
capabilities and increased the range of operational
altitudes. One version, developed for ABMA,
utilized a rotating mirror assembly with a 120° scan
angle. This sensor is shown in Figure 3. As fur-
ther developments incorporated more severe envir-
onmental requirements, the rotating mirror assembly
was replaced by a rotating prism assembly, and the
entire sensor package was completely sealed
against external environments . The present sensor
design is shown in exploded view in Figure 4. This
configuration is usEd for sensors delivered. to ABMA
and for McDonnell Aircraft Corporation. For ready
comparison, Table I lists the characteristics of
some of the sensors developed-.
Wide Angle Pr-ism Scan Systems_.
The present wide angle horizon sensor,
shown in Figures 4 and 5, is representative of the
conical. scan sensor which was designed to meet
severe environmental specifications. Each sensor
is a completely self-contained unit which is
flange-mounted . The .backbone of the unit is a
circular baseplate which supports a rotating prism
assembly, drive motor, synchronous choppers,. a
germanium-immersed detector and the entire signal-
processing and power supply electronics . A cylind-
rical rear cover-encloses the electronfES. A metal
front cover with a germanium window .encloses the
rotating mechanism. _The unit is sealed with O-
rings
Before the operation of tt^e horizon sensor
is described, certain design features - will be
pointed out and explained.
(a) Sealing of the sensor unit was required
in order to prevent moisture from entering during
s-torage and during long hold-periods on . the. launch
pad. As an adjunct, the sensor is pressurizedwith
dry nitrogen at 3-5 psig.
(b) A centrifugal sun-shutter was provided
for applications . requiring an intermittent duty pycle
with the output of the horizon. sensor coupled to the
reference gyros . In this application, the horizon
sensor system operates for a relatively short time
at periodic into; ^ l^ . .Its prime function. is to
correct the drift of reference gyros which operate
continuously to keep the space vehicle properly
oriented. Whereas the sun may be scanned. with. no
damage. to the detector, the energy of the sun con.-
centrated for extended periods on a . detector will
cause it to deteriorate . The latter condition could
occur during one of the "off." periods of the horizon
'sensor.: Therefore, asun-shutter is incorporated
for this. contingency. A centrifugal design: has the
advantages that it is self=activating, :fail.-safe, and 1
w^'
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requires no addYtional power.
F^grizon Ser^.^*^ rt with a Conical Scan Sensor
Two horizon sensorc^, properly oriented. in
a space vehicle as shown in Figure 6, will estab^
lish a local vertical with respect to the earth.
V1^hen the vehicle is oriented. so that the earth. is
present in the scanning path of a sensor., there
are two points at which each scan intersects the
earth's horizon . The. sensor detects the change in
radiance level between. the earth and. space at the
two horizon points . It then compares the time
interval between a ternate horizon crossovers with
fixed references aligned with. the space vehicle .
From this, the sensor generates linear error signals
proportional. to the angle of tilt between the normal
to the chord connecting the horizon crossover
points and the fixed references. These error
signals can be used to control attitude about one
axis by a suitable reaction mechanism. By using
two sensors, -attitude control about both pitch and
roll axes is possible..
nnPrat^Qr^..of Rotatina Prism Sensor.
.The. operation of the Rotating Prism Sensor will be
described in terms of its scanning system and
electronic circuitry.
^rient^^d_so that_its long dimension is parcllel to
th^^ horizon during the conical scan, giving maxi
mun, resolution. Use of an immersed detector
produces an optical gain almost equal to the index
of refraction of the germanium. The principle of
immersion (i . e . , embedding a detector in the rear
surface of a lens) is the same as for an oil-
immersion microscope objective. In addition, the
detector area for a given. field of view is reduced,
substantially reducing the bias power requirements .
The Infrared Detector consists of two
thermistor (thermally sensitive resistor) elements
connected in a bridge circuit r,^s shown in Figure 7.
One arm is the active flake which receives__the in-
coming radiation; the other- arm consists of a
similar compensating flake which is shielded from
external radiation. The. two flakAS are oppositely
biased, and their function is connected to the in-
put of the preamplifier.
Radiation impinging upon the active Bake
gill change. its temperature and therefore its
resistance . The function voltage changes accord-
ingly. The result of the radiation changes dwiny
a complete scan cycle is the generation of a rec-
tangular wave signal at a 30 cps frequency.
Electronic Circuitry
The Sianai-Centerinci Circuit assures that
the output signal. reflects only vehicle tilt. The
amplifier output signal is limited in order to make
the error signal depend;r^t only upon horizc+n angle
+end independent. of variat^an ::n-the east''„ti's radi-
once, detector sensitivity, amplifier gala., or
power supply . voltage . The amplitude limiter em-
	 _^
ployed samples a-thin. horizontal slice from tkte
n	 rectangular waveform . This slice must be taken
at a point of minimum phase variation. This con-
dition occurs at the. center of the waveform. Were 	 ^^
filtering characteristics, is an ideal optical mat- 	 an RC circuit used to couple.. flee signal to the
eridl because of its high index of refraction (4.0) 	 limiter, it would balance equal cress of the signal
and low dispersion. A fastlens can be made 	 waveform above and below ground. Changes in the
without excessive curvature. ,The detector. is	 angle of .horizon depression would. . then cause a	 -^^^
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Scannina SvsSent: details, including the
sensor optics and scan mechanism., can be seen
in Figures 4 and 5. The infrared detector is fixed
to the center of the circular plate, and its 2 °x8
field of view extends through the. circular opening
in the center of the scanningassembl^y. The
scanning prism deflects the detector. field of view
55° from the normal. As the prism. rotates it
s'winga the.. .line. of sight around the axis of the:
sensor:, generating a .cone with an apex angle of
210`.
A drive motor geared. to the scanning
assembly rotates-the scanning prism at 30 rps.
Closely associated with the prism drive assembly
is a reference signal generator. The output of
this generator is a square wave signal at 30 cps;
this is the. fired reference to which the. detector:
horizon signals are compared. The reference
generator is triggered, by the interaction be weep
a nagnetic pickup coil and a semi-circular steel
vane .embedded in the under surface of the scan.-
ninq prism assembly gear. As the gear rotates,
,the vane. passes over the pickup coil, generating
reference pulses. These pulses trigger the phase
reference generator to yield. aphase-.locked 30
cycle square wave
The collecting optics consist of a ger-
maniu.m obf ective_lens which . focuses the radiato
upon a thermstor detector attached to its rear
surface Germanium in addition to its spectral
The electronic circuits of the horizon
sensor are shown in block diagram form in Fiqure^ 8 .
Theycombine transistor electronics dnd.printed
circuit techniques in a compact assembly. The in-
dividual circuit blocks are described in the follow-
. ing paragraphs .
The Preamplifier and Booster Am^lifie
provide impedance matching and raise the level of
the detected signal. The function^of the thermisior
flakes is direct-coupled to the input of the dare=
amplifier. Direct-coupling provides good. low-
frequency response and: prevents phase.- shift.
Feedback is used to stabilize gain and _provide i
high- :frequency boost compensation for the detector
time constant in order: to preserve.. the steepness of
the sides of the rectangular radiation signal wave-
form. - The booster amplifier simply pr+wides add-
tiongl gain .
rc
}
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shift in the D-C signal. level. Therefore, a signal
centering circuit is employed .before the limiters
to assure that the same center .slice is sampled
for phase shift under all conditions . In this way
the <?gnal amplitudes rather than signal areas are
balanced about. ground .
The Phase Inverter and Limiter provide a
clean push-pull signal for rectification .After cen-
tering, the signal next enters the first of a pair of
cascaded feedback ', amplifiers, each of which acts
as a limite:r and phase. inverter. The first stage
output is a limited rectangular wave which swings
10 volts either side of a fixed 10-volt.' eyel'. -Part
of the output signal is fed to another limiter amp-
lifier. substantially the same as the first where it
is amplified and inverted. to yield the mirror image
of the output from the first section. The total
output is a dual signal which then proceeds to a
phase detector.
The Phase Reference Generato r . consists
of afree-running. multivibrator which is synchron-
ized to the rota inq prism emotion by the reference
pulses from the magnetic pickup. ;_..The resultant
square wave is amplified end used to drive two
high-speed SPDT synchronous switcheds (Syncro-
verters) which comprise the phase detector.. Accur-
ate phasing is assured by correct initdal adjust-
menu of the pickup vane .
The Phase Detector and Filter converts
the limited push-pull signal' into a proportional
D-G error signal by synchronous rectification.
The_ input signal is°connected to cne pair of
stationary switch terminals,. and: the output is
connected to the other-pair. The moving contact
arms. are connected to capacitors and they ere.
phased so that when . one capacitor is sampling
the( input signal., the other is connected to the
output. terminals . The voltage transferred from
input to output by each; capacitor corresponds to
the! integrated charge accumulated during the
previous sampling cycle . The principle is similar
to-that of the box-ca_r integrator used in radar
systems
The iron vane of the scanning prism• as-
sembly is . initially aligned so that switch-over of
the,';synchronous swaches occurs when the radial
sector of the scanning beam crosses the vertical
reference mark of .the sensor; •switch-back occurs
160° later. Tlius, whQn a storage capacitor is
connected to the signal input, it receives part of
the sky radiation pulse and'pstrt of the: earth radi-
ation pulse. The capacitor is charged positively
during the switched-in portion of the earth pulse
grid negatively during the switched- in portion of
the sky pulse. If the sen or horizontal is parallel
Ito the earth ' s horizon, each capacitor is negative-.
ly charged an amount equal to the positive charge,
end its net charge is zero. if the. sensor is -t#lted
with: respect to the horizon, the positive and neq-
ative charges placed on one capacitor during a
sample period are no longer equa and: a :het
error signal is produced which indicates by its
polarity and magnitude the direction and degree of
tilt . Figure 9 illustrates the signal waveforms and
the reference signal switch points for a centered
and a tilted horizon. respectively.
The D-C Output Amplifier isolates the
sensor from the load circuits at the input of the
D-C amplifier. The outputs of the phas^ p detector
are combined and. filtered by an R-C network . The
output of the amplifier may be adiusted fo.* 0.1 to
1.0 volt per degree. of tilt; for the sensor under
discussion_, it is approximately 0.3V per degree .
The output transfer function is linear over the range
of f35 ° of tilt and is constant outside this range up
to f 90°.
The Void. Signal Circuit puts out a "disre-
gard output" signal under two conditions .' Spurious
error signals may be generated either when (a) the
sun appears in the scar. or •(b) the horizon: is lost
because of vehicle perturbations . Void signals Pro-
duced under these conditions trigger's jogic circuit
which indicates by its output that either of these
effects prevail., .This output is used to disconnect
the D=C error output from the vehicle guidance
system so as to prevent erroneous control by !Whet°
ent system noise . 	 •
The Pawer Sur^njv and Reclulator Circuits
derive all required operating voltages from the 400
cps, 115-volt supply. Semi-conductor . regulator
circuits .supply the divers regulated voltages re-
quired by different portions of the system. The
ABMA horizon sensoz^ provides for 12Volt D-C input.
Outcuts and Test ,Points A single multi-
pin coy^nector at the rear. of the unit provides all
the. electrical connections to the. sensor. In cdd-
tion to the power input and error signal output, a
nurra.ber of test poin s are provided at this eonnect-
or for use in check-out. and troubleshooting.
The Wide: Angle Horizon Sensor has
successfully completed a :Qualification Test Program,
meeting severe environmental requirements of re=
!. 'tiuced pressure, temperatute, humidity, acoustic
.noise, vibration, shock, and acceleration. These
tests were designed to simulate environmental
conditions. encountered durtriq missile launch and
-^ flight.,
Test F119ht -Result
Telementered data from an ABMA hori,zori
sensor mounted in a jupiter ' miss^le yielded valu-
able information. Although the error signal output
`was not used .for control purposes (control. being
	 ;j
delegated to a .gyro stabilized platform during
'these tests), two output were monitored.. One of
the monitored,signals was the unlimited preamp-
lifier output signal which was observed to determine
the earth-space radiance difference. The other
__
monitored signal was the error output. This was 	 ments of f1.0°.
compared with the gyro platform attitude .
Conclusions
Information from the preamplifier output
channel disclosed that the temperature difference
at the earth-space horizon was approximately 275°
K:. This implies that the discontinuity is at the
Barth horizon rather than at the tropopause.
During the same tests, the error signal
channel showed that the ) •iorizon sensor output
over its linear range differed from the gyro-platform
attitude output signal by no more than f0.3°. This
was a factor of three better than the design require-
The Horizon Sensor demonstrates the
feasibi3lty of employing the infrared horizon as a
reference for vertical stabilization. The systems
have performed satisfactorily under the conditions
encountered while placing and maintaining a
vehicle in geocentric orbit. There are good reasons
to believe that the same system can be used to
establish a local vertical with respect to other
C^!estial bodies in close proximity during space
flight, for example, in moon approaches and land-
ing s .
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Introduction	 ,
It is necessary to establish the attitude.
'of • aast orbiting and interplanetary vehicles at
various times with respect to some external co-
ordinate system. This is usually accomplished by_'i
!sensing the position of some combination of the
sun, stars•, or planets. If the object is at 'a
'distance such that it appears as a point, the
'sensor is called a star tracker, while if the
planet id close enough so that a definite disc
is perceptible, it is usually called a horizon
^eeaor. In the latter case, the direction toward
he center of the disc is desired. This paper
will consider the problem of determining the
horizon position by means. of the thermal self-
mission of the planets, particularly th;P earth,
'the moon ., Mars, and Vends. The infrared emissive
characteristics of these planets will be reviewed
and-various sensing techniques discussed. A com-
parison of the. accuracy which may be achieved by
titb-various methods is given.
^ 	 In order to sense the position of a planet
by'ita thermal self •emission reliably and with some
degree of accuracy, three properties of the planet
are. desirable.' First, it must be warm enough so
.that a detectable hhermal discontinuity exists be-
tween the horizon and the space background. Second,
for a good aecuracy, this discontinuity or gradient
should be very sharp; and lastly, system problems
are simplified if the radiance is reasonably uni-
• form over the surface of the __ planet. The last
condition-`can sometimes be attained fairly sa is-
fac-torily by selecting the spectral region of-
operation..
' that all -these planets have enough theranal emission
to make infrared horizon sensors of resson^ble
aperture practical.
The accuracy with. which the horizon can
be determined will depend upon the steepness of
the horizon gradient which is a f unction of the
density and composition of the etmasphere. Zfie
moon., possessing no significant atmosphere, ha•
an infinite gradient; and the ultimate accuracy is
limited only by terrain irregularities. In a
practical system, however:, ^he detector noise would
probably be a limiting factor because of the low
temperature and emission °from the dark edge.
The uncertainty caused by the fuzziness
of the horizon discontinu ty of a planet wikh an
+atmosphere is a function.. of altitude. At very low
altitudes, the error could be quite large, while
at high altitudes, the entire subtense of the at-
mosphere mRy become. negli^{ible. The earth is the
only planet on which hoc{ton sensors. have been
used, and consid+^rable data has now been accumu-•
lated from Mercury and Discoverer vehicles with
wide spectral band systems. The accuracy of these
..systems has Renerally been limited by the size of
the detector field of view rather than the. horizon
gradient. A number of theoretical stud^
.eet have
been made of the gradient to be expected in differ-
ent spectral regions, some results of which are
shown in Figure 2. •The spectral regions of
greatest interest arse the CO2 absorption band at
14 - l6 microns, the Ovate: vapor bands extending
:from 20 - 35 microns (and beyondj, and. the so-
called transparent atmospheric "window" between
8 - 12 microns:. It wil be seen that the
- horizon
gradient is quite sharp in .the atmospheric window,
A plot of the apparent temperature dis- but the range of signal level is greatest here be-
trbutionl along a diametral scan of the earth, cause of cloud cover: 	 Operation in the 14 - lfi
the moon, Mars, and Venus is sho^^rn in Figure 1.
	 A
micron CO2 absorption band masks clouds and will
logarithmic radiance scale for the total thermal present a very uniform signal, but the gradient
emission is also shown. since it is the radiance wi1T be more gradual	 extending over. almost 1°'from 	 '
rather than the temperature which produces the an altitude of l^OO miles.	 Aceuracy at this al-
received signal..	 Each abject ie assumed at half titude is probably limited to s few tenths of a
phase with the terminator bisecting the disc in degree by--the indistinctness of r ►^e! horizon itself.
order to illustrate the difference in signal. level
Much less information is available re-between the dark and sun illuminated sides.
	 This
^ girding Mars and Venus.
	 The atmosphere of Mare is
'	 figure is .a great over - simplification. but is fairly tenuous with. few clouds and will probably,
useful for comparing the gross radiant character-
not diffuse the horizon significant y even at law
sties of the four objects. . It must be pointed
altitudes.
	 Venl .3s has a very .dense atmosphere of
otit that these characteristics may be very differ-
unknown depth; however, the top of .the. cloud deck
ant in restricted spectral regions•, particularly
appears to be quite distinct and'of uniform temp-
	 ^in the absorption bands of atmospheric conati-
stature.
	 Therefore	 a shat	 'p gradient should-exist.tuents, however, restricting the. spectral region
are opaque
	 ^can only dgCrease the. apparent radiance, although
andatheeatmosphereoebotvertransparentgit may also reduce the dynamic range. of signal
that must be accepted.
^	 One r,f the most. troublesome problems in
	 ^
A minimum detectable radiance. levelis horizon sensing is caused by large variations. in
shown at 0 . 1 milliwatts /cm2 -star assuming an im- temperature or radiance overthe _surface. 	 Some
messed thertnistor detector with a 2-inch. diameter difficulties of this nature were experienced with
.',	 col acting aperture, 207: optical efficiency, a early earth horizon sensors because - of-unexpectedly{0	 01	 x 1	 field of view, a 250 cps bandwidth,. and a cold cloud..top^ asaoc^ _ia[ed with large storm ereos.	 ,;Spectral filtering ar^d modifications of the else-
sarameters tfor saeSStemeasp	 y	 will.®beashowngli^^iis tropic processing systems were required to achieve
seen thaC the horizon. of all planets ie readily reliable operation for all weather conditions.	 The
detestable with such a system.	 We conclude then situation is much worse ^;ith the moon as indicated 	 ^`
-- -^	 ^^—
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electronic amplifier. It is important'to notice--
that suc}i-modulation must be done on the radiation
.signal before detection and not on the electrical
output. Electronic chopping will modulate both ex-
ternal and internal s+finals and is of no value in
this respect.
Thermal _detectors which depend upon a re-
sistance change for signal generation,auch as
L•hermistor or metsI bg lometers, ere more sub,^ect to
internal temperature effects than thermocouple
types. The reason .
 for this is that in order to
sense the resistance change a bias current must be
used to convert it to a voltage signal. The de-
sired signal thus appears as a very-small ::hangs
superimposed on the much larger bias voltage.
Bridge arrangements of detector elements may be
used to buck out. the large-bias voltage, but iC
is practically impossihle tq maintain the degree•_.
of balance necessary over a wide ambient tempera-
ture range... Optical modulation, of course, solves
the problem--since _t}^,e d._c. bias voltage is filtered
out, therefore there detectors. are seldom used
without optical modulation.
Thermocouple detectors do not require
biasing. and are thus free of this problem. The
only voltage appearipg is the thermoelectric EMF
produced try the rid ant heating of the ,unction,
and this is not superimposed on a biasing voltiage.
Unmodulated optical systems are therefore feasible
with thermocouple ''and thermopile detectors. How-
ever, even with these detectors, care .must be taken
in-the design. to eliminate spurious signals from
internal temperature gradients :And self-emission.:.
of opr.ical parts.
all must be coolecR to ten^erature q in _the neigh-
boyhood of liquid helium. Reliable_ cooling. to 	 1^ne elimination of optic^^l chopping and
these temperatures for long periods of time is 	 scanning mechanisms is highly desir ;xble fo'r space
presently impractical for space systems end often	 ! missions where ver,.y long life. and low power are
also for ground _use because of lo^istie restric-	 necessary. Ztie spurious signals or drifts:`, in-
tyPne' p^ticularl thermistor and metal bolometers 	 less seen unmoduln
'ted systems, make them. relativelye only suitable detectors are the thermal 	 herent i
 es	 ar	 y	 urate .than. optically scanned systems.
and thermocouples. Of .there., the thermiator bolom-	 Therefore, thermopile detectors are moat. suitable.
titer has found greatest use to date.
	
	 f or low accuracy, Long life applies ions such as'
antenna pointing.
The thermal detector+operate by virtue;
of the. heating a#feet w}ien incident radiation is L'asic_-Sensing Techniques _
abaur'^ed on the sensitive element. 	 The very small
temperature change resulting effects some physical
- Ttie infrared emissi gn charact^zrietics of
parameter such as the resistance which can be read the planets and suitable detectors for sensing this
out electrically.	 An inherent difficulty in the radiation }rave been described..	 Such detectors muAr
use of such detectors is the identification or
-be employed in an optical arrangement to proviae
eeparation..of the tempera are change caused by the
,information from which the coordinates of t}^^e center
desired radiation from the--very much larger am- of the. planetary disc can be determined to the de-
•bient temperature var^.ations. 	 For example, in a fires of accuracy desired. 	 A complicating factor is
typical horizon sensor, the increase in radiation ri^aC for moat. planetary ob,^ecCs the iadiatit-emission
received when the field of view scare from space
`will be highly non-uniform over the surface,and for
onto the earth	 ncreases the detector element high accuracy, the system must=be independent of
',	 temperature about .001°C.	 the sensor must be de-- the ..radiance level.
signed. eo that this ; temperature differential_ may
be detected in spite of arcnbient temperature v^nri- A number of systems. have been developed..
 fqr
ationd 10,000 to 100,000 times greater. this purpose.
	 These can rill be shown to be versions
of three. general categories which we shall designate
The most cotmnon way of separating the as follows:
desired temperature-`change from unwanted internal
..effects is by optical -mechanical .scanning or (1)	 Conical scan.
chopping.	 This modulates the external radiation
•signal at a relatively high frequency, while the (2)	 Edge tracking.
internal signals are very slowly varying; d.c, and. -
can be•removed by capacitance coupl^.ng to the {3)	 Radiometric balance..
_ 2 _
ih figure 1. The r^^diant emission from the sun-
bayed side ia'100 times greater than that from. the -
_dark aide ,_ and there are additional small "hot"
and "cold" areas caused by sun-illuminated crater
edges o,nd_shadgwe. These variations in signal
strength may nok only produce errors due to sature-
.tion' and time. constant effects but could cause the
iystem to confuse the horizon with the terminator,
since tha terminator discontinuity is 50 times
greater than ttie dark edge horizon discontinuity.
The planet Venus seems to present the
easiest ob,^ect for infrared horizon sensing, but.
the sharpness of the. horizon gradient in various
spectral regions, which depends upon the atmos-
pheric etruc are, is still unknown.
Reflected solar radiation will be super-
imposed on the thermal self-emission of the sun-
.	
illuminated portions of all the planets .• T}^is is
in general an unwanted disturbance and can be sub-
,etantlally removed by' filtering out wavelengths
shorter than 8 microns.', Such filtering also
greatly reduces the signal produced from direct
viewing of the sun which could saturate the system
or even damage. the detector.
Detector Considara^,tions
It has been shrywn that the range of ap-
parent planetary . tempe^•atures to be sensed extends
from 120 °K to 380°K. Detectors aena ;itive to such
thermal radiation must respo^i to long wavelengths
from 8 to 40 microns. Photoconductive detectors
highly sensitive in tl^ s region Have been developed
such as copper or r11c doped germanium but these
Tht detector field of view and scan pat- electronic bandwidth as will be discussed later.
tern associated with these. techniques arc shown in It leads to a much more complicated eyeteer how-
Figure. 3. ! 	'Yn 'the conical scan, which could also ever because of a separate search or edge tracking
be called a'wide field scan system, the instan- movement moat be provided on each sensing head
taneous detector field is relatively small and is along with precision position reasioute.
caused.to scan through a large cone whose apex
angle may be as much as 180 °.	 With a 180° apex A high price. is paid for this narrow '
angle.,. the scan describes a great, circle, although bandwidth and consequent, greater sensitivity.
a more usual apex angle-is between 5.0° to: 120°. Without the wide scan motion, the previously men-
'lfie detector signal generated will be-an approx- tinned space reference is lost and there is no way
mately,r^ctangular waveshape repetitive at the for the system to sense whether the signal. fie the
3ca^n ft's+,^^ency. 	 This waveshape is usually limited true horizon or some other discontinuity such as a
,n some fashion to eliminate amplitude dependence, cloud edge or terminator which can be much greater
.nd then position information is derived by a than the. horizon signal.	 Various devicea'such ae
"rase or pulse width eomparison technique. 	 Two etuxiliary detectors may be employed to prevent
Aneore^are used to generate pitch and:-roll atti- locking on false edges, but they even further. coo-
de information.	 - plicate the system. 	 The edge tracking. hype of
system would appear best suited for application
Mo^t; ..horzon sensor systems flown to date- where spectral faltering to an atmospheric absorp-
g ave been'of, trite_conical scan type because 	 t lion band can eliminate radiance variations over
possesses"^. number of very significant advantages, the planetary disc.	 An example for earth horizon
It 'has excellent acquisition eapabili^y, attained sensing would be to filter to the narrow CO Z ab-
without rld!ditional search modes, because of the wide sorption band at LS microns.	 The increased de-
conical scan angle. 	 the a,ttir-ode information is tectivity of this type system would compensate
derived frnsn tune characteristics of an amplitude for the large reduction in signal caused by the
limited waveshape and is therefore made insert i- spectral	 filtering.
live to radiance variations over the surface of,'
the planet, which as--we ha^^e seencan be very Trtie former two systems are scanning types
large in some .- planets.	 Another advantage. i^ Chat, where '.the scan is usually accomplished by optical-
because of the aide scan field, it i 	 certain that mechanical means.	 It should be pointed out, how-
some'portion of the scan will Leave the planec a,rd ever,	 that a stationary array of detectors could
view space.	 This provides an absolute zero radi- be`used whose outputs are. electronically sampled.
ance level against which any portion of any planet For exampl^r,	 in a conical scan system, instead of
j	 `	 mgive a positive contrast.	 Use can be made of-ust mechanically causing a small. detector field to
this reference in setting limiting levels so as to scan. over a wide circle, a stationary array df de-
f	 prevent. the system from confusing radiance dis- rector elements can be placed to view the same.
ebntinuitiea on the planetary surf ace, such as may circle, and tt^e array sequentially sampled elec-
be produced by the terminator or cloud s, with Che ironically.	 Tt^ermopi;le detectors with photo-
true horizon.	 This can be a serious problem--with sampling are particularly well suited for this
edge tracking systems as will be discussed in the technique, and a system of th?,s type is being
next. section.	 The primary disadvantage of the developed.
conical scan sensor is the need for high speed
rotating elements which present Ills and 1labrica- 'The radiometric balance. type sensor is a
tion difficulties in spaceborne application .- non-scanning system and operates by comparing the'
' radiation ^,r°ec^ived from opposite portions of 'the
Some sensors have been developed_which planet.	 Very wide fields of view are used to
combine .the functi6n of the two. scanners by pre- achieve acquisition and also to average radiance
.	 Pt^ e ^oduce a	 ^	 - variations over the surface.	 A typical arrange-
ro8ette oreebiciclicniatterna5p	 y	 p	 e systems may ;rent of detector fields is shown in Figure.3C.
'be Considered essentially versions of the conical Four wide_ angle stationary fields are employed
scan system and the same; general remarks apply. designated a, b, c, and d; and attitude informa-
tion:is obtained by the difference in radiant
The basic. concept of thee. edge tracking
	
!, po^oer .^ceivedfrom opposite fields,
	
i.e.,
system is shown in Figure 3B.	 A small detector	 ! Pc - Pa and Pb - Pd.	 This i^ obviously only
field of view is caused to lack onto khe radi- carrect_if the planet is uniformly radiant, and
anCe di$continuity of the planetary disc.. 	 This therefore this system is only suitable for use with
is usually accomplished by oscillating the de- ^ plar^eks of.vniform radiance such as Venus or where.
lector field through a small angle normal to the only approximate pointing information is necessary.
horizon edge and moving the entire sensor or the
oscillating field until a balanced waveshape is The great virtue of this system i 	 its ex-
obtained.	 Multiple sena^a^ heads may be used, in trams simplicity and consequent high reliability.
rahich case at least three are necessary, or a By using thermopile defectors no moving parts are
single oscillating field. may be caused to traee necessary and very longlfife..eas^ be achieved.
around 'the edge.	 In either case, the horizon Non.-uniform radiance effects can sometimes be mini-
position is determined by reading ouli__the; posi- mined by spectral filtering.
	 Also', by the use of
	 ^'
lion of the center of the oscillating field with an overlapping field scheme, to be de cribed later,
respeeC to spacecraft coordinates, i.e „ angles
- radiance varia ions can be cancelled at a specifYc
A1^ A^, B3, and A4, in Figure 3B. altitude.
For equivalent, optics and detectors, this 	 In the remainder of ibis paper, a more de-
type. of system will haves better signal -to-noise	 tai led description of these systems is given with
auto than the . conical scan because of narrower 	 an nnaly is of th ¢-' accuracy each fie capable of on
3 —	 r
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the scan cone :apex angle. the planet pulse rise
tunes are of the order of 200 microsecona^ to 1
millisecond: The noise frequency components in
this rise' time period are smoothed by the 1 to
2 cycle_ low pass filter s-ituated at the output of
the seniors, such that it is only necessary that
the threshold level be above the peak noise level
expected during the period when the sensor scene
space.....:.
For a given optical system and spectral
bandwidth, the achievable system signal-ta-noise
ratio is a function of the scanning speed and the
infrared detector's field of view dimensions. The
higher the scanning speed and the smaller tt^e field
of view dimension in the scan direction., the
"sharper" the planet pulse edges become and there-
fore the higher the bandwidth that is required in
order to maintain the fidelity_of those short
pulse rise - and fall times.
3t^e affect of temperature differentials at
-opposite planet 1l.mbs as well as that of the de-
tector.-preamp time constant is shown in Figure G.
This figure shows that the effect of temperature
differentials at opposite planet limbs,'caus.es an
asymmetric phase shift in the planet cross-over
indication given at the Cime when the slignal
crosses the threshold. on Che leading and trailing
edges of the planet pulse.. This error occurs.zven
if 'the detector-preamp time constant is much less
than. the horizon cross-over time for the finite
field of view. Figure 4 also shows thaC an r^ddi-
tional a ►synnnetri.c phase shift error (whose asym-
metry is acce^ituated by t:he temperature differen-
tial at opposite planeC limha) results i.f the
'; detector:-preamp time coast=ant approaches or ex=
ceeds the horizon cross-over time (zo).
•	 Tt^e presence of a cold cloud in the scae^	 ^.
.path (such as could be the case on the earth or
Mars) can cause a large error if its radiance
level is low enough to penetrate below the thresh-
old and thus ".chop out" a portion of the limit-
aQrplifed planeC pulse.. The resultYng sensor
error is then equivalent to the angular subtens^
of .the cloud..
Th	 h	 1 1d	 h	 f	 b	 1
the plsnets of interest. Wherever possible, ex-
pRrioental results from existing hu^rizon sensors
^r^ factored into this accuracy analysis.
Anal ysis of Errors. for Various
Horizon Senain^ Techniques
Ztri• section will discuss the effect of
the design parameters of various horizon sensor
configuration• on the achievable accuracy of these
asnaors. We sill deal with three horizon sensing.
t^chniquess
(1) Conical scsn technique.
(2) Edge tracking technique.
(3) Radiometric balance technique.
Conical Scan Technique
Hechanically ;Scannin^ Sensors Horizon
sensors which obtain vehicle attitude indications
based . upon a wide angle conical scan have provided
thr largest source of flight. test. data. In this
scanning technique, the instantaneous field of view
defined by'an infrared detector is scanned in spACe
through the use of a motor-driven prism or mirror.
i#hen thi• scan intercept a planet, the infrared
emission. from the planet causes a signal pulse to
be generated which we shall hereafter refer to as
the "planet. pulse.."
Ae wse discussed previously, signals in-
dcative of the vehicle attitude relative to the
planet's local vertical are obtained based on the
phase of this planet pulse 'relative to a mechanical
reference point in the hori.zan sensor. In conical.
scan sensors, such as those used in the Mercury
flights,. this planet pulse phase indication. is ob-
tained by comparing thn width of _the "squared-up"
planet pulse occurring before and after a refer-
sacs point. This'"squared-up" planet pulse is
obtained by limit amplifying the--pulses above a
preset threshold level. Zhe reference point-s-
• mechanically oriented such that it points toward
the center of the planet when the sensor output is
null
e t res^o	 must t ere. ore	 a set be ow
Yt will be seen that for this signal the lowest dip in the planet pulse caused by a
processing concept the accuracy of such a conical - cloud. or other cold area. on the planet.	 Since
scan sensor is determined vy the time definition cloud dYps on the earth are equivalent to up to
of the planet pulse e^lgea. 	 This uncertainty ^in 8D7. of the peak "earth pulse" amplitude, the
planet pulse edge position can result from a threshold is usually set at a fixed level equiva-
number of error sources:. lent to 107:. to 20^ of the peak pulse amplitude.
If the threshold could always be maintained at 50^
(1)	 System signal-to-noise ratio. of peak amplitude level, the errors due. to the
dete ctor-preamp time constant could be compensated
(2}	 Signal threshold level setting.: for by inserting a fixed phase lag into the ref-
stance signal....However, this would require the
(3)	 Temperature differentials at opposite physical elimination of cloud :dips for operation.
planet limbs.•
The elimination by _spectral filtering of
(4)
	
Detector-preamp time constant.. cloud dips caused by all but extremely high alti-
tads clouds has been theoretically 2
 and experi-
The: -system signal -to-noise ra tio defines mentally6 evaluated.	 In this technique, the
the amount of time jitter that will take place due sensor's spectral . region is limited_to the atmos-
to the presence of noise on the leading and trailing pheric CO2 absorption region, centered at 15 micronso
edges of the :planet pulse.	 Most conical scan een- However, although this technique could result in a 	 _
sgrs have instantaneous fields of vied subtending "smooth" planet pulse when opexated against the
1 ° - 2°' irn the	 direction and have scan rates -, scan earth,' there is approximately a -10 to 1 reduction .	;
o!' 20_to 30 per second, such that depending upon in signal level produced by the resulting decrease'
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in spectral bandwidth. This results in a corres-
ponding degradation in signal - to-noise ratio and
thus affects the safety factor level for sensor
operation, which. ie usually provided to allow for
a possible signal-to -noise degradation with time.
lurth^;rmore, this technique is not applicable on
the moon which has no atmdsphere, and on Mara the.
altitudes of the various types of Martian . clouda
sel^tive to the absorbing constituents of the
Martian at^oosphere are not yet clearly established.
We will therefore analyze the effect of
these errors of the conical scan sensor on the.
basis of a 20^ threshold level, since this tech-
• nigne is more generally applicable i,^ axl planets.
Let us take the following
_ system parameters
for a conical scanner such as has been used on the
lNrcury _:program.
'. 7 • instantaneous field of view in ec^n
• ,y direction ^ 2°	 ,
^.
''/ • •can, cone apex:
_ :
:angle ^ 110°
W ^ scan rate ^ 30 scans per second
I can readily be shown that the horizon
cross
-
over time, Tc, can be expressed as
y csc ^'
Tc ^ 360 x W =
' 226 microseconds.
Since thermistor bolomerexs have time con-
!: stants of approximately 2 milliseconds, a treble
boost 1s required. in the detector =preamp in order
to make the detector -preamp effective time constant
(Te) equal Tc/2.
1t^is treble boost amplifies the. system
miss considerably and resul.::s in a practically
;.. achievable system peak-signal-to-peak-noise. ratio
of approximately 4:l when scanning a 21^°K
-earth.
-Based on experimental data, this signal-to-noise
ratio results in a random error at the sensor
'output. _of approximately ±1/4 °.
The phase lag in the planet pulse is
.approximately equal. to Tc /2 or 1 . 2° and can be com-
pensated out. if it is the same on both the leading
and trailing planet pulse edges.. However, €^r the.
planet radiance profile and threshold setting shown .
in Figure 4, which would be the case if the sensor
were scanning Mara, a phase shift difference of
12°.occurs between the leading and trailing edges.
Since this phase shift is averaged between the two
edges, the resulting angular- bias -error is 0. 6; °,
^_
This random. error can be .reduced by in-
creasing tine. optical aperture and thus increasing.
itlie signal - to-noise ratio. The phase lag error cane
be reduced by reducing Te /'t c, This can be accom-
plashed by xeducing p!, u^, or increasing 7 all of
which_ serve to increase T^. An increase in y will,
iti addition, increase. si$naT-to-noise. ratio, but
ths'may not necessarily improve the random error
since the input^samp function produced by the
horizon cross -over will subtend a larger angle..
We have dealt so far 'with a simple conical
scan system. The errors discussed above can be
reduced by usinS; a different conical scan mode. An
examnl^ of this is the four-leaved Yosette scanner
Iaa this scanner, whioh was designed f^^r planetary
approaches to Mara and Venus, the IR detector's
instantaneous field of view .alternately sweeps
forward and backward across the planet. This
serves to cancel out the sensor errors due to
asymmetric planet temperatures to at least a first
order.
As is discussed previously, the dynamic
range in infrared radiance between the hot side and
the cold :side of the. moon is of the order of 100:1..
This dynamic range can be reduced to 3.0;..1 by setting
the system! spectral response so that it is sen-
sitive only above 15 microns. However, even for
this improvement, in order to sense the 120°K cold
side of the noon in its first on: last quarter,
the pulse threshold level would have bo be set
at leas than 3T. of the maximum planet pulse am-
plitude, and the sensor error produced by lunar
temperature asymmetries would increase expo-
nentially. Therefore, a simple conical scan
horizon sensor using normal signal processing is
not directly applicablefor lunar operation if
both the cold'_and hot side of the. moon ..are to be
simultaneously sensed. Por the lunar case, a
different scanning method is desirable in order
to eliminate the "trailing. edge error." Tt ► is
would. involve:. the design of a scan which always
entered the planet from space, or a so-called
"space scan..." Since this .
 type of scan inherently
eliminates the trailing edge of the planet pulse,
the errors--produced by planet temperature asym-
metries can. be greatly reduced... An all.-electronic
coniaal scan horiZOn sensor which. uses this "space
scan" principle is analyzed in the following _
sectiop.
Electronic Scanning Sensor A conical
scanning system. which uses no moving parts is
under development. Zhis system uses a newly de- -
veloped, solid-backed, vacuum-deposited thermo-
pile_.combinedwith a photomodulator technique.
In this sensor, several thermopiles are
:arranged in a closely adjacent array s tasted at
the focus of an-optical system. As is shown n
Figure 5, when this array brackets the horizon
edge, the thermopiles viewing the planet below
the horizon will produce a higher d.c. signal.
than: those viewing ':cold space above the horizon,
	 '.
The sequential closing of a light souce illumine-
ted cadmium selenide photoconductive switch con-
nected in series with each of these thermopiles
thus effectively samples thesignal ou put of
each thermopile at the detector level. This ef-
	 ^
fectively causes an nstantaneous field of view
defined by each thermopile to be scanned in space
(in step function movements) by all..-electronic
means. Such a configuration has been mechanized.
in a breadboard model. This mode consists of
five linear thermopiles situated at the Focus of
a'collecting mirror.' these thermopiles are se-
quentially sampled by cadmium selenide photo-
conduc ors operated by ring.-counter-driven neon
bulbs as shown in .Figure 6
	 By increasing the.
number of thermopile dete-ctors, it can readily be
seen that relatively large fields can thus be
electronically scanned with an angular resolution
determined by thermopile size_and spec-ing. Work
is presently being conducted on an all-electronic.,
wide-angle sensor with 50 or more thermopiles in
	 ,^
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each of four optical heads situated 90 ° apart in
azimuth. In this system, the instantaneous field
of view in each optical head is scanned inwardly
fror° space to the planet surface, thus achieving a
"space scan."
A transfer function indicative of null
axis angular displacement from a planet local ver-
tical is obtained in this system by sensing the
phaoo of tho list horizon intorsoction (or
positive -going ' signal) to each optical head..
Since the output of each thermopile in
the array is-sampZ.od in a step function manner, the
transfer function output of this type of scanner
takes the form of a staircase versus angular devi-
ation. This transfer function can be smoothed out
by using an analog interpolation technique which
senses the -magnitude as well as the presence of
the. signal in each thermopile. By making a radio-
metric comparison between the signals present in
the. thermopile straddling the horizon edge and its
adjacent thermopile which are respectively fully
above and fully below tite horizon, a smoo h
transfer function can be produced.
By mnmizing _ the elevation angular sub-
tense of each thermopile in the array, the accuracy
of the sensor is inherently limited only by the sys-
tem sensitivity to the - infrared radiance of the'
various planets. 	 '
The thermopile signal (e t) generated in
such a ' sensor for the coldest planet, riaa^ly, the
1.20°K dark side of the moon, can. be
 computed for
a typical sensor configuration using . the following
assumed system parameters. It can^be shown. that::
subtense of the elemental thermopile. In other
words; for a 1.'0° elevation subtense in the worst
case of a 30 : 1 hot /cold radiance ratio for opposite
planet horizons, it can readily `be shown that-the
maximum error that can .accrue is equivalent. to
one.-half of the 1.0 °elevat_ion resolution.
The limiting case for these errors occurs
when the noise level caused by either the peak
Johnson noise level of the scanning circuitry__or a
"noise" voltage .generated by random responsivity`
differe nces along the thermopile array. If a com-
bination of these noise sources exceeds the thresh-
old set for the horizon signal and this threshold
is exceeded while the system is scanning cold
space, an undesirable large error can result-. Fox
thermopiles viewing a space background, a vela-
tively high quiescent d.c. level exists at their
output. The quiescent d.c. voltage. in a thermo-
pile viewing a complete space background in the'
foregoing sensor can be obtained by evaluating
equation (1) in essentially a "backward" direc-
tion. In other words, while we normally assume
_that. the thermopile sees a hotter object than its
ambient temperature, in this case the active
thermopile junctions effectively see a background
close to absolute zero through',the optics. There-
fore, fob a 300°K ambient, since radiation inter-
change is bidirectional, the thermopile signal
will be approximately equivalent to that obtained
if :its ambient. were 0 °[^ and it 'was seeing a 300 °K
extended source. Under these considerations, the
thermopile output signal for the above sensor when
.sewing only space will be given by:
et 4 ^ (I^ (O oK)
 - N^(300°K})
__
et	 ^ '^-^- N a	 (1) where.	 ^4 (f)Z
N^ (300 °•K) _ 'the radiance equivalent to a
where 300°K black bodywithin the
1S to 40 micron region
R thermopile responsfvity.	 Assuming a 2-inch
focal length f/1 optical system, a linear
array of 20 thermocouples can subtend et (quiescent) _ -140 microvolts°10° x •1	 thus making up one thermopile
detector.
	 Such a thermopile can provide a
responsivity7of .OS volts/watt-cm2. It is-quite difficult to closely match
the. responsivit^ies of the relatively large number
'r '1 optical efft,ciency.	 ^ .uming a silicon of thermopiles used in this type of sensor.
window with the 15 micron cut:-on, long- Therefore, a 10% responsivity variance along the
pass interference filter having a 70% array would be . intolerable considering the 5.2
average. transmission between 15 - 40 'microvolt signal generated by the cold edge of
microns, a 15'/, optical obscuration, and the moon.	 However, this thermopile quiescent
a 98.5% reflectivity f or the goad-.plated.... voltage can be greatly reduced by using a cads-
collecting micron, the net optical atve temperature offset .technique which involves
efficiency is 0.5$. the mounting of a controlledheat source in the
_
optical aperture.	 This heat source equally ir-
f system f/number a 1 radiates and "heats up" all of the active junc-
tons in the array of thermopiles. 	 The thermopile
N^ radiance of a 120 °K black body
	 ocated within having the highest. elevation angle in each optical
the. 15 - 4O micron band,. except for the- head always. sees space; it is th us used as a'ref-
16 - 18 ^cron silicon absor tion bandP arence to control_ the output of the. heat source so	 ,
^, 1-.9 x 10-	 watts/cm
	
^^..r	 _ s to insure that all of the active junctions in
the thermopile array closely approximate ambient,
•	 ^
et = 5.2 microvolts
temperature.	 With ' ths closed loop_radiatge.
tem erature offset
	 a l microvolt residual	 ui-
;
-
escent d.c. levea is considered obtainable.
	 Under
The error sources discussed in the prey- these considerations, a 109'. responsvity variance
I, ,ious section, also azz^ct the accuracy of this: type would produce a peak-to-peak noise of only 0.1
of sensor but to a degree limited by tine elevation microvolt.
_6_
The Johnson noise of this system is pri-
verily a function of the impedance. of a closed
phuEoconductive switch rather than the thermopile
impedance. This is true since each pair of thereto-
tousle junctions in. the thermopile has an impedance
of approximately 1 ohm, such that each elemental
Chermbpile would t"hen have an impedance of only
20 ohms. The lowest short circuit impedances of
currently available cadmium selenide photoconduc-
tors are of the order of 500 ohms. Therefore,
the effective Johnson noise. generated in the
scanning circuitry will be -equivalent to that of a
S00•ohm resistor. Assuming a 100-cyc a noise band
width, this would be equivalent to a peak-to-peak
Johnson noise of 0.15 microvolts.
Under these considerations if this Johnson
noise level operation can be achieved, an a:cel-
lent signal-to-noise ratio would result, and an
accuracy on the moon of t0.5° would be achievable.
However, a problem area is presently being en-
countered in obtaining an adequate noise level
reduction of the preamplifier input stage, thus
making the system amplifier -noise limited. In
addition, dynamic short circuit impedances of
S00 ohms have not as yet been achieved for high-
•peed cadmium selenide photoconductors.. Improve-
manta in these areas are being investigated, and
' it is felt that accuracies of better than ^.S°
'will ultimately be achieved against the moon.
Edge Tracking Horizon Sensors
In this horizon. sensing technique, an
nfrared detector ' s instantaneous field of view
is caused to oscillate in space about a horizon
edge, thus providing''tracking signals which can
' servo the orientation of the center of the oscil-
lating scan, such that iti points at the horizon
edge. The errors produced in these sensors are
subject to errors produced by their signal^to-
nose ratio, servo errors, and angular readout
problems. These sensors also have a problem
' caused, by clouds or other intensity structure on
the planet surface. For a given optical system
and spectral bandwidth, the-edge tracking sensor
has an inherent advantage in signal . - to-noise r^^tio
over the conical scan sensor, since its scan moves
through relatively small spatial: angles such that-
its horizon cross -over time at a given scanning
: . repetition rate is much lower 'than for the conical
scan sensor. This reduces the required electrieal
bandwidth, thus reducing the system noise level.
The 'effect of other factors such as: detector-
preamp time constant are also commensurately re-
duced due to the slower horizon cross-over time.
These- sensors usually require an acquisition mode
in which the horizon edge is searched. for. After
acquisition, " the angle o each horizon as :read out
by a servo resolver of some type. The angular
accuracy ofthis resolver therefore' must. be fac-
toyed into the accuracy of the entire sensor, and
precise analog voltages for energizng
_these-re-
solvers are. usually required.
^	 The edge tracking sensor also has an
accuracy problem resulting from clouds or other '
, .temperature diacontnui ies on the planet surface.
' This comes about dance this aensor^trscks on the
a:c.,signal produced ;by viewing a-temperature dif-
fere.^t al during: its scan. `
 Since the .infrared de-
tector - must be capacity coupled to the preamplifiez;
the sensor...cannot inherently discriminate between
a temperature difference of 0°K to 200°K and a
temperature difference of 200°K to 300 °K. Further-
. more, since the radiant emittance of a black body
varies. with the fourth power of its absolute temp-
erature, the signal. produced by a temperature dif-
ference of 200°K to 300°K is approximately four
times thaw produced by a 0°K to 200°K temperature
differential. (This can be related to a similes . -
cloud condition in the - conical Dean sensor in
which the detector signal can dip to a level
]itude.)equivalent to 20x of peak planet pulse; amp,
Therefore, unless some absolute radiometric--ref-
erence equivalent to the essentially 0°K of specs
is provided in the. edge tracking sensor, this
sensor could falsely lock on to cloud edges below
the. horizon and thus produce large errors.
'By limiting the sensor's spec rel response
to the 14, 0 16 micron atmospheric CO2 absorption
region,. the effect of clouds could be minimized to
a great extent. if the sensor is^to be used on
earth. However, as is discussed previously, this
technique is not applicable. .for operation against
the moon which has no significant aCmbaphere or
against Mars where this spectral cloud elimination
is not as clearly defined. Therefore, unless some
special techniques are inserted into the edge
tracking concept, this sensor is not considered
directly applicable for use on the moon or Mars.
If-there is no cloud ed8e problem. such a^
would be the case on Venus, the accuracy of this
sensor is defined by the reaclver - type readout
usually required to define the elevation angle of
the tracking axis in each optical head. and the sig-
nal-to-noise ratio in ti ye tracking loop.
The signal - to-noise. ratio in the. tracking
^loop^can be related. to the. corresponding',value in
the 'conical scan sensor for the same optical
parameters on the basis of the major reduction in
electrical bandwidth required due to the slower
-.horizon cross -over time. This can be shown by
the following numerical example..
`,	 Assuming a ± 2° edge trac-king . scan at a
30-cycle rate, the. horizon cross - ..over '. time for a
':2° field of view in the scan direction i8 5.5
milliseconds. Since this is a faztor of 5.0 times
lower than the corresponding value for the conical
scan sensor, the required electrical bandwidth is
also reduced by this factor. This major reduction.
eliminates the. requirement fo* Lreble boost in the
preamp since the 2 millisecond thermistor time
constant is entirely . adequate to minimize the phase
lag in the horizon cross-over signal. The effec-
tive noise reduction which. normally varies ae the
square root of the bandwidth is greaten in this__
..case because of the treble boost. Therefore, the
S0:1 electrical - bandwidth reductionreaults in a 	 ',
30:1. reduction in the System noise level.
Quantitatively relating this to the
con cal scan sensor performance, it can be stated	 ^
that an edge tracking sensor having the same
optical paramete rs as a conical scan sensor will
have: a peak-signal.-to-peak-noise.. ratio. in the
tracking: loop of approximate y 1201.when viewing'
a 275 °K planet. Howe^^er, because - of the. ' afore-
mentioned problem of false lock-ona on cloud
edges, it is desirable to limit the sensor's
_ _	 :_
^.
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spectral region to the atmospheric CO2 absorption -	 The signal outputs of opposite thereto=
band.	 Ztiie spectral limitation results in a re- piles are bucked out, and the difference is pro-	 '
duction in signal of approximately 10:1.	 A further ports -oval to__the angular deviation of the sensor
reduction in signal is produced due to the fact from the local. vertical.
that since the earth, when viewed in the CO2 band,
is much colder 2 than 275 °K, thus resulting in ap- This four -cone structure incorporates all
proximately another factor of two in signal degra- of the sensor optical components in one compact
dation.
	
Tfie net result of this is that an edge unit.	 his is important since the whole system
tr^eking sensor operating in the atmospheric CO2 concept is based on a radiometric. energy compari-
absorption region would pr©bably have a peak- son.	 Uniform temperature of tha optical surfaces
si nal -to- eak noise ratio of a 	 roximatel	 6:g	 p	 pp	 y	 1 seen by opposite thermopiles moat be closely main
.which is of the same order of magnitude as that tamed or an angular error will result as will be
obtained in the conical scan sensor.	 The random discussed later.
•accuracy of the two sensors when operated against
the earth is thus approximately equivalent for the
.assumed optical parameters and is equal to ±1/4°.
the edge Cracker has the advantage that there is no
"trailing edge" error as with the simple conical
scan sensor, such that different temperatures at
. , opposite planet limbs do^not contribute any_signs- '
ficant error when compared with the above random
error values, The other error contribution com-
ponent in the edge tracker is the resolver angular
.readout. Zt^ia error compodent can be held to less
than 0 . 1° b^►
 using precision resolvers. Of course,
.these resolvers usually require precision drive
voltages in order to utilize their angular accuracy.
If the edge tracking sensor is used against Venus
which has no cloud. problem the spectral response
can be again widened to the equivalent of the simple
conical scan sensor, such that with the 234°K Venus
cloud. temperature the peak-signal-to
-peak noise
ratio would be approximately 60:1 and the random
error would become essentially negligible. There.-
fore, for operation against Venus, Che edge,
tracking sensor's accuracy is limited only by the
resolver readout accuracy.
Radiometric Balance Sensors
A protective outer shell designed for
mitr.imum radiation interchange bet^•^een it and the
cones is stlso provided. It will be noted that all
the detectors view the planet through a single
silicon window. If two or .four windows, situated
at different $ngles to the sun, were .iced, each
^oindow could ^be differentially heated Ly the sun;
and the resulting differential self-emission seen
by opposite detectors could reuse a sensor error.
This window is also the spectral filter and is
coated for transmission above 15 microns witt. an
interference filter that has recently been devel-
oped by Optical Coating Laboratories, Inc. Since
silicon transmits in the far infrared to beyond
100 microns, the system long wavelength spectral
response will be aimited only by the absorptivity
01 the thermopile's black coating. For small
window thicknesses, the only silicon absorption
band. occurs between 16 and 13 microns. 14^erefose,,
a 15 to 40 micron bandpass (Qxcept for 16 to 18
microns) can be assumed.
The specific thermopile configuration
used in this sensor is a circular array of thermo-
couple functions as shown in Figure 8. Thermo-
pilea of^ this type ware fabricated and mounted in
Thi simplest horizon sensors are Che
	
a breadboard model. These 20-element detectors
radiometric balance types. In this sensor,. the
	
exhibited a responsivity of 0.06 volts /watt/cm2.
planet is optically divided. into four quadrants
defined'by IR detector fields of view. T1ie direc-
	
In this sensor, the pitch and roll aig-
tion of the planet local vertical is ndicated when
	
nals are obtained by photo,modulating and ampli-
the infrared radiances seen i,n opposite sensor
	
fying the differential d.c. thermopile signal
fields are equal. 	 ^	 which is proportional to the vehicle attitude
and is obtained from a pair of thermopiles viewing
..Depending upon the optical configuration, opposite planet quadrants.	 The. p;^ctomod^^l,<tor con-	 •
radiometric balance sensors can be used for attitude sists of two cadmium selenide photoswitche	 il-
stabilizatiorn of high altitude aircraft, low alts- luminated by neon bulbs.
	
By opening .
 and cY^^sing
tude satellites, or interplanetary vehicles.
	 A these photoswi-tches, the microvolt level d.c. ^^
nominal dividing point between the various optical signal of the thermopile is thus electronitr^lly
configurations occurs at a planet altitude of ap
-^ chopped and can be amplified with normal a.c.-
proximately 1000 miles.
	 We will analyze the errors amplifiers.	 Through the use of this thermopile-
in a typical radiometric balance sensor designed for photamodulstor.technique, nto moving parts are
operation at planet altitudes above 1000 miles, required in this genaor.
As shown in Figure,.7,, the optical aonfig- In order to determine the. accuracy po-
uratioa of this sensor design consists of a single tential of this radiometric balance sensor, a
unit casting made up of four cone optics set in theoretical error analysis was conducted in which..
quadrature.
	 At the apex of each cone, a 20-elemenC possible sources of error were examined and values
-thermopile detector of the vacuum-deposited type ? for these errors, based to a large extent on ex-
collects planet radiation that enters the cone's -perimental results, were assigned.	 The mayor
35 ° dYameter circular field of view. 	 The cone axes - sources of possible error are the following:
are -set at such an_angle that the fields of op-
posits cone s.. bisect the-planet. as shown in Figure
	 ^ (l)	 Errors due to temperature differ-
3C._ Tfis amour	 of field overlap desirable depends ences in opposite planet quadrants - el_
<upon • the :
 alt lode range- for-which, the- sensor is
designed.	 In thi • ` design a` 4° f eld overlap , was (2) , Errors due to drift in the thereto-
chosen.	 - p ile signal modulator combination - 62 :+
8
► ^
{3) Errors due to the sun in one field of
	 3:1, and 50 : 1 were. assumed for Venus., earth, Mara,
;the planet sensor - Eg
	 and the moon re -spectively. The resulting vslues
of 61 for these planets are shown plotted vs.
(4) Errors due to reaponaivity differences planet subtense angle in Figure
__
 for comparison
' in opposite thermopiles - 84
	 with other errors of this sensor.
(5) Errors due to ambient temperature
^rad^ents in the optics seen by opposite thereto-
.	 pii^, d^tactors - es	 .
61 -Errors due to Different Temperatures
in Opposite Planet Quadrants These errors are due
•
	
	 to a temperature. gradient on the planet surface
viewed by the sensor,. Zfiese•gradients can be
caused by seasons, cloud cover, day-night differ-^
entials, etc. The magnitude of this effect de-
pends on the specific planet viewed and the spectral
' interval of the sensor. As discussed previously,
the planets in consideration emit infrared redi+
.^	 •ation,equivalent to black body temperatures be-
• tween 120°K and 300°x. Teo basic approaches are
'	 open to the designer in the choice of a spectral
interval so us to minimize the value of 61.
'	 (1) Specify a apectr 'al interval for the
sensor located within a strong atmospheric ab-
sorption band ( if the planet has an atmosphere)
ouch that wide temperature extremes on the planet
.	 surfsce and those due to cloud cover are not seen
by the sensor. -An example of this is the
__ atmos- ,
pheric CO2 absorption band on the earth centered
•	 at 15 microns.
(2) Set the system spectral response to
wavelengths higher than the planet .
 black body
curve peak wavelength so that the planet radiance'
varies as a lower power of temperature..
The choice between these two approaches
is based on a trade-off between the resulting
value for 8l and other errors which are a func-
•
	
	 tion of the: sensor's een =^^ ^Ltivi y. For example,
if the CO2 absorption region between 14.5 and
15.5 microns is used as in (1) above, the value
of el can be expected to be minimized for an
earth sensor, but due to the reduced spectral in-
terval, a much lower signal is generated in'the
sensor per degree of tilt than would be the case
if the sensor responded to a wide band of wave-
lengths above. l5 microns. Therefore, the values
of the other e^rore not related 
-to system pec-
• txal response will be equivalent to larger angu-
lar offse s due to this reduction in transfer
function scale factor.
'	 Since the latter of the above spectral ^ ;
response characteristics is more generally ap-
plicable to all. the planets, this radiometric
balance sensor will be analyzed on the basis of
a 15 to 40 micron spectral bandpass.
	 '
'	 For this sensor configuration, the 61
values are a function of (a) different infrared
radiance ratios between opposite planet quadrants
and (b) the altitude.. The .determination of these
61 values required the derivation of an equation
for the areas of the planet seen. in each thermo-
ple ' s field as defined by the intersecting
circles of Figure 3C. This equation was program-
m^d on an LGP-30 computer and a family of error
curves were computed. Planet subtense angles
were varied from " 10 ° to 40° , and opposite quad-
rant planet radiance ratios of 1.05:1, 1.2:1,
For constant altitude operation, by using
the orientation of the four -cone optics field of
view as shown in Figure 1^A,' the 81 error can be
greatly reduced. In this configuration, the en-
tire planet is seen by each detector such that
temperature gradients on the planet surface do
not contribute to null error. The effect of temp-
erature differences at opposite planet limbs in
this configuration would result in the asymmetric
transfer function shown in Figure 1p, but the 81
error at null would be esserstially zero. However,.
it must be remembered- -that this configuration is
for the special case of a circular orbit or for
operation at one pre designated altitude in en
,approach trajectory. Above this predesign^^ted
altitude, the transfer function has a dead cone
at null, and. below this altitude., the transfer
function has a double slope at' n^111 which •; may be
intolerable for servo characteristics.
• _ 62-Errors due to Drift 
_in thee Th,^exmopile-
Photomodulator Combination This error cxn be
computed as the angular _ equ valent to the•meas-
ured drifts experienced with thermopile
-photo-
aadulator combinations.
•	 The drift characteristics of a thermopile-
photomodulator combination and a photomodulator by
itself have been tested over an ambient tempera-
tore range for periods of several days using a
	 ,
continuously running chart. recorder.
A circular.detector.-photomodulator com-
bination, such as the one used in this sensor
configuration, was tested over a 3-day period at
laboratory ambient (which varied t7°C over the
measurement period). The total. recorded drift
was ±0.25 microvolts, Another thermopile-
.photomodulator test was conducted in a tempera-
ture. chamber which was varied between'. +50°C
 
.and.
-25°C. Over this range at various soak temp-
eratures, an offset of O.S microvolts with a
variance of ± 0.25 microvolts was measured.-
The drift of the.. photomodulator alone,
with a simulated thermopile input, was also
tested. at ambient temperature extremes of 
-56°C
^^^;^d +65°C. Only ±0.1 microvolt drifC was ex-
perienced in these tests, showing that the photo-
modulator apparently contributes only a-very small'
amount to the total. system drift.
In view of the foregoing.
 preliminary
teat, data, it fs expected that over a reasonable
^amblent.temperature range in the space vacuum en-
^vronment, a long-term drift of less than ±1 micro-
volt will be achievable with. careful thermal..
design. We will now. compute the angular error
i,equivalent to this ±1 microvalC drift as follows..
An LGP-30 computation of this thermopile
scale factor for various planet. subtense angles
was conducted using the equation. derived for 61,
and the resulting scale factor expressed in square
degrees was converted to a'-thermo^^.le output sig-
n81 as shown. by the following sample calculation.
_g_
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Ass4mng t 250°K planet, its radiance in H'd ^ 3 .9 x 10'4 watts/cm2
t; a 15 to 40 micron region (N^ equals approxi- ;
mately 3 .5 x 10-3 watts /cm2/steradian. The circular 20-element the rmopile used in
this sensor configuration has demonstr$ted a re-
Fora 40° planet subtense, a 1° deviation aponsivity of 0.06 volts/watt/cm2 .	 The differen-
from null produces. a differential signal in a^ pair tial output voltage (e t )_ of a pair of opposite
^	 ',	 of opposite thermwpiles equivalent to a planet thermopilea ' is:	 ^	 `I
solid angle (n) of b7. y square degrees or approxi-
mately 2.04 x 10•Z stsradians.	 The resulting dif• st . 0..06 x 3 . 9 x 10-4
ferential irradiance (pH) at the sensor is given
by; et ^ 23 microvolts per angular degree of
tilt from null
OH.N^
	
,
^ H_! 7 x 10-5 'w^tre/cmZ 	 er ^n ularp	 8
Therefore, at this planet al itude, a
fl	 driftmicrovolt thermopile-photomodulator 	 would
de ree of tilt from null,g +	 °be equivalent to a 62 value of _0.045 .
Zfie detector area magnification produced A curve showing values of 62 versus
by the cone condenser nas been discussed^in • the plane,subtense angle for, earth, Venus., and dark
literature by Williamson$ and Hanel . 9 	As can be :;ars is shown in Figure 9'to obtain a comparison.
seen in Pigurell, the optical gsin of a cone col- between the various sensor error magnitudes.
lector can^be expreesed^as:
'	 63 -Errors due to the Sun in One Field
M ^ ^? of the Plan- et Senso± is error can ae evaluated
Rd^ 'in a, similar manner to that used for 62.
Between 15 and. 40 microns, available data
M ^ peae2 (2)	 (2) indicate that the sun's radiance spproximatea that
of a 5000°K black body101 ^nd approximately equals
0.3 watts/cm2-steradian.	 The sun. subtends ap-
Where proximately 1.16 x 10'x, 5.9 x 10- 5 ,. and 2.6 x
P •reflective efficiency of the cone which is
10'5 steradians, respectively, in the vicinity of
an' ntegral function of:	 (a) the number of Venus, earth, and Mars..... 	 The resulting values of	 ,
reflections of an optical ray bundle within O,H for the sun in one . field of the sensor when
the cone before it reaches the detector, viewing the se planets are respectively 3.5 x1Q-5, 1 . 8 x 10 - 5 , and 7.8	 10-6 watts/cm2 .	 The(b) the area of the bundle, and (c) the re- x
remainder of the calculation is the same as for
flectivity of the cone surface. 62.	 The re•$ulting values- of 63 for this sensor
R1 ^ distance from the cone apex to the trunca-
are plot ed in Figure 9 versus subtense angle 81-
titude for these planets.
tion where the detec or is mounted, or
radius of the image polygon. As can be seen in Figure ^9., the value of
Rg - radius of the detec-tor
63 increases markedly i'or smaller subtense planets.
^^. Thus error can be reduced greatly by using four
0 ^ apex engle , of	 cone collector.the visible-region detectors viewing the same fields
as the. thermopiles.
	
These detectors would be sen-__
sitive only to the sun's energy with negligible
.Evaluating. equation (2) .for the asauaned input from the planet albedo and would thus pro-
opt,ical parameoers, p ^ .9, A • 3S duce a signal which could be used. to buck out the
erroneous input of the sun in the thermopile signal..
.^.	 M ^ 10 The -inclusion of these visible detectors is usually
required only for planet subtenses less than 30°.
The differential irradiance of the de-
. 8^ -.Errors due to Responsivity Mis-Match
lector Hd is therefore given by; in Opposite Thermopiles
	 This error comes about if
the responsivity of thermopiles viewing. equal radi-
AHd 	 Mr) 0 H ance opposite planet. quadrants is not equal, thus
producing a false. output. signal at the true null.
where In the sensor described, each thermopile. views
` both the essentially 0°K of space and the. planet
^ ^ optical efficiency of the. spectral filter..
. surface.-	 For small subtense planets, the major
Using a Chin silicon filter so as to mini- part of the thermopile ' s £field of view fie taken
mize .absorption,. it fie expected that an up by cold space,
svexage transmission efficiency of 0.1 can
be achieved in the 15 to 40 micron region. For the worst . case, where the entire
Due to the strong silicon absorp -lion band field of the thermopile views cold space, a rela-
between 16 to 18 microns which eliminates lively - large. quiescent d. c_.
	 level exists at each
20x of .the radience of a 250°K black body thermopile-output, as is discussed in the section
	 ^
in the 1S to 40 micron regom, the net describing the electronic scanr ►ing sensor.
filter efficiency will thus be approxi-
mately 0. •7 x 0.8 or Since tree cone collector fie an f/0.5
optcaleystem, evaluating equation (1) "backwards"
^ ^ O.S6
— 1Q —
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fora 300°K ambient yields a thermopile quiescent As can be seen in Figure 7, the Lour•cone
output of: optical assembly is a single alunnum casting con-`
ductively isolated from the window and the outer
TT	 .06 x 0.5
e t = - --- (-6 x 10"3) shell of the sensor.	 The heat dissipation of the4	 (0.5) 2 ;- electronics is conducted to the outer shell. through
r;^ the connector located on the :axis of the cylindrical
• -560 microvolts housing to assure transverse symmetry. 	
The elec-
tropics' heat is also conductively transmitted
symmetrically to the four-cone optical casting.
Sine e only four thermopiles are. involved tiowevcr., the optic caating is conductively isolated
in this radiometric balance sensor, their respon- from the shell; and its outer surface as well
sivities can be matched by trimming in the Tabora- a s	 the inner shell. surface is gold plated with a
' tort' so that the only remaining variation would be 98.5'/. refYectivity in the far infrared region.
due to aging.	 On the basis of responsivity tests Therefore, very li tle of the electronics' heat is
o;f sample thermopiles conducted over a 3 •month in- 'radiatively transmitted from the optic casting to
terval which showed no measurable change in re- the shell, since the casting effectively "see 	 t-
' sponsivity, aging effects on thermopile responsivity self."	 For the same reason, very little heat from'
-are apparently insignificant. the shell is transmitted to the optic casting due
^	 - !to the 1.57. emissivity of the inner shell surface.
' However,. as a safety factor, the compen- Heat, due to solar absorption by the window,-cannot
sating technique applied to the electronic scanning.. directly affect the optic casting since this heat
sensor involving the mounting of a small heat is conductively transmitted to 'the outer shell and
source in the sensor wfndoca can also be used in 'to the vehicle.
this sensQ^ tc minimize the effect of a possible
' ras^onsivity mis-match due to aging. 	 On the basis Under these considerations, let us take
o:f the above considerations, it is expected that th',e worst case of asymmetric solar heating of the
^^	 valuPS of 64 can be held to less thanl/2° even se,'nsor, in which the sun's rays are impinging
in the worst case when an extremwly small planet normal-to the axis of the cylindrical housing
is viewed. and determine the maximum steady state. temperature
^=, difference (Qt) that can be sustained between. op-
64 -Errors due to Ambient Temperature^^. posite surfaces of the cylindrical shell. 	 This
Gradients Seen by Opposite Thermopile Detectors can be expressed ast
This error signal will be produced due to radiance
differences caused by temperature gradients in the 0 t ^ A$ a S d x
optical surfaces viewed by a - pair of opposite K a(shell)
thermopiles.
'
where
In this sensor configuration, all of the
thermopiles look out through approximately the same ps .projected area of shell relative to
window area., so that temperature gradients in the sun = 130 cm2
window should have negligible effect.	 The main
problem,	 if any,. will come from. differential emis- Cti. solar absorptivity of shell con-'
son by the. inner surfaces of the cone optics..	 Thee servatively assumed 	 0.5 (usual
emissivity of the gold -plated cone surface above values of a are 0.05 to 0.1)
15 microns is 1.5'/.. '
• .S =solar constant	 .137 watts/cm2
'^	 Assuming a 300 °K ambient, the radiance (in earth vicinity)
change (4N) fora 1° temperature change at an emis-
s^ity of 1.57. is approximately 3 x 10- 6 watts/
^ x(shell) ^ length of thermally conducti.vE
cm -steradi.an, and'psi.nce the cone optics are' it- element in shell= 5.5 inches 	 J
' uated behind the o tical filter 	 the detectors wi1T' 1
see all of this radiation. K =...thermal conduc ivity of aluminum a	'
100 (Btu-ft/hr-ft2-°F)
Since the thermopile sees the cone optic
over a solid angle (^2) of approximately 2.5 a(ahell) =cross-sectional area of conductive	 i
steradians, if op osite cones have tem eraturesp	 p heat flow path in shell = 0.0625 x°different by 1 .C, it can readily be shown .that the 6	 0.37	 (i.n)2
differential thermopiae signal will be;.
et _ R x ^N x (1 Converting to British units and
evaluating:
e t = ±0.45 microvolts
t=55°FQ31°C
Fora 250°K, 40° subtense planet, which
produces- a thermopile scale factor of 24 micro- A Qt of 31°C at an ambient temperature of
volts per angular-degree, ±0.45 microvolts would 300°K-is equivalent to a black body emitted radiant
be equivalent to an 65 value of only +0.019'. flux (W) of approximately 4 x 10'Z watts/cm2.,
Let us now thermally .analyze this sensor. Conservatively assuming an actveradi-
design on a preliminary basis to determine. the ation interchange area in the vicinity of each
_	
maximum temperature difference expected in opposite thermopile equal to YO cm2 with a 1.5% emissivity
thermopile optics. '^
--	 - --	
,-11
_	 ^	 ^.	 _	
_..-..•
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of the gold-plated interior surfaces of the shell..,.. 	 SWormser, E. M. and M. H. Arck: _ Proceed • "
we obtain a radiant power differential in opposite 	 ings of AR5 Guidance Control and Navigation Con-
thermopi e_optics of:	 ference, August 7-9, 1961.
p	 ^ 4 x 10'2 x 10 x 0.015 ^ 6 x 10' 3 watts(optics)	 6Haynie, W., J. Collings, and E. P.
Ertagard:	 "Theory and Measurement of 15 Micron
Zfiis ie equivalent to a temperature dif- 	 CO2 Horizon Radiance from a Satellite," to be
ference in opposite optics, Ltit(optics), 81ven by;	 published in Proceedings	 f IRIS, May 6, 1963.
P (optics} ^ x (optics)	 ^	 ^Aatheimer	 R. W. and S. Weiner:	 "Solidfit(optics)	 '	 ^^K a (optics)	 Backed Evaporated Thermopile Radiation Detectors,
to be published in Jou_-_ rnal of the	 tical Societe
'.	 ^t(optica) * • OS°F ^ .02E^'C	 of A_ca.
BWilliamson, Donald E: 	 "Cone Channel
It can therefore be readily seen that. even
	 Condenser -Optics," Jou_ rnal	 f the Optical Society'
in this Worst case 8g-will be negligible.
	 f America. , Vol. 4Z, Ho. 10, October, 1952.
';	 Conclusions
	 9Hane1, Rudolph A:	 "A Lvw Resolution
Unchopped Radiometer for Satellites," NASA
This papex has described various config-	 Technical Note D-485.
urations of horizon sensors that are in existence
or have been discussed in the literature. 	 An error	 lOShaw, John H:	 "The 'Radiation EnYron•
analysis has been conducted for each of these	 ^^merit of Interplanetary Space, 	 A ,^plied	 tics,
sensor configurations and accuracy values have been
	 Vol. L_, No. 2, March, 1962.
',	 assigned relative to the planets Venus, earth,
moon, and Mare.
	 A summary of these accuracy ca-
pabilities of the various sensors is presented in
	
11Pivovoneky, M. and M. Nagel: . Taw b_1_es, f
Tab1E I.
	
It should be noted that the accuracy_ _
	
Black 8B a1' Radi,_, ation Fun_ct_ions.	 1fie Mactpillan
figures .quoted in this table do not take into	 Company, 1961'.
account -the following error sources:
(1)	 Errors caused by variation in the
,horizon altitude in planets which .have. atmospheres.
(2)	 Errors due to topographic features on
the -planet ,
Both of these error sources have a signs-
'..	 ficant effect only. at low planet altitudes (i.e.,	 j
Tess than 500 miles).
	
Furthermore, these effects
.are so complex that they comprise subject matter fore
another paper.	
,
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Higri Accuracy Horizon. Sensor Using F1P.11/I
GERALD FALB EL
Barnes Engineering Company, Stamford , Connecticut
ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the design configuration and. performance capabili-
ties of a`hgh-accuracy edge tracking horizon sensor operating in the 14- to I6-
micron atmospheric CO2 band... The edge scanning function is achieved without
using mechanically moving parts
At the heart of this horizon sensor system is a Frustrated 1nternal^Reflec-
ton .Modulator (FIRM) which produces optical modulation of the. incoming infrared
energy by piezoelectrically varying the spacincf between two optical prisms . The
history, design, and performance of the bu is FIRM cell, which. has been developed
by Barnes, is discussed. It is concluded that this sensor will provide an accuracy
better than f0.O1° in the laboratory and better than f0.05° against the real earth
horizon .
I, BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION OF- SHE FIRM '^ECHIVIQUE
i
It is well known . that if an optical ray within a materialwhose refractive
index is greater than one impinges on a surface of that material at an angle
greater than a certain value, depending upon the index, ,the ray will be fatally
internally reflected and will not emerge from the optical material. Howe^^er, if
another piece of the same optical material is moved closer than 0. l wavelength
of the aforementioned light ray, the -ray will penetrate through the interface, and
Iota internal reflection-will 'be frustrated. The amount of this frustration will be
a function of the spacing of the two optical elements. This phenomenon is dis-
cussed in greater detail in references 1, 2 ,-and 3 .
^,
For the purposes of this_ paper, we will jus briefly describe simple meth-
anzations of FIRM cells. One such configuration is an ambient chopper indicated
in Figure 1`. This is composed of two 20° germanium wedges with thQ interface
spacing varied by piezoelectric driving. elements. It 'will be noted in this figure
-	 ^	
- -- . ^	 ^-	 --	 — c^c	
_-.	
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FIGURE 3. FEASIBILITY MODEL, "FIRM" HORIZON SENSOR
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that 10 =micron IR radiation is either allowed to transmit through the interface ^r
is totally internally reflected and trapped. within one wedge, depending upon the
spacing between the two wedges .
A ..second unit of more direct interest in the horizon sensor application is
a so-called field switching version of the FIRM cell. One configuration of this
unit is indicated in figure 2 . In. this. case, tree optical eleme^^ts consist of a
.large prism and a small wedge.
In operation, this cell moves the field of view of an infrared detector
between two discrete positonsin space. The area between. these two fields is
not viewed. Therefore, this cell is not a scanner but a field of view switching
device. Thin angle between the two fields is controllable by varying the angle
of the small wedge ,shown i.n Figure 2. xf the infrared energy seen in either of the
field-of-view positions is equal., no a-c sig^zal will be produced in the detector.
Any a-c signal produced will therefore be proportional to the radiance difference
between the two field of view positions.
A feasibility model, shown in Figure 3, of a horizon sensor using this
field switching FIRM cell.. was constructed. I^ this case, the field switching
FIRM .cell replaced an oscillating mirror scan drive mechanism in an edge-track-
ing horizon 'sensor engineering model. 'T'he f i.eld switching FIRM cell deviated the
field of a thermistor over the same 4° angle that it was previously scanned . by 'the
oscillating mirror. .The basic concept of this feasibility model is indicated in
block diagram form in Figure 4.
The 'horizon _was tracked by letting the lower f field rof -view position , shown.
in Figure 4, effectively "bounce" off the horizon edge. In this relatively simple
edge-tracking system, a fixed downward 'drive voltage. i.s applied to l;he servo,
which. thus searches. for the horizon. When the lover field-of -view int erects the
horizon. a signal generated lin' the IR detector serves to buck out the downward drive
in the servo and thus produces tracki.n^. Such a systean wa y fabricated. r.Che-
tracking mirror servo was energized by the thermistor detector output, and rud-
mentary tracking of the horizon was obtained . _A tight -tracki.rsg lode . could. not be
achieved because of the absence of rate feedback in this horizon sensor model..
Some preliminary environrnental testing was conducted with this feasibility
model. The ambient temperature was varied between -10° G aa,.d +S0° O ix^ are attempt
o determine the effect of ambient temperature on the modulation eff iciency of 'the
FIRM cell. Encouraging results were obtained in this hest; it was found thai a'
>totc^l modulation variance of only 2 1 over this temperature range was obtai.red
:..Even. this. was a conservative figure--since the short-wavelength infrared radiation
used in the test is a much stronger function of the interface gap than would be the
14- to 16-micron radiation desirable for use in horizon sensors. '19he problems
.attendant to temperature compensation of the FI^CM cell are -discussed in more de^-
tail in ref e_rPr_ce 3
`This fF^asibi ity model was also 'subjected to a vibration test in two runs.
Thefirs of-these was at 2 g's peak, 20 to 2000 cps; and the second a^t S g's peak,
[i
x
,^-
i'	 _	 4._.^_ ____ ^ ___.	 _
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20 to 2000 cps . The FIRM chop frequency in each of these runs was 60 cps , and
no significant effect was seen in the chopped signal at any frequency in the vibra-
tion run, even when the vibration frequency vvas near 60 cps. The 5 g vibration
limit was dictated by the breadboard. nature of the horizon sensor rather than by
the FIRM cell itself, and it is felt that considerably higher vibration amplitudes.
could have been. applied to the FIRM cell. ^,tself. These higher vibration tests are
planned for future FIRM units . HowEVer, these preliminary tests provided great
encouragement insofar as the survival and operation of the. FIRM cell in more severe
environments is concerned .
LI. DESIGN PARAMETERS OF THE HIGH ACCURACY
FIRM HORIZON SENSOR
The FIRM horizon sensor that has been designed and fabricated is shown
in Figure 5. The major design objectives of this sensor . are the following.
(a) Accuracy. of ^0.OS° , including horiryon anomalies;
(b) wide altitude range and tilt range capability;
(c) long life and high reliability operation. in a space environment with-
out requiring pressurization;
(d) high output .frequency response capability . 	 ^
Ih order. to achieve a f0. OS° accuracy. against the real horizon. of the 	 '
earth, the simple "bouncing" system discussed in the previous section would not.	 .
suffice. Even. in the 14- to 16-micron atmospheric COZ absorption. band, the
seasonal .radiance variations that could be produced i.n opposite earth horizon 	 ^`
limbs would result in an error exceeding f0. 1° . In order to achieve an over -all	 ^'
accuracy betier than f0. 1° , these horizon radiance variations_ must be compensated
for. In this regard, use was. made of the work of I7uncan 4 anal Hane^1 5 , who have,
on the basis of computer studies , postulated that: a spatia horizon edge variance
of only. 0.05° will result if the radiance variations of opposite horizon limbs are
.,
normalized. Tn order to produce this. normalizing fur^c^tion, we must effectively
measure the local radiance in the vicin.it of the.. horizon limb 'bei.ng tracked and 	 ^`Y	
',
-correc the horizon declination angle in that head accordin:g^ly^, _in this sense 	 ;' ;
performing an AGC function. Through the use of a dual thermstor detector ^n this..
horizon sensox, this normalization or AGC function is achieved at the detector
itself . This is mechanized in a manner discussed in the following paragraph.	 ^':
As with. the simple "bouncing" horizon sensor system, the instantaneous 	 .. ^"`,
field of view of the horizon sensor is defined by a thermistor flcxke. However,
instead of using a .single active flake, a dual flake, indicated_ by A and B in ^r i
Figure 6, is used... This dual flake forms an "active active" bolometer bridge.	 E ;1
A horizon tracking signal is ,obtained by making the responsivty of the. B portion
of the dual flake half of the A portion. This is accomplished by inserting a com- 	 ^.
pens_a ing flake in the bridge which reduces the responsivity of the B flake by two.
If the FIRM horizon sensor is viewing space in both of i.ts field-of-view positions,	 ^^
^I
,^
—BIAS
o. nrew'g'a?^?^,'^..,ir-_..qp.. grfwa+,:;zawc
-
vsc;^rsm.rx^..:..e ^=z";"^Y`'*a?sM`.£"°rr^^'^,-.trirw, ,.__	 . ^.^+^,•';#^k .
	 ..
"
a.. ;^v..,:.-,:;«° ,.
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FIGURE 5. "FIRM" HORIZON SENSOR, ENGINEERING MODEL
AT NULL Va =VB
N^(2°X2°)Ra = Na (I°X 2 °)RB
1.5°	 2°	
Where ^ Ra = 2 RB
(R = Detector Flake Responsivi.y)r-------,—^
i	 ^	 to
i	 ^	 i	 ^
^	 i	 i	 i	 I°
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FIGURE 6. THERMISTOR DETECTOR ARRANGEMENT
FOR EARTH RADIANCE COMPENSATION
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no a -c signal is generated , since irradiance on either the A or B flake. does not
vary. However, if the horizon. is intersected in one of the field.-of-view posi-
tions, asignal. is generated. in the A and B flakes as shown below:
	
VA = N^ 2A RA 	{1)
VB 	N^ aB ^
	
(2)
where.
V = output voltage of the thermistor flake
N^ _ earth radiance ''
= solid angle of the detector flake subtended by
the earth
6^	 = responsivity of the flake.
Therefore, it can be seen that if 6^A = 26^g a null condition will occur
when the B -field is completely below the horizon but the earth subtends only
half of the A-field. Furthermore, if both the A- and B-fields are belov^ the'
horizon, one polarity of output signal will. result, while if only the B-field is
below the horizon, another polarity of output signal will resul 	 In this way',
the transfer function for the servo input is generated at the detector, and. since..:.
N^ (which is the earth radiance) appears in the equation for signs s produced
by both the A and B flake ,variations in IIT^ should . not affect the mull position_.
The A-B bridge signal is processed as shown in Figure 7 and serves to position
the fields of view of the A-B bridge so that they continuously track the horizon.
The C detector, which is mounted on the same immersion lens , has. a
dual function. One is to determine when the horizori is acquired, a function
,which is necessitated by the fact that. the A-B bridge output is zero both i when it
..'is tracking the horizon and when it is looking at only space in both. field positions.
A second function of the C detector is the elim a •^on of sun lock-on, 	 s is
achieved b the 1 5° azimuth e aration an le between the A-B brid e -and ! the CY	 s p	 g	 g
fllake. Since the sun is only 0.5° in diameter and cannot be in two positions at
;once, it can produce a tracking signal but no acquisition signal, or an acquisition
signal but no tracking signal. In either case, stable tracking of the sun above 	 '
!the horizon would not. be achieved. For the case. where. the sun is 'just on the
horizon, an, error could be-produced in one head. However, in this case, two-axis
cctttiude information could be obtained from: the three remaining head which do not
see the sun.
__
The mechanical configuration. of .the FIRM . horizon sensor is illustrated in
;Figures 8 and 9 The entire optical system and preamp assembly of the horizon
sensor are mounted on_bearings and pivoted to track. the . horizon. This is achievable
because there is no high speed mov ing part involved, ar^d the system sensitivity is 	 ,
such that the optical aperture can be made small enough: so that this type of optical
--	 --
	
-- . ,J
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FIGURE 9. "FIRM" HORIZON SENSOR, DISASSEMBLED
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.mounting is feasible. Tie use of microcircuit prearnps also reduces the size of
the low-level electronics to such an extent that they can be housed in the pivot.
member. The. use of a pivoted optical system has the following three advantages:
!,
	
	 (cc) The pivoted member is relatively light and has low inertia as compared
to a comparable flat mirror that would have. to pivot the optical field of view over
90° .
(b) In order to cover the de iced 90° sector to provide wide altitude and
tilt range performance, a pivoted flat mirror would . be relatively large and would
result in a commensurately. ,large sensor head window.
(c) The use of a pivoted: mirror requires twice the angular resolution for
the shaft angle encoder than would be required with. this system, since the flat
_.
mirror moves an optical beam: thr^ugh 28 for 8 :rotation of its shaft.
In order to minimize power and eliminate any -gears, a d-c brushles s torquer
.and tachometer are used to drive the pivoted member. .Although a resolver readout
is shown in Figure 8 , an ultimate system would use either a pair of inductosyn
plates built into the pivot assembly (which would-,make the unit even smaller than
than. shown in Figure 8) , or a 16-bit digitaa encoder could be attached to the . shaft..
in a manner similar to that shown in Figure 8,
^i
	
	
A complete sensor system is composed of four tracking heads , each of
which includes all processing electronics except for the. FIRM drive oscillator,
inductosyn drive oscillator, and power supply. This power supply module is
contained in a separate- housing and drives all four heads and readouts..
III. PERFORMANCE.PARAMETERS OF THE HIGH.-ACCURACY
FIRM HORIZON SENSOR
A. Accuracy
An over-all accuracy determination. for any horizon. sen or can be resolved
into two main sources of terror:
(a) Instrument errors {i. e._, errors produced on a perfect horizon in the
-laboratory over the environmental range}
(b) Errors due to earth horizon spatial variation.
Of these errors the one-`more easily evaluated is the instrument accuracy.
A brief discussion of these and=of the CO2 horizon variance error is prPSented
below.
_l, Instrument Acauracy
At this writing, the accuracy performance parameters of the. prototype' 	 -
horizon sensor have not been completely .evaluated. Therefore, this dis^;ussion
°will be limited to the expected performance based' upon the: nominal system
__
a.
T
Ad
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T. .
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parameters':. The errors produced by the FIRM horizon. sensor in the laboratory
against a perfect horizon will be a function of (1) system signal -to-noise ratio
and (2) detectof flake responsivity shift.
The following calculation determines the expected system signal - to -noise.
ratio when.-operating against - a radiance in the laboratory egkivalent to the minimum
earth radiance in the.. atmospheric absorption region.
V'^Tith a 0.5-.inch diameter aperture and an effective system f/number of
Q.21 produced by the detector immersion, the effective focal length is 2.7_mm.
Therefore, a-1° x 2° field. will be subtended by a thermistor flake having approxi-
mate dimensions of 0.05 x 0. 1 mm.	 '
Assuming a detector noise-limiting condition, the Noise Equivalent Power
Density (NEPD) of the system is given by;
A Of
6, 3 x 10-1^ _ d
N EP D =	 A ,00
detector area in mm 2 = 0.005 or 5 x 10_3 mm2
noise bandwidth =output bandwid h = 1 cps
detector time constant in milliseconds = 2 milliseconds
_,
Ao
 _ aperture area _ 1.2 'cm2
^1
	
	
= optical efficiency _ (winnow transmission} x (FIRM
transmission) x (CQ2 optical filter transmission) x
(immersion lens transmission).
,^
= 0.95x0.8x0. S x0.5	 0.x.9.
	
^.
Th,e factor 6. 3 x 10._ 1 .0 is a thermistor figure of merit, while a facto of	 ;z
3 is provided as-a combined degradation factor for thermistor bridge factor, 	 ^	 ?^..
detector bias reduction required for . :wide ambient temperature.. range, preamp
7j	 noise.. factor,.. etc
^:.
6.3 x_10-10 64x1:0_3x1-
NEPD =	 2	 x 3
^	 1.2 x 0.19	 ,
..	 ,,
^	
^	
.,	
4,
(,.	 .
48 x 10 -10 .watt s/cm 2
^	 '
- -	 - -	 - --	 -	 - --
ei	 -	
-+^lek'e!?C.^g'*"*a'{^'y.=--^
	
,:..	 "b'y`^'avtwe-^cacaa[.r.:'t^R"a`a^.^.mncs.^a^gsm....rmr. ,., =,^i::^r. ^g,^+w,, ^.^'__
	
#:G^r^^rs^.iefs^raer^svpni^„ *°`.;; ^.tra--rt ;,.
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With a field of view, S2, of 1° x 2° , the received irradiance difference,
0H, when the field of view in one FIRM position is entirely below the horizon
is g^^en by:
0 H = O NQ ^ SZ
' where
ONO	 = minimum earth radiance between 14, 2 and. 15.8 microns
= 0.3 x 10 -3 watts/cm 2 -s er	 (See references 6, 7 , 8)
^H
	
	
0.3 x 10`3 x 6.08 x 10`4
= 1.8 x 10 -^ watts/cm2
The peak signal.-to-rms-noise ratio (S/N) will be given by:
S = ^H _ 1.8 x 10^-7 = .374
N	 NEPD	 4. 8 x 10_10
Therefore, the rms. or lQ angular . error of each head of the FIRM horizon
sensordue to . noise with a 1 cps output .bandwidth will. be . 0.5/374. = 0. 0013°
or approximately 5arc-seconds.
-b. Errors due to Detector Flake Res_ponsvity Sllift
The second. component of instrument error involves the_responsivity match
between the. three thermistor` flakes uaed in the FIRM horizon . sensor signal process-
ing. It will be seen from equations (l.) and (2.) that the responsvities {6^A_and 6^B)
of flakes A and B .must track each other if null is to be maintained accurately. A
change in responsivity in one half of the bridge will result in an offset of the bridge
balance, and the horizon will be nulled at a difference elevation azigle. `".Che re-
sultina, null shift can be aefined as; (percentage responsvity mis~match) x (field
of view elevation subtense) . For instance, for the:. 1° elevation ^ubtense chosen
for each. thermistor field. of view, a I0% responsivity mis -match would result in a
0 ^ 1° null shift. Therefore, in order to provide an accuracy better than 0 s 01° , the
responsivities of flakes A and B must track -each other to better than "1% with age
and over the_ ambient temperature range:.. Tn addition, the resistances of flakes A
and B c^nd the compensator flake must be matched to 2%.
__
'	 Encouraging results in the area of res'i"stance and responsivty -matching of
thermistor flakes has been obtained experimentally at Farnes. Tt was found that
^	
,	 _.
over a temperature range of -10° C to +50° C the-responsivity and resistance of two
' separate thermistor flakes matched to within 1%. In this ca e, - the--situation should
__ b^^ even better... since. the ^.-B bridge is in essence one flake, so that the character-
stir of the thermistor material between he two'halves of the flake should closely
track..
i . 	_ _
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It can. therefore be seen that this second component of error will predomi-
nate insofar as the instrument accuracy is concerned, It is felt that with a suit-
able combination of parameters, the FIRM horizon sensor system can provide a 1Q
accuracy of 0.01° if the horizon asymmetry errors are neglected..
2 , Horizon. Variance Error
As discussed in the foregoing section, extensive work on horizon profile
has been performed by Duncan, Hanel, and Wark, among others. This work.
indicates that, if the horizon sensor is operated in the atmospheric CO2 band
and. the seasonal radiance variation is compensated for, ..then the only remaining
spatial variation is of the order of f0.OS° at an orbital altitude of 300 nautical
miles. Therefore, if an instrument accuracy on the order of 0.01° is achieved,
then the over-all accuracy of the FIRM horizon sensor system will be limited by
the a horizon variance errors and will amount to approximately ^0. ^J5° .
IV . CONCLUSIONS AND PRESENT STATUS OF THE DESIGN
On .the. basis. of .the foregoing discussion, it is concluded that a horizon
sensor using a FIRM/! cell'can be successfully fabricated in both ct simple con-
figuration which is uncompensated for earth. radiance variation and a-more accurate
configuration in which the earth radiance is compensated for at the detector level.
;The performance parameters of this earth radiance compensated FIRM horizon sensor
are indicated ire Table I, and where applicable, are based on direct measurements
using the fabricated engineering model. At the writing of this paper, the engineer-
ing model is undergoing final debugging procedures while tracking a simulated
earth horizon. All compc^ne^ is of the system have been tested individually and
are .performing close to the design expec ations . Yt is therefore expected that-when
the system debugging is completed the. computed accuracy shown in Table I will i
be achieved: experimentally. 	 ^^
,^
:;Some comments about the peak power consumption and output bandwidth 	 `"
are pertinent_. Thee peak power consumption: was measured on he :engineering model
with the torquer a^ maximum torque., a condition which would never be held for any..
length of time for. normal vehicle angular cxccel^rations. In regard to the output
bandwidth, since the torquer can. provide 3ounce-inches of torque, and the rota-
tional moment of inertia of the pivoted assembly is .relatively low, the sensor	 a,°
should be capable of providing an output frequency response greater than 10 cps . 	 ^'
However, since the signal. `-to-noise calculation is based upon a 1 cps output,
there will be a trade-off area in .signal-to~noise ratio when higher output frequency 	 ^,;. ,:
response is desired. There is also the possibility of 'n^reased power consumption
for a higher frequency xesponse output. However, since the FIRM cell can be 	 i
driven cat any frequency up to 15.O cps, the information theory .limit for sensor out-
put frequency response is essentially°at 30 cps. 	 ^^
^:
Therefore, in summary, it would appear that the primary advantages of this 	 *:
high accuracy FIRM horizon sensor are:
.	 .
..
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GENERAL CONFIGURATION 4 HEADS+POWER SUPPLY UNIT
TOTAL VOLUME 500 CU. IN (APPROX.)
15 LBS MEASURED PROTOTYPE vrEIGHT
WITH BREADBOARD ELECTRONICS
TOTAL WEIGHT
(4 HEADS+POWER SUPPLY) 12 LBS (EXTRAPOLATED WEIGHT gY USING
THIN WALL MAGNESIUM CASTING ETC.
AVERAGE POWER(WHILE TRACKING)^3 WATTS
TOTAL POWER CONSUMPTION PEAK POW ER (MAX.TORUUE)^ 20 WATTS
±.01° AGAINST PERFECT HOR120N IN
COMPUTED Lqg,
HORIZON "f RACKING ACCURACY
±.05° AGAINST REAL CO 2 HORIZON
I N SPACE
INDUCTOSYN ANALOG(20 ARC SEC RESOL-OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS UTION)OR 16 BIT DIGITAL
OUTPUTFREOUENCYRESPONSE
>IOCPSCAPABI LITY
TABLE I. PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS OF "FIRM" SENSOR
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(a) High accuracy capability against the real. earth horizon;
(b) low power consumption during tracking;
(c) extremely long life in orbit environment;
(d) no requirement for pressurization.;
(e) digital or analog readout;
(f) horizon angular rate readout directly available. from the feedback
tachometer.
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An Electronic-Scan Horizon. Sensor
MONR^J.E^'M MERLEN„ ^^jEROME M;. PASTERNAK AND DENTON PEARSALL
Barnes Engineering. Company, Stamford, Connecticut
ABSTRACT
A system that utilizes a linear array of sequentially sampled. Thermopile
Detectors to provide scanning . without moving parts is described . The techniques
used.to reduce system noise and eliminate spurious target signals. are reviewed,
along with. simulated .space environment nest. results . Potential future improve-
ments in .implementing. the basic principles are evaluated.
I. INTRODUCTION
Today, in a time of cexp,anding ". space: exploration, there is a need for a
.reliable and passive means . to establish a space vehicle's attitude with respect
to an adjacent planetary .body. One method. of accomplishing this task is by the
use of an infrared horizon scanner which uses the radiation discontinuity of .the
..space-planet. horizon. to determine the. vehicle's attitude . In presently accepted
horizon scanners , a motor driven set of rotating optics moves the field of view
(FOV) of a radiation sensing device in a set pattern across the planet's. horizon.
The resultant. detector. output signals vary as the FOV crosses the radiation dis-
continuity. These signals are used to establish thevehicle's attitude with
respect to the adjacent planet..	 ,:	 ',i
.The perfection of an electronic method of scanning the FOV .would. result
'n a completely solid-state horizon scanner. Such replacement of the mecha-
^ riical scanning .elements-increases -the possibility for a compact, lo^^g-.life,
ur^vers al horizon s canner Barnes has .developed suitable electronic s canning-
.	 __
:techniques .
i Barnes has built a scanner unit employing these terhnqu^s . The unit is
capable of determining a ^Tehicle_'s attitude with respect to n wide .range of planets
(Earth, Mars,.Venus) or Moon which vary in blackbody temperature (1 .20°K ar^d-_up)
and: angular subtense (2° to nearly :180°) . It operates without interference.. from
,-	 -	 -	 --__	 _	 ._.	 __	 __ _	 _._ - J
	
.:.
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FIGURE lA. SCAN CONFIGURATION
X I CHANNEL OUTPUT
X 2 CHANNEL OUTPUT
Y I CHANNEL OUTPUT
Y2 CHANNEL OUTPUT
SCAN POSITION READOUT
FIGURE 1B. SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM
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unwanted foreign bodies, and. because no moving parts are used, a 3 year, 90%
probability of success is realizable.
A. General Concept
The solid-state Lunar and Planetary Horizon Serso_r system employs four,
accurately defined, rectangular FOV's which are orthogonally projected into space,
{see Figures lA and. 1B) . Each FOV is identified with one optical head. in the over-
all system. In turn, the FOV of each head is segmented into discrete solid angles,
which have cone-to-one correspondence with a set of radiation detectors in a
linear array . The location of the thermal horizon within the egmented FOV is
readily determined because those detectors of the array being ''irradiated by the
energy from a planet have a different output signal than the detectors radiating
energy into space . The detectors' outputs are directl^^ and sequentially sampled
by an electronic commutator. Thus, the necessary scanning is acdomplished
without utilizing any moving parts This method of scanning has the benefits of
digitalized processing initiated at the system's input.	 _
The direction of scan from space -to-planet is used because space is a
relatively uniform radiation source. Therefore, during any single space -to-
planet scan, the first variation of radiation .occurs when the- planet's horizon is
initially :crossed. If the direction of scan.-were from. planet to'space, the planet's
_thermal gradient could produce confusion with the actual horizon crossover .
With subsequent electronic processing, attitude and altitude information
is derived from the sequentially. sampled detector outputs in each head . The
serial information is in digitrl form but can be converted into an analog format.
Formulations that indicate.. th y:; 'nature of the processing cre as follows:
X axis attitude = xl - x2
Y axis attitude =
Altitude informatonyl= y2 + y = x + x = a function
ll	 2
of the angular diameter of the planet ^s seen from the vehicle
	
function of altitude	
__
where x l =number of detectors viewing space, or angular subtense egments
sampled before sensing. the thermal horizon in X1 Sensing head. FOV.
Similarly , x 2 , y. l , and y2 are related to the FOV's of X2 , Y1, and Y2
sen ng heads
The resolution accuracy of the above technique is limited by the s eize of the
angular subtense of the individual field of view segments . However, the attitude
and altitude functions depend only on the presence. of the- thermal horizon wi hn
the FOV -and are not affected by the planet's magnitude uniformity_ of radiation.,
or its angular subtense. 	
-	 i
The. sensor :will function properly without interference from.. unwanted for-
eign (celestial) bodies : in any of its FOV's. Rejection of signals from these
bodies is accomplished by requiring a definite number -of detectors, that have
.	
^^
	
_,	 _	 _	
_	
_
_ __
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planet radiation incident upon them, to be consecutively sampled. before the sen-
sor verifies the .presence of a planet's horizon. If the-angular-subtense of the
foreign body is less than the equivalent angular subtense corresponding to th'e
required consecutively sampled detectors , the signal .from the unwanted body
is dismissed. As in the case of the desired planet, the. magnitude of signal
from the interferring body is of no consequence .
The above concepts were used to develop and design the Lunar and Plan-
etary Horizon Sensor at Barnes .
__B. Present Instrument
The Barnes solid-state sensor ha the following elements associated with
each of the four FOV's: a^n optical system to focus the ;energy on the. detectors;
an array of small., sensitive radiation detectors with the ability to dis-tern the
radiation difference .between space (4°K) and the cold side of the moon (1'20°K);
a low-noise electronic commutator to sequentially sample the detector output
signals; g low-noise amplifier to process amplitude and time-varying lo^ry-level
detector .outputs; and an amplitude-time. threshold circuit to provide the foreign
body . discrimination capability.
An uncorrected Schmidt opticalsystem with 90° coverage is used to focus
an image of .the horizon on the detector array. The detector array c o n s i s t s of
solid-backed thermopiles . These produce_an output voltage (µv) proportional to
the. difference between. radiation. incident-on and radiation from .their surfaces. ^ - -
A photocommutator is used .for sequential sampling of the thermos•>le output volt-
:	 ages.. (Neon: bulbs and photo-resistors are the basic elements of this low-noise,
solid-state, commutator) . The commutator output signal i fed to a compression
amplifier.
The compression amplifier processes the dynamic microvolt signals . with-
out serious interference from noise . It also has a unique filtering arrangement	 ,
that. automatically varies the amplifier's effective bandwidth as a function of the
instantaneous signal intensity. A subsequent threshold level comparator circuit
i used to determine whether the amplifier's output signor is above. or below a
preset level. This output. is coupled to a spill-over counter.: The counter pro-	 ^ 1^i`';duces a d-c output on1^= when a predetermined number of consecutive signal 	 4
i	 -samples have remained above the setting^of the ampltuds threshold level. The.
output from this spillover counter comprises the final..-output from.. a single signal. 	 ^F
channel of the Lunar and Planetary. Horizon Sensor .
It. SIGNAL PRQ-CE",SING	 _	 ^^
The e ectronic processing of the signal will. be discussed in-.two phases.-
'..	 First, the fundamental concept will be reviewed and. second:, the 'details re-	 ^ ''
•	 -	 will b described. ^.	 aquired to,implement the fundamental concept 	 e
.,
..^._..: ^.
_	
_	 . _.	 j
,[
.. -..-,
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Figure 2A shows the fundamental concept. of signal processing and an
idealized d-c referenced; signal output from a single scanning head. The d-c
reference. for .the system is . obtained by simultaneously shorting the: input. and
output of the amplifier to ground during the last five steps in the commutator.
Since the net radiation interchange between space a d the thermopile is
out from the detector to space, a negative d-c voltage was selected to indicate
this condition. Note that the most negative signals are produced by the "space-
' viewing" detectors , and. the signals produced by "planet- -viewing" detectors
are always more positive. Therefore the location of the horizon can be deter-
'.. mined by -establishing. the threshold level amplitude slightly more positive than.
the space level.
There are a number of problems not indicated by the foregoing idealized
presentation.. The magnitude of the negative . space voltage varies with the
detector ' s .ambient temperature. The higher the temperature , the greater the rcc-
diction loss- to space, hence the larger the negative voltage. This precludes the
usage of a fixed . voltage ` threshold . Also space -viewing detector outputs could
vary f20 %
 during one scan:, due to differences in individual detector responsiv-
ities . These spurious variations in sequential detector outputs could be con-
fused with actua pla^zet signals .
If the net radiation interchanges of space-viewing thermopiles were made
equal to zero for all operating conditions, the preceding problems would be elimi-
nated . The net radiation power on space-viewing detectors can be made equal
to zero by using a small heated radiation source . This. source must be equally
seen by all. detectors . It must also have a net radiation- interchange. with .the
thermopiles hat is positive . and equ xl in magnitude to' offset the effective inter-
change between each detector and . space . Furthermore , by using s uch a s ource ,
the outputs from all the detectors, would effectively be referenced to zero volts,
.thereby permitting a fixed amplitude threshold setting to be used .
In the actual system, a small temperature -^cdntrolled radiation source,
that obscures. only a small percentage of the sys em's entrance aperture, achieves
.the aforementioned results . The input power. to this heated source is made pro=
portional to the negative signal outputs . from the first ten detectors of a scan by 	 ^
means of can electronic sample .- .hold servo . Under normal operating conditions	 ^
these detectors will be viewing spare . Figure. 2B shown. this modified arrange-
ment with its idealized output .
Figure 2B would not. be practical as a universal sensor that has to oper-
ate with respect to many celestial bodies whose angular subtense and,radaton
intensities varied widely. To accommodate the universal condition,. the signal
amplifier would require an extrernPly lovw-frequency cut-on in order to prevent ex-
cessive signal droop or overshoot. Extended low-frequency response is unde-
sizable mainly- because a transistor amplifier's: noise increases at -low-frequency,_
and, this noise could produce false signals . By keeping the signal pul e duration
as short as possible, the low-frequency response requirement .can be reduced.
=	 -- -	 `_	 - --	 `= --:^
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MASTER
CLOCK
FIGURE 3. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF FINAL CONFIGURATION (ONE HEAD)
I	 I SCAN CT'CLE
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FIGURE 4. TYPICAL SENSOR OUTPUTS IN VICINITY OF THE MOON
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In-the ..present system, shortening of the pulse duration wus accomplished
by using a "0-1" switch. This switch disconnects the amplifier`s input from the
commutator output, and,. reconnects it to a zero-volt reference after planet veri-
fication is ach^Aved. Thus the maximum signal pulse width that the amplifier has
to ;proces s is limited to the number of counts required for horizon. crossing con-
firmation . The confining of the signal. pulse width in this manner is logical and.
convenient.. During. any single scan of a FOV, no further useful attitude nfor-
mation is obtained after verification of the planet horizon crossover occurs. The
remainder of the scan.-time can therefore be utilized to zero -reference the amplifier.
The low-frequency noise problem was further reduced by varying, with
signal; amplitude, the cut-on frequency of ,an R-C high-pass _filter at the amplifier's
output,. This was done by varying the "R" via the subsequent amplitude threshold
circuit. to achieve two states: (1) for signals .below the> threshold, the cut-on is
relatively high but still capable. of responding to the initial step input signal from
the planet. horizon; and (2) for signals. above the threshold, the cut-on is extended.
dUwnward to prevent excessive. signal pulse droop, and. subsequent overshoot.
Thus , for _ .low-amplitude signal conditions , where the. signal-to-noise ratio is
important, the effective bandwidth of the amplifier is reduced without hindering
the system's _response to the signal.
By returning the aforementioned variable "R" element to zero volts , the
amplifier's output is automatically referenced to zero volts through a low re-
sistance value whenever the signal is below the threshold Level.. This combi-
'..nation of the "0-1'• switch and the .variable high-pass filter offers a more effec-
tive means to d-c reference the .system than that indicated in Figures ZA and 2B.
With this method, .the clamping :function is maintained during practically the
entire scan interval and not just during the final portion.
It should be noted that a predetermined minimum. number of detectors must.
receive the planet signal for the proper referencing operation to be achieved by the
improved method. described. Under certain _operational situations, arge angular.... 	 {
vehicle .tilts• may preclude fulfilling this nece sary requirement ., By applying a
d -c potential to a number of commutator positions just subsequent o the final
detector being sampled, a synthetic . planet signal is produced' at the commutator
.output. Since triggering of the threshold circuit is necessary for d-c referencing,
the synthetic signal will perform this function if no adequate planet signal is
obtained prior to its occurrence during the scan interval.:
The final configuration for one head and. its associated signal: processing
`channel is shown in block diagram form in Figure 3 . Typical commu ator outputs ,
amplifier outputs. and final outputs are shown.. in Figure 4 . A photograph of a
prototype optical scanning head assemb y znd its associated. commutator deck is
'shown in Figure 5. Detcsils of the controll^^^ radiation source can be seen in
:.Figure 6
_	 ..	 i
"1
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FIGURE 5. PROTOTYPE OPTICAL HEAD ASSEMBLY
WITH COMMUTATOR COVER REiVIOVED
FIGURE 6. PROTOTYPE OPTICAL HEAD ASSEMBLY
WITH OUTER CASE AND WINDOti1T FEMOVED
i
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III. PARAMETERS OF PRESENT UNIT
The present system has been designed as awide-field,. universal scanner
which can be used to supply altitude and two-axis attitude information with. re-
spect to the Moon, Earth, Mars or Venus . Some of the existing limits on its Para-
meters can be easily modified, but iri most cases it will involve a sacrifice of
other parameters. For example, a reduction. in weight and size can: be achieved
by eliminating lunar operation requirements , reducing accuracy, or decreasing
the FOV. A list of the system's parameters, as they presently exist are enumer-
ated below:
TABLE I -PARAMETERS OF A TWO-AXIS SYSTEM
Number of Optical. Heads
	 2 per axis , 4 per system
Scanned FOV per head.
	 10 ° x 81 ° (could be expanded
to 10° x 90°)
Segmented solid. angle
associated with indi-
vidual detector	 0.9 x 10 °
Detectors per hE^ad/array 	 90 (with 10 ° x 81 ° FOV)
100 (with 10° x 90° FOV)
14µ'to SOµ
6 lbs
One per system
Spectral Response
Weight Per Head
Auxiliary Electronics
(master clock, commu-
tator drive and threshold
devices
',	 Weight l lb
Resolution (digital) 1 °
System Accurac^r tp , 5 °
Operational Planet Size 2 2 ° to 17 0 ° ' {with 10 ° x 81
-field--of view per head)
5° to 170° (with 10° x.90°
field of view per head)
Threshold Settings
..Set for P'lan^;t Temperature 10 0 ° K
Set . for Planet Angular Sub
.tense 5
Time per Single Scan 300 milliseconds... 	 ^
Signal. Outputs* Four separate outputs (one from
each field of view)
Reference Output** +10 volt pulses ^ synchronized
__
with	 canning
System Power Requirements i
-220 vdc 75 watts
+28 vdc (in vacuum) 5 5 watts
+28 vdc (in laboratory) T5.0 watts
-28 vdc. 05 watts	
ry
_--_
__	 _
TABLE I -PARAMETERS OF A TWO-AXIS SYSTEM (Contd
System Weight
	 25 lbs .
Stabilization Time
	
3 minutes
Operational Environment
	
Space Vacuum
Operating Temperature Range
	
-40 ° C to +6 0 ° C
Scanning Head Dimensions
(each head)
	
6.5" x 6.5" x 6.5"
*	 These outputs consist of repetitive rectangular pulses , 0 vdc during space
scan, +10 vdc subsequent to verified horizon crossover for remainder of scan.
** By relating the signal outputs to the. scan. position. readout pulses, altitude
and attitude can be determined .
IV. TEST RESULTS
The present system was developed by Barnes for Jet Propulsion Laboratories
in Pasadena, California. (j. P. L. contract hTo. 950470 under NAS 7-100) . A proto-
type. single sector scanning head. was testec'^ in a space environment test chamber
at the. J . P . L. facilities during October 1964.
The scanner operated. satisfactorily over a wide range of ambient tempera-
tures with . various simulated . target conditions . Only one minor. problem was en-
countered, dueto the non-similar spectral response of five of the ninetydetectors
being commutated. This spectral mismatch was probably due to improper blackening
of the five affected detectors .
The delivered system utilized a window that. transmitted. radiation beyond
14 microns . This prevented. the short-wavelength. energy, from. the sun and "hot"
targets , from reaching the thermopile detectors in the array. The long-wavelength
energy from ".cold" targets, however, was passed without attenuation. In this
way,` the dynamic range of signals that the system had to accommodate was re-
duced.
The scanner's controlled radiation source (which was used to offset the 	 '.:'
detectors' 14 micron and beyond radiation loss to space) predominantly. emitted
at wavelength shorter than 14 .microns . The aforementioned -spectral response
mismatch caused detectors fifty.. through fifty . four in the 90 detector array. to .pro:-
.:,duce afive-microvo]a spurious output.: In spite of this difficulty, the delivered
system could. have operated against the Earth, Mars , or Venus . Only in the case
of the moon (where minimum. signals of 2 microvolts are. anticipated) would open- 	 z
aton have. been precluded...
The foregoing problem could be corrected by replacing the defective bank
of five detectors . Another. more . sophisticated;: and universal -solution, which,s
presently being implemented, wou d not require spectral matching of the detectors .
Thais solution involves replacing the present offset heat ource, that emits "black ;	 ^-
_. -=
body" radiatio , -with. one that se-lectively -emits energy having wavelengths longer
	 ,
_.
k
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than 14 microns . Because the energy received by the detectors from the selectively
emitting offset radiation source will l ave nearly the same spectral distribution
as the; energy loss to space, the spectral response of the individual detectors in
the array should no longer be significant. Further tests. will. be
 conducted after
ahis change is implemented. to corroborate the effectiveness of this solution to
the problem.
^. PLANNED PRODUOT IMPRO^iEMENTS
One rnajor improvement is presently being investigated and breadboard
tested with successful results . This is .the use of an MOS field-effect transistor
(FET) commutator between the detectors ar,,d the amplifier. The FET approach has
several distinct advantages over the photocommutator presently being used.. It
will permit. an extension of tlr,e operating temperature range of the sensor, are-
duction in the total system- -power requirement to about 3 watts, and an increase
_in the scanning rate. The' use of these transistors, in an integrated package
form, would result ina signfcant_reduction in size and weight.
Another anticipated area of weight r'ed^action involves the scanner head
mechanical structure and co3lectng mirror. ^n the delivered system . these were
fabricated of aluminum. By utilizing ribbed rigidized magnesium castings .for
-.the structural members , and fabricating f;fie collecting mirror by a replicating
process, the weight of eacr scanning lead can be^ec?.uced to three pounds.
Furtr^er reduction in system wegh^:^ and power requirements can. be  achieved
by substituting microminiature nteg^°ated circuits for' the standard grinted circuits.
presently used. in the electronic. pr. Does sing package . T^;is approach also has the
advantage of yielding improved reliability. In addition, a high level of redundancy
can be incorporated into an int^egrat2d ^^ystem with. a negligib a increase in weigY?t
or power consumption .
,r^
^.
TF	 _. ^ ^	 ^;	 -^..: ::.
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AHigh-Accuracy Conical Scan .Horizon Sensor
.Operating in the l5µ CO2 Band
FRANK SCHWARZ, KENNETH A. WARD , and THOMAS FALK
Barnes Engineering. Company, Stamford, Connecticut
ABSTRACT
The accuracy of most present operational horizon sensors is limited by
variations in the horizon gradient. A tech^^^ique is described.. for overcoming this
limitation by sensing only radiation emitted by atmospheric carbon dioxide,
electronically measuring the slope. of the horizon gradient, and automatically
applying an appropr?ate correction. A .laboratory model of such a system has
been constructed and tested with a COZ band horizon simulator. The lab -oratory......
model was evaluated using a pyroelectric detector with a scanner operating at
2.0 rps as well a s one using a thermistor bolometer in a system. with ct 3 rps scan
rate. Results show that 'a nearly tenfold improvement in accuracy should be
possible by this technique .
I INTRODUCTION
Infrared horizon sens;,rs, since their development in the early. phases ^f '
our space exploits, have undergone continual evolutionary development. The
development of the conical scan sensor, which in itself represented a major ad-
vancement over other techniques developed earlier, went through numerious stages.
of refinement in optics, electronic processing techniques and mechanical. design...
-Of particular importance has been. the achievement of greater accuracy in determin-	 '
ng the local vertical. Earliest sensors used the broadest spectral response cnn-
v^eniently obtainable. Since. the .optical elements were generally made of Germanium
the spectral response had, as a rule, the normal 1a8µ to 20µ transmission charac-
teristic of .pure Germanium. It was realized fairly early that: it ^NOUld be advant-
ageous to restrict the spectral response in order to reduce the large variations in
signal amplitude which arise from solar reflections and- scatter, clouds', etc.
;^
_	 _
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In recent years the various refinements in sensor characteristics and elec-
tronic processing techniques reached the stage at which the accuracy achievable
has become limited. principally by he characteristics or profile of the Earth's
horizon. This being the case, further improvements in the accuracy of sensors
could only be obtained through recognition of this factand. use of particular
properties_ of the horizon gradient .
The sensor to be described in this paper represents one solution to the.
problem of obtaining improved accuracy. It uses proven principles and hardwcxre
that has been refined through application of new knowledge and newly developed
techniques. It achieves a significant improvement both in-accuracy and sensi-
tivity. Performance of a laboratory model will be pres ented at the end of this paper.
By way of example, the sensorwhich will be described uses the well-
known conical scan system which was. developed in . 1958-:1959 in the early years
of our venture into space. Over three hundred sensors of this basic conical scan
design have been built. by Barrie Engineering Company and a good many of these
have been flown in various space missions.
The salient features of thesensor to be described in some detail in this
paper are the following:
1. [Jse of the 15 µ: CO2 band-to make the Earth or planet appear_: 	 .^.
as a target_ of relatively uniform. radiance .
	 .
..
_,	 .
2. An electronic technique for establis-king a horizon: edge ,_: -.
.which is symmetrical _abQU'^ the local vertical and permias,
accurate determination of attitude. ^ ,
	 ^ ^-	 ^ ,
3 . Improvement in Signal'to Noise ratio . to permit use of ^ a
narrow spectral. band at l5µ. This improvement is obtained. ;, 	 .
in either of two ways•
s;_	 {
a) A sl©wing down of the scan.. speed, which narrows the
electronic bandwidth to a range more within the t,her-
mistor detector response'tme domain._ 	 ^:
b): Use of a pyroelectric detector whose detectivty is
essentially constant to higher .frequencies and with 	 -:.	 ^'
., which a 20 cps scan rate. may be used, .
	
^	
.
._
..
...
II. _ IN.FRAR^D CHARACTERISTICS OF THEEARTH'S .HORIZO,N ^ 	 ^^
.Y
Earl horizon. sensor data consisted c .hiefl of telemet.ered signals fromy	 y..	
....
horizon scanners , some of ,.which .were flown . as early as .195 8. T.he data .showed
..	 ,
that the Earth' s...prof ile, ^ when viewed in the broad, infrared .radiation. spectrum.,
is complex. Very large variations in signal amplitude resulted :from radiation '
	 '_
x.
__ ._,	 ^,
_-
^lir^^
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from cold cloud tops and reflections andscatter of solar radiation, A: number of
studies : and experiments have been conducted more recently in order to obtain a
better picture of the Earth's radiation. profile in various portions of the electro-
magnetic spectrum.
III . USE OF THE C0 2 BAND b
Data presented ,by ^ number of researchers, including Wark, 1 Burn, 2
Hcxriel 3 and others , 4 ^ 5 show -;that in the 1bµ CO2 ;band , the Earth's horizon -looks
uniform and-is devoid of the cloud effects. wrch plague us when we use a broad
__
range of the IR Spectrum. Our own studies, drawing heavily on the data presented
in the references cited, show how much error results when we use particular sensor
parameters for a horizon scanner operating in the 1Sµ CO2 band.
The `TIROS' U'II -meteorological satellite, :which . has been iri orbit since June
19 63 , was equipped with a 5 -channel radiometer, one of whose thermistor detectors
measured radiation in the' l5µ CO2 .band. Data from-=this channel has been -analyzed
by Goddard- Space Flight Center scientists and others. .The- 5'° x 5° field of view
employed does not permit detailed determination of horizon, profiles, but the radi-
ance levels - obtained can be compared ..with computed values.' The agreement be-
tween Goddard SF'C computed values (Hanel, Bandeen and Conratlz 3) and the value
actually measured is excellent, :confirming the .validity of tYie curves'. shown in
.Figure 1. This is a conclusion reached in several. reports published, including
W. R. Bandeen, M. Halev, and I. Strange in a NASA Report, X-651-64-218, titled
"A Radiation Climatology in the Visible and Infrared from the Tiros Meteorological
Satellites .
A unique feature of the horizon profile in a narrow band CO2 spectral range
is illustrated in Figure 1. If we draw the slope lines of the fam^,ly of horizon pro-
. file curves passing Through selected_ fixed values of amplitude (which. we have
.called ay and a^ , the lines would intersect in close proximity: to Point 0 in the
:.figure. It follows that if we can measure and correct for a slope difference for any
scan position that we may encounter ursder worst geographic and seasonal condi-
tons r we can establish the position of Point 0 to a very high order of accuracy.
While the Point 0 should not be construed to corres _ond to the true Earth.: horizonp
it i important that we keep in mind the fact that Point 0 i.s symmetrically located
at the two horizon crossover posf.tions with-respect to the local vertical regardless
`of the radiance level encountered at either horizon edge crossing, Figure 2 shows
this.. symmetry of Point 0 about the local; vertical da°awn to :z scale which.. is appro-
prate for the parameters. listed including slope. changes produced by a finite .field
of view and detector response time.
A technique developed for accomplishing this slope.. correct^.on will be
described. Analytical as well as laboratory _experimental results show that the
;.pitch and roll outputs for a system operating in the CO2 band may be corrected
to an accuracy of about 0.05° with reference to the local vertical.
n
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An RPC 4000 computer has. been, programmed to compute the errors which
will result. when we use particular sensor parameters . including field -of-view,',
detector time constant., scan angle., altitude, etc. , al of which norrnally affect'
the accuracy of the local. vertical determination. An error analysis was performed
with. the computer programmed to use CO2 band radiance levels obtained with the
TIROS VII. Radiometer on Noverr^ber 4, 1963.. Considering a sensor system with a
detector.whose time constant is .four times faster than the horizon crossover time
fora 3° x 3°field of view, the system errors,^before correction, amount to about
f0.5 degree o f pitch output.. After correction,the maximum error is reduced to
0.05 degree...: (See Figure 3, in which the error after he slope correction is
shown;on an expanded scale.) It should be pointed out that, although the treat-
ment below deals fairly specifically with conical scan sensors, the technique
developed for bringing . about a correction in pitch and roll error works equally well
with edge tracking sensors and other systems where a slope correction is desirable.
IV. ELECTRONICS PROCESSING TECHNIQUE FOR
TWO-SLICE. CORRECTION SYSTEM
A. Normal Processing (Pitch Channel} 	 L
The standard conical scan horizon sensor processing electronics should
produce- a normalized constant. amplitude pulse starting-at the time the field of
view first crosses the horizon and terminating .when the scan leaves the Earth's
horizon.. The duration of this constant amplitude pulse and its position with
relation to a reference pulse. representing the vehicle vertical optical_ position,_
provide the roll and pitch error data. The method of accomplishing this is shown
in Figure 4, where a slice level, ay, must be exceeded before..the normalized
earth pulse is generated. by a Schmitt trigger circuit. The output of the electronic
switch is fed to an integrator which has zero output when the two areas are equal
and a measured error output when the . areas are not equal due to a change in pitch
angle. In practce,the value of slice lever in a wide spectral band system may
nave to be much lower than is shown in the figure; perhaps lowerthan ax to avoid
possible drop =out of the limited pulse in the presence of cold clouds.
B. Correction. Signal Processing (Pitch . Channel)
-To derive the correction signal., a. second. slice level at a lower amplitude,
	 '
designated aX, is used to trigger a second Schmitt type circuit, as will be de-
scribed in the next section. By using - twn .slice levels and-generating a constara
amplitude pulse whose duration is inversely proportional to the slope of the horizon
---
rofile in the region of the two slice levels (for a constant scan ra ge) , we obtain a
measure of slope which can be used to correct the pitch or roll errors regardless of
	 ^
geographic regions and equivalent horizon temperatures over-which: the- scan occurs.
^.^
?'he mathematical formulation for this is shown in Figure 5 , .which is an
	 '^
expanded horizon: slope- dea ing with only•. one edge. The; equations show from
slope and similar triangle determinations that a correction factor t4 - to may be
	 _r,,
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obtained in the standard, single. slice.. level processing procedure. The correc ion
pulse adds to the normalized earth. scan pulse the amount required to stretch the
to^kal pulse to the Points 0 at the two edges of the horizon. over which the scan
occurred .
C . Processing Circuitry; Analog Approach
To implement. the concepts of the improved accuracy .horizon scanner,. we
require, basically, the origirYal .circuits used for normal pitch and roll processing,
plus a few elements to produce the error correction output •.s which will be integrated.
wi •^ h the common pitch and roll output signals. We will limit t:he discussion pr^-
marily to the circuitry which provides the error correction, the more stanaard
processing having been coverEd in papers and articles prepared previously by
M. Arck and M. Merlen6.
The block diagram, Figure 6, shows the nature of the processing circuitry
which is required. The standard circuits are shown in a .somewhat simplified form,
pointing out only the principal. blocks for the pitch. error channel. The higher slice
level; for example, is achieved by setting the threshold level of a modified Schmitt.
trigger circuit to a convenient level, say 5^J% of expected` 240°'K target. The out^-
put of this trigger is a fixed amplitude square. pulse of a duration which corresponds
•^o the earth scan. period of the sensor from the time of ay threshold crossover a
the leading edge to: its crossover atthe: trailing edge of the. earth scan. It is the
output of this circuit which is further processed anal used as the pitch-output in
the-more conventional horizon scanners . For roll error output;, it is compared with
a similar pulse from a second . head.	 '
A second and identical .
 Schmitt type :circuit is used for the error correction
channel in the. present system. This trigger is set to a lower threshold value, ox	 ;
which may be conveniently adjus ed to be 25% of the o:^pected 240° K target fiem-
perature preamplifier output . signal level. Tr^'e output of this trigger circ;^uit is again.
a constant--amplitude pulse but it is of longer duratl,or. because - is is init:al:ed and
terminated_ at a lower signal level Hof the earth . scan.. ^'he Schmitt 'type circuits
used are of a design which insures that hysteresis in their switching cycle is made
negligibly small. The leading pulse of Schm 3^ t ax is next fed to one input of F^.l:p^
Flop T, whose output is thus made to go pos%,five, As soon_ccs Schmita' ay starts
it normalized earth pulse, a signal_fr^om its outpa^^^ is fed o the second (disabling)
%nput of Flip-Flop I, thus turning off-its output pulse °_ This output f is thus seen
to be a pulse of standard amplitude and of a duration corresponding ^o the time
between amplifier output signal crossover of tree threshold levels aX and ay. The
pulse duration is thus a `measure of the..slope of the leading edge of the ear^^rl scan
cycle. In an analogous fashion, Flip-Flop l:T generates a negative pulse of a ''
.duration corresponding to the trailing earth scan pulse's.`. time differential in cross°
ng over the threshold levels ax and ay This pulse is cx measure of the trailing
,.edge. slope,_ and will be =used to apply fihe desired correction voltage: to-precisely
define the local vertical.
	 ^^
Ptch_output is obtained.. in ti^< ror.iven.t^^^:j^^rxl canner by l:nver-ting the polarity
	 `^
,;	 of the normalized earth scan' pulse an a cc^^^^mar^u from the reference signal generator.	 ^,.
.	 ,
/,
,_,	 m^_^_. ^^. _
	
- ^ ^^:,,^
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The reference .pulse occurs at midpoint during the earth scan when there is no
pitch error. The waveform thus generated will =have equal areas for both the
positive- and the negative -going portions.. After going through an integrator(fdt I) , zero pitch error output is produced. Error outputs different from zero
occur when the reference pulse divides t^ze-earth pulse into unequal areas.
Similarly, the outputs of Flip-Flops I and II are positive- and negative-
going equal-amplitude pulses of a duration representative of the s ope of `the	 ^,
horizon edge profiles. After going through Gates I and II j the pulses are fed to
an inegrator (fdt II) whose output is a measure of the pitch correction. This
error correction output is summed with the pitch., output error. signal to provide
the highly accurate output .
In Similar fashion the roll error may -be corrected. through subtraction of
the two-slice-level error output pulses.
A feature of this. error correction system which results in a significant.
improvement in signal-to-noise ratio is a scheme for gating "on" at least. the
lower slice level processing circuit at only those times when it its expected that
', a signal will be received-from the detector as it crosses over the horizon. Since
we know approximately at what point in the scan cycle the horizon edge will be
scanned,. it is relatively simple fio activate the sensitive, low-threshold level
circuit only at -those times when it is expected that a signal will be received.
By restricting the time duration of the ".acceptable" positive pulses to a
minimum determined by the longest expected horizon crossover - time and :resetting.
the positive flip-flop for .
 pulses that last longer than this pre-set interval, we
can effectively discriminate against noise-triggering during most of the scan period.
D. Digital Circuitry
.	
of analogThe techniques described above, while di.^cussed in the .form .
circuitry, are equally adaptable to digital use. An optical pulse generating- en-
codes, moi^,nt^ed on the perm:-^hery of the sc an mechanism, provides a pulse train
or code. In this method of :processing, the preamplifier output uigna]., upon
reaching the first. slice level, initiates an up^-count. The up-count. is terminated
when the second-s-lice level is crossed. In an exactly analogous fashion, a
similar down-coon is produced at the trailing edge of the earth scan, subtracting
'	 from the. accumulated leading edgE: count. The net difference in counts represents
the error correction. A-similar up and_down count is produced for the conventional
pitch (or roll) signals, commencing upon he crossing of the second threshold level
ay, inverting .the count upon receiving .
 the reference signal pulse. and. terminating
the subtraction . upon crossing the. ay
 level at the trailing edge. of the earth scan.
	 '
,. Upon adding the remainder pulses from the normal pitch (or roll) output-to the-
correction pulse remainder we obtain the final:, high-accuracy error output.
'	 V. LABORATORY MODEL SENSORI
I
_ _.
Two sensors have been constructed and.tested to demonstrate the value of
th^.s edge correction technique; each - .
 h a s ^ particular merits in specific applications:
3
- — -- 
_ ^.
;,
i	 ^	 ^	 ,.._.. _	
_	
__
^,:w^.	 _	
-
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{a} One-uses the 20 cps scan speed and. scan mechanism of conical scan
sensors. of current design but substitutes a pyroelectric detector for the immersed
thermistor bolome er.
(b) A second version uses the standard thermistor bolometer but uses a
°idllow-shaft, m^Zltiple-pole, rrtotor to operate _at a greatly reduced scanning speed .
This choice is dictated by the parallel need in all horizon sensor s of a high order
of .sensitivity and rapid response to permit precise determination of the crossover
point of a sharply defined edge. Present conical scan horizon .
 sensors, using
thermistor bolometers with time constants- of several milliseconds, use lead net-
works in the. processing electronics in order to obtain. a :rise time equivalent to
that of a 30Oµsec, response source. Such compensation results in a severe re-
duction in signal-to-noise ratio.
A. Pyroelectric Detector with. 20 CPS_ Scan
A pyroelectric detector operating at frequencies. beyond its thermal else-
-..,' trical time constant has a sensitivity which is essentially independent of fre-
quency up to the frequency at which the amplifier short circuit : noise becomes. a
limiting factor. This is so because the detector, which behaves' like . a pure
.capacitor, shunts out Johnson noise generated, at the amplifier` input, causing the
-noise voltage to decay at a rate of 6 dB/octane of frequency.. T'he responsvity
beyond the thermal constant of the. detector likewise falls off at- 6 dB/octave.
The signal-t^^-noise ratio for equal noise bandwidth thus remains constant so
Tong as the noise keeps falling -at the 6 dB/octave rate. This is shown in the
paper presented here by S . V^I^iner, and it is seen that a satisfactorily high
-detectivity is achieved up to frequencies of 1000 cps o
A pyroelectric detector was ncorparated ,into an engineering model. of the
conical scan ensor for two reasons: its sgnaYto^-noise. characteristic and the-
frequency compensation possble_to simulate a 3OOµsec. time constanto `phis
occurred without degradation of its sensitivity per unit bandwidth. Because this
sensor maintains a 20 -cps . scan speed, the cwail,able sysfem error oufput rate. is
greater than-that of the slower version described below.
B. Slow Scan Sensor tSsing Thermistor Detector and a
Hollow-Shaft Motor Scan Drive
__
A second version of conical 'scan sensor, also adapted to-demonstrate -the 	 ^
edge. correction. technique, .uses a standard. immersed thermistor bolometer. In 	 '
this sensor the optical element, a venetian blind reflector, may scan at about
3 rps because it is mounted directly to the rotor of a hollow shaft multipole motors
'This. construction eliminates; the gearing between the motor and the optical elements .
Asa :result of the lowered speed and by eliminating gears and. all bearirzc^s oxcept
those of the motor, wear is . decreased substantially and the reliability of the
mechanism is iinproved. 'Figure 7 shows'-the scanning head of the laboratory model
sensor.
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To evaluate the performance of the =sensors , the optical heads were mounted
ini the horizon simulator shown in Figure 8 . A heated plate source_ can be adjusted
to provide the equivalent of a .240° K CO2 band atmosphere temperature. or other
temperatures as desired.. Signal-to-noise :ratio. measurements. were made with.. both
sensors for radiance values equivalent to 240° K and 200° K CO2 band atmosphere...
temperatures . The data is shown in Table I below.
In order to simulate a lower equivalent radiation .level at one edge of the
horizon scan (as may occur when scanning over the arctic winter regions.}, an
attenuating screen was introduced. at the horizon simulator edge. The radiation
^'AB^,E I — CUMFARISON OF PYROELECTRIC AND THERMISTOR SENSORS
Pyroelectric
	
Thermistor
___ Parameter
	 Detector System	 Detector System
Scan Rate	 20 RPS	 3 RP S
Spectral Response	 14 to l6µ	 1^ to l6µ
Clear Area of C7bj ective	 8 cm2
	
8 cm2
2° x 4°	 2° x 4°
1 x 2 mrn	 -	 0.2 Trim x 0.4 mm
Germanium immersed
0.5 sec . compen ated	 3 ms ec .
to 0.3 msec.
NEP (500K, 500., 1) =	 NEP (500K, 100, 1)
L0_g Watts	 0.36 x 10`9
 Watts
Detector Operating at
Room 7`'emper^ature
Preamp iffier Bandwidth.
	 05 to 500 cps.	 0.05 to 40.0 cps
Siang1 (Peak)
	 67	 250
Noise . (RMS)	 (13.4 for p-p noise)
	
(50 for p-p
 not e)
for 240° K radiance in
14 to 16 µ band .before
slice level.
Slice Levels:..
	 20%: and 40% of maximum signal
pulse from 240° K horizon
'-S/N p -p at lower .slice level
	 '^ . 7	 10
Minimum Effective. Temperature*
	 19.0° K
	
165° K	 1
*The lowest`CO2 band atmosphere temperature for which the. correction sys em is
	 ^
effective.. Below this temperature the system v^^ill function. without the benefit
of the edge correction system with an'accu-racy similar to that of a standard.
conical scan sensor.
__ -^.
. ,_;
Field of View
' Detector Area
Detector Time Constant
Detector Sensitivity
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FIGURE 7. EXPERIMENTAL CO2 BAND SENSOR HEAD
FIGURE 8. EXPERIMENTAL CO2 BAND SENSOR MOUNTED IN
LT^BORATORY SIMULATOR
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received by the detector from this region :had an equivalent CO2 temperature of
f	 210° K (the highest value having been.. 240° K) . 	 While such a system_ of at enuation
of radiance at one side of the scan does not have the-characteristic gradien - of
the horizon profile curves , the f finite f field of view of the: sensor makes the trap-
stion a gradual one_.	 In the absence of correcting . circuitry, scanning over these. {.
, regions of dissimilar radiance. results.. in an error in the conventional.: pitch output ,:;
^	 of about 0.5 angular degree... On adding the correction channel output. signal to
the conventional pitch output-the error is reduced to about 0. 03° . ^	 {_;
The data in Table T shows that the thermistor detector system operating at
3 RPS i	 somewhat superior to the pyroeTectric detector system operating at 20 rps m,However, it should be remembered that it will. have a `poorer error output' responise
time.. With a scanner operating in the narrow .l5µ: COZ band an.d_a 20 rps scan rate,.:
the required sensitivity cannot be achieved without some changes such: as increased
!size of the optical collector or the substitution of detectors capable ,of increased
response time.	 Among ..detectors which do not require cooling to liquid. gas temper
atures , the pyroelectric detector appears' to be an excellent choice.
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